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ABSTRACT

Improving process efficiency and product quality are vital commercial considerations in

flat-rolled metal production. These goals are achieved through several techniques

including mill design, dynamic scheduling and on-line process control. Quality strip

exhibits excellent flatness and thickness profiles. On-line control of these properties

requires an accurate, fast and robust model of physical mill behaviour. A suitable model,

applicable to a wide range of modern rolling stands, is presented. Two-high, four-high or

six-high stands may be modelled. Roll deformation is not restricted to vertical deflections,

as has been the case with previous models. This enables three-dimensional roll

deformation (due to frictional forces and non-vertical roll alignment) to be modelled.

Roll and strip deformation are modelled using a weighting function approach. Axis

deflection influence functions are generated for rolls of varying diameter. Roll surface

flattening is modelled using new influence functions which take account of circumferential

force distributions. Two major non-linear effects (which cannot be linearised) occur within

the model as a result of variations of contact distribution between rolls and three-

dimensional roll behaviour. A solution method is formulated with two nested iterative

loops. Slow, non-robust operation is overcome using four techniques...

• Careful equation arrangement provides a symmetric, sparse, repetitive

system matrix. Schur Compliment Theory provides a quick inversion

algorithm.

• A partial Gauss-Jordan Elimination technique overcomes the need for time-

consuming matrix re-inversion within the iterative loops.

• A simple model provides initial parameter estimates which reduce the

number of three-dimensional iterations needed for convergence.

• A non-linear interpolation method enables fast operation following axial

shift of CVC rolls.

The model is validated against available experimental data and is shown to be fast and

robust enough for on-line real-time control applications.
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CHAPTER 1

1. INTRODUCTION

Summary

This chapter provides a brief overview of flat metal production and control. Developments

of metal rolling, the use of control actuators and modelling are discussed. Finally, we

describe the current state of modelling and review new work presented in this thesis.

1.1. OVERVIEW OF FLAT METAL PRODUCTION AND CONTROL

1.1.1. Industrial Use of Steel and Aluminium

Wrought metal products provide a vital component in manufacturing industries world-wide

with flat rolled products such as metal plate, sheet and foil commanding 92%[ 1 ] of total

production. The two metals fabricated most commonly in this form are steel and aluminium,

both of which have massive reserves. Aluminium and iron are the third and fourth most

abundant elements comprising 8.0% and 5.8% of the earth's crust respectively[ 2]. Being

easily extractable, highly malleable and ductile, they are suited to cold forming. Flat

rolling of other metals - such as titanium and magnesium alloys - does take place, but on a

much smaller scale due to limited capacity for cold forming. Flat rolled production involves

mining of a metal ore (bauxite, for example); chemical separation and purification; heating

to provide liquefaction; chemical treatment and alloying to improve strength and other

material properties; and casting to provide an ingot which is rolled into plate (thickness

greater than 0.20"), sheet(thickness between 0.20" and 0.01") or foil (thickness less than

0.01").

Pure aluminium has very low yield strength (7-11MPa) while pure iron is brittle. As a

result, the pure forms have little commercial use, but when alloyed with other metallic

(e.g. zinc or chromium) or non-metallic (e.g. carbon) elements they become much stronger.

Flat rolled steels and aluminium alloys are used throughout industry in the manufacture of

aircraft, ships and cars; as components in the construction industry; and for food and drink

packaging. Although steels and aluminium alloys have differing properties (melting point,

strength, density and vulnerability to corrosive effects), production processes and

applications, they are rolled in a very similar manner.

- 12 -



CHAPTER 1

Steel is obtained from raw iron ore or the recycling of high quality scrap. The process used

aims to reduce carbon levels to below 0.5% and to introduce other alloying elements. A

comprehensive description of steel production and pre-rolling process control is given by

Williams[3]. Aluminium recycling takes place on a much smaller scale and most flat rolled

product is obtained from the ore Bauxite which contains approximately 50% hydrated

alumina - see Polmear[4], for example. The Bayer process, which is used to extract alumina,

is followed by an electrolytic process in which currents up to 250,000 Amps are used to

extract pure aluminium. Following alloying, the metal is cast and is ready for rolling.

Ingot casting (where distinct bricks of metal are formed) has dominated both aluminium

and steel industries. However, it is being replaced by semi-continuous or continuous casting

(where liquid metal is cast onto a moving belt or between drums) described, for example, by

Polmear[5]. The main advantage of continuous casting is that less cooling variations occur

and higher quality product results.

Rolling produces long thin products and reduces microstructure imperfections caused by

variable cooling following casting. Modern rolling involves passing strip through mills in

three stages known as roughing, hot rolling and cold rolling as described in section (1.1.2).

Each mill consists of up to six independently driven stands connected in tandem. Each stand

contains rolls formed from a chrome-steel alloy[ 6]. Thickness reduction results from the

combination of horizontal tension and high compressive stresses experienced by the strip as

it passes through each stand. Rolls adjacent to the strip are known as work rolls and the

gap between them through which strip passes is known as the roll bite. In this small region,

typically 0.2" - 1.0" in length, plastic strip deformation occurs and strip thickness

decreases. Provided the ratio of thickness to width is small, or inter-stand tensions are

large, lateral spread may be assumed to be negligible.

Quality flat rolled products have near uniform thickness, both along the strip centre-line,

and across any cross-sectional profile. They are also free from waves or buckles. Throughout

the steel and aluminium industries, strip with wavy edges or centre buckles is said to have

poor shape. This is caused by excessive residual stresses introduced as a result of plastic

deformation in the roll bite - see section (1.1.3).

- 13 -
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Figure (1.1) shows the casting and rolling processes for steel or aluminium production. It is

clear that recycling of these metals provides an additional primary production source and

may reduce production costs. Further sources are provided by rolling waste (which cannot be

controlled) and rejected product (which is controllable). Waste occurs because product edges

and the nose (leading end) are trimmed after both hot and cold rolling, while rejects are

caused by product not satisfying desired tolerances or by having unsightly waves or buckles.

Rolling poor quality product that is rejected from the process and returned to the casting

furnace reduces process efficiency and must be avoided.

Rejected Strip & Rolling Waste

Ingot

Roughing Hot Rolling Cold Rolling

Figure 1.1) Production of flat rolled metal products

In the current tough commercial environment with the erosion of traditional steel and

aluminium markets (with the advance of plastics for food containers, for example) and the

emergence of new ones (such as aluminium car components), it is vital that product quality is

as high as possible. Quality is maintained by controlling the whole process, but control of

rolling is vital as it is the final production stage.

This thesis provides an accurate model of the non-linear rolling process. A discretisation

scheme describes strip thickness and stress distribution which evolve through the rolling

process to produce exit strip profile and shape which are both of importance for production

and commercial reasons. Two major non-linearities are overcome to produce a model which

has a run-time quick enough and sufficient robustness to make it suitable for on-line real-

time control of profile and shape. Furthermore, detailed descriptions of the mill stand

mechanical engineering characteristics are obtained which are of value in mill design,

particularly with regard to control and regulation issues.
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In addition to on-line control use, the model may be operated in an inverted form for mill

set-up applications. Both model versions have been used and tested extensively and have

been shown to be robust, fast and superior to any alternatives currently available.

Furthermore, the models embrace a large number of significant variations in rolling practice

and design, including the operational effects of four types of control actuator. Section (1.1.2)

describes the rolling process and these variations in more detail, while section (1.1.3)

discusses the importance of product quality. On-line control, mill set-up, and further control

applications are described in detail in section (1.1.4). Control actuators are described fully

in section (1.2). Section (1.3) describes the current state of mill technology, and section (1.4)

reviews model accomplishments.

1.1.2. The Rolling Process

A typical modern rolling process consists of three stages - roughing, hot rolling and cold

rolling - which are used to transform a brick shaped ingot into long thin strip. In addition to

the thickness reduction, strip microstructure properties are improved. Variable cooling of

the ingot following casting produces variations in grain size throughout the metal with

larger grains near the surface. Rolling reduces these variations, improves grain orientation

and surface finish and aims to produce strip with uniform profile and thickness that does

not suffer from waves or buckles caused by excessive residual stress.

Roughing is a crude process which is used to reduce ingot thickness until the material can be

wound into a coil. As rolling requires high forces, the ingot is reheated following casting to

reduce its yield strength before passing through a huge typically two-high mill. This is

followed by hot rolling which takes place typically at 1000°C for steel and 450°C for

aluminium. It is a thermo-mechanical process which alters microstructure and improves

metallic properties such as tensile strength, yield stress, ductility and formability. In

addition the strip cross-sectional profile can be altered without introducing buckles or

waves. A typical tandem hot mill consists of a number of up to six four-high stands with

work and backup rolls of relatively large diameter, typically 20" and 60" respectively.

During hot rolling, strip undergoes work hardening (a micro-structural process) caused by

accumulation of dislocations in the metal lattice structure. As a result, no more reduction can

be taken until the strip is passed through an annealing furnace which raises its temperature

(to approximately 750°C for steel and 400°C for aluminium) to free dislocations and lower

yield stress.

- 15 -
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After annealing, strip is pickled in hydrochloric or sulphuric acid to remove scale and is

oiled and re-coiled before cold rolling.

Figure 1.2) Tandem Hot Mill

During cold rolling (which takes place at room temperature) strip profile cannot be changed

significantly without introducing excessive residual stress and producing buckled strip.

Therefore, cold rolling is only used to reduce centre-line thickness (by a factor of 50-90%)

while ensuring that lateral profile remains near constant and avoiding edge waves and

centre buckles. A typical tandem cold mill consists of up to six four-high or six-high stands

which have smaller work rolls than hot mills (typically 10" diameter) as the yield stress

of cold strip is greater and small rolls require less force to apply the required stress as their

contact area with the strip is less, but they bend far more than large rolls. Following cold

rolling, edges which have poor profile are trimmed and returned to the casting furnace

producing an unavoidable process inefficiency. Finally, strip is wound, cut, packaged and

delivered.

Figure 1.3) Tandem Cold Mill

- 16 -
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Measurement and control systems are applied to rolling mills to produce strip with good

thickness, profile and residual shape characteristics. Shapemeters which measure

residual stress, and x-ray gauges which measure profile and thickness are described in

section (1.2.8) below. A controlling algorithm is implemented using a model of rolling stand

and strip behaviour. This relates strip and shape and thickness profile to controllable and

uncontrollable inputs, such as incoming strip properties and control actuator settings.

1.1.3. Product Quality Requirements

Rolling mill design has progressed significantly over the last fifty years as demand has

increased for high quality flat rolled products without edge waves or centre buckles and

with near uniform thickness along the centre-line and across any cross-sectional profile.

Figure (1.4) shows strip centre-line thickness and cross-sectional profile. If thickness at any

point is less than a desired value, products manufactured from the strip will have

insufficient strength; but if it is greater, products will be unnecessarily heavy, material

will be wasted and extra transport costs incurred. Hence, accurate control of strip centre-line

thickness and cross-sectional profile improves product quality.

Strip Profile
	 ••-

Centre-line
Thickness

Figure 1.4) Strip centre-line thickness and cross-sectional profile

If strip is laid out following rolling it will exhibit edge waves or centre buckles if it

contains excessive residual stress. Strip has good shape or flatness if no waves or buckles

occur which is the case when residual stress is minimal. As strip thickness reduction is

caused by a plastic process, residual stress[71 is introduced if the proportional reduction of

any incoming strip profile varies with width. Variable percentage reduction is caused by

imperfect matching of roll gap and strip cross-sectional profiles.
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Excessive residual stress leads to wavy edges or centre buckles which are undesirable for

three reasons - strip tearing, threading problems and the aesthetic problem of buckled strip

being unsightly. Strip tearing during rolling would necessitate a process stoppage, removal

from the mill and return to the casting furnace. This reduces process efficiency as time is lost

while the strip is changed and earlier production costs are wasted. Strip with poor shape

may suffer from threading problems during later rolling stages or during subsequent

manufacturing processes. A strip mis-feed would cause production to be stopped, expensive

production time to be lost and strip to be wasted. Finally, buckled strip could not be used for

most manufactured products because of its unsightly nature.

1.1.4. Control Applications

If a mill rolled product with constant dimensions and reduction, rolling was continuous (so

thermal roll expansion was constant) and strip entering the mill was free from residual

stress distribution changes or profile defects, then the desired strip/ work roll force would

be constant and roll bending could be counteracted using only ground roll cambers. In reality,

a mill will roll a variety of strip products, of differing material properties, dimensions,

desired reductions, with residual stress or profile defects, and even continuous mills will

suffer process interruptions so that thermal roll expansion may change. A control system is

required to produce strip with good shape and desired thickness profile regardless of these

changes. Actuators are used to alter the roll gap profile which in turn alters outgoing strip

thickness profile or shape. Duncan[81 has given a complete theory for the analysis and

control of cross-directional parameters, which could be applied to the metal rolling process,

provided a fast accurate plant model is available.

Modern hot and cold rolling mills contain stands linked in tandem. As the stands interact

with each other, the control of shape and profile becomes a multivariable problem. For

example, the control of inter-stand tension and strip centre-line thickness profile in a multi-

stand mill are described by Bryant[ 9]. However, it is possible that control of the cross-

directional parameters of profile and shape will lead to enhanced behaviour, as shape and

profile coupling at earlier stands may be different to those at later ones.
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Modern mills are controlled using four types of actuator ...

• Hydraulic jacks bend rolls and alter the roll gap profile. This changes exit

strip shape and thickness profile.

• Roll axial shifting systems mimic the effect of large hydraulic bending

jacks.

• Cooling sprays have been used in rolling for many years. Recently, their use

as control actuators has been identified. Sprays alter work roll thermal

cambers which, in turn, influence strip shape and thickness profile.

• Rolling direction horizontal roll offset is a relatively new actuator which

controls roll wrap-round and the effect on strip shape and thickness profile.

It requires an accurate three-dimensional model.

A cross-directional model of rolling stand behaviour may be used for many applications

such as on-line profile or residual stress control; preset (set-up) or process re-starts after

interrupts; off-line analysis for diagnostic, design and strategic use; parameter estimation

(such as thermal camber estimation); and dynamic scheduling...

• On-line profile or shape control involves controlling actuators so that hot

mill profile is kept as close to a desired value as possible or that cold mill

residual stress is minimized to produce strip with good shape

characteristics. The model algorithm must run quickly and be robust so that

a valid output is guaranteed.

• For set-up use or process re-starts after process interruptions, optimal initial

actuator setting when rolling commences are calculated. An inverted model

with desired profile as an input is used for actuator preset. Once again

speed and operation robustness are important, as this version of the model

is run while an ingot is waiting on the run-in table before rolling. For hot-

mill calculation, an important input variable is slab temperature which

will change and alter the calculation accuracy if it is not instantaneous.
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• During off-line simulation all mill component deflections and forces can be

obtained to examine behaviour during rolling. Although desirable, speed or

robustness is not vital for this operation which would be used for design and

development purposes, diagnosing rolling operation problems or as a tool to

help control strategy.

• Parameter estimation involves model inversion relative to an input

parameter. For example, if thermal expansion is unknown, the model is run

with ground camber only and the difference between the model output and

measured shapemeter roll gap profiles is assumed to be due to work roll

thermal expansion caused by strip/roll friction.

• Dynamic scheduling involves rolling order optimisation for the next few

products depending on mill set-up; thermal roll expansion; and strip

dimensions, reduction and material properties. As the model would be used

off-line initially, speed is not vital but is useful.

If a mathematical model is used as part of a real-time processing algorithm, it must be both

quick to run and be robust. A model that takes several hours to produce an output or which

requires many iterations and may not converge on a valid result is of no use for control

purposes. Most physical processes are non-linear, but instead of using non-linear models

which require iterative solution methods, it is better for control purposes, to use linear

models which approximate non-linear system behaviour. A trade-off issue between

accuracy and linearity arises and a balance must be struck between the two.

Linear models have two fundamental properties - superposition and scalar multiplicity -

which can be used to show that all linear models which comprise a set of n unique linear

equations with the same number n of unknown variables have an independent solution.

Non-linear equations do not possess these properties, are more difficult to solve and may

have more than one solution. Iterative processes are used frequently to solve non-linear

equations. Open-ended iterative processes may be non-robust because they may not converge

on a solution. It is better to either linearise the non-linear equation about an operating point

or to develop robust procedures that ensure rapid convergence.
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Centre-line thickness is controlled in both hot and cold rolling, shape control is confined to

cold rolling and strip profile control to hot rolling, although profile measurement may be

useful for cold rolling off-line studies.

1.1.5. Model provided by this thesis

This thesis provides an accurate shape model for a six-high mill stand that produces

discretised exit strip profile and shape as a function of initial strip parameters, actuator

settings and roll stand deformation characteristics. Three-dimensional stand effects

resulting from non-vertical roll alignment or frictional forces between rolls have been

shown, under practical conditions, to influence strip profile and shape evolution and are

modelled successfully. It appears that no other available model has accomplished this.

The model contains two non-linearities that cannot be removed through linearisation

without serious loss of accuracy. The first arises from the wrap around effects of small

radius rolls on their neighbours, while the second arises from variations of contact length

between neighbouring rolls. Within a modern six-high mill both non-linear effects occur at

four interfaces between rolls.

To overcome these non-linearities, the proposed solution method contains two iterative

loops which impose considerable demands on numerical procedures used to solve other

equations. Solutions for these problems are presented which handle all these effects under

real time conditions. Robust solutions are provided which are not over sensitive to data

errors.

The model is applicable to two-high, four-high and six-high stands, to both hot and cold

rolling, and to pre-set and other off-line control applications.

Transients are assumed to decay rapidly and as a result dynamic effects are ignored.
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1.2. DEVELOPMENT OF METAL ROLLING AND MODELLING

A modern six-high rolling mill stand is described. We then discuss the development of mill

modelling and control systems. Whenever an innovation, such as a new actuator, has been

introduced, modelling advances have occurred subsequently. Five types of control actuator

are considered - cooling sprays, hydraulic bending jacks, axial shift systems (applied to

CVC rolls) and rolling direction shift systems (which alter three-dimensional roll

deformation).

1.2.1. Overview of a Modern Six-High Mill

A single stand of a modern cold rolling mill is shown in figure (1.5). Strip flows into the mill

between a pair of work rolls which are supported by a pair of intermediate rolls and in turn

by a pair of backup rolls. Large forces are transmitted from the work rolls to the strip and

determine exit strip shape and thickness profile. These forces are, in turn, determined by

housing screw settings and hydraulic bending jacks applied to the intermediate and work

rolls as shown. Other control actuators alter the distributions of these forces by altering

undeformed roll cambers (axial shift systems or cooling sprays) or alter three-dimensional

roll deformation (rolling direction shift systems).

Roll bite friction generates large amounts of heat which produces thermal roll expansion.

To combat this effect, banks of cooling sprays are fixed adjacent to the work rolls.

Aluminium mills have sprays only upstream so that lubricants do not remain on the strip

after rolling. Steel rolling mills have sprays fixed either upstream or downstream. By

controlling lubricant flow, thermal roll camber may be altered. This changes the force

distributions between the work rolls and the strip and alters strip parameters. Hence

cooling sprays may be used to control strip shape and profile thickness.

We consider intermediate rolls ground with a non-uniform camber, known as a continuously

varying camber (CVC). Axial shifting of top and bottom intermediate rolls in opposite

directions alters undeformed camber relative to the other mill components. Again,

undeflected camber affects force distributions and hence affects strip output variables.

Hence, axial intermediate roll shift may also be used to control strip shape and thickness

profile.
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CHAPTER 1

The final control actuators considered are rolling direction shift systems. We consider a

fixed intermediate roll horizontal offset and a variable work roll horizontal offset.

Shifting work roll supports alters the extent to which rolls wrap-round their neighbours.

As a result all vertical force distributions throughout the mill, including roll bite force

distribution, are altered. Roll bite force has a direct influence on exit strip shape and

profile thickness. Hence variable horizontal shift may be used as another control actuator.

Figure 13) A modem cold rolling mill

Modelling of stand and strip deformation has evolved since the beginning of this century.

As the complexity of mills has increased, so has the modelling of their behaviour. In recent

years the massive increase in computer power has enabled the use of computationally

complex simulations such as boundary element and finite element models. Two extensive

reviews of finite element work have been published by Hartley et au 101 and Montmitonnet

& Buessler[11 1 while many authors have published boundary element work.
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Even though these techniques are very powerful, they are too complex to produce models

robust and quick enough for on-line control use. Instead, this thesis builds on more

traditional approaches developed throughout the past 50 years which make rational

assumptions about strip and stand deformation behaviour to produce reasonable predictions

quickly.

The next section describes the development of rolling mills and their models beginning with

early work. We then discuss advances made when each actuator was introduced.

1.2.2. Early Mills & Modelling

Cast ingots have been rolled since the first half of the fifteenth century. Originally,

product thickness was reduced by passing through a two-high stand consisting of a pair of

work rolls. Tandem mills (where product is passed through a number of stands in series)

have been in operation since 1766 when Richard Ford commenced operation in Sheffield. In

1892 a mill rolling hot steel strip consisting of two roll stands connected in tandem mill

started operation in Czechoslovakia[121.

The next advance was the addition of extra rolls of large diameter known as backup rolls

which supported the work rolls. The first three-high mill was constructed in Wales in

1853, and the first four-high mill in Warrington in 1872. These designs enabled the use of

small diameter work rolls without excessive roll deflection. Small diameter work rolls

have a smaller area of contact with the strip than large diameter rolls and hence require a

smaller force to produce the necessary internal strip stress for yield.

The first mathematical treatment of rolling was made in the 1920s by Siebel and von

Karman, which was used as a basis for the theory of Orowan[ 13] published two decades

later and credited by most subsequent papers. These models aimed to provide values of roll

bite force and motor torque necessary to produce a desired strip thickness reduction. Orowan

considered two dimensional strip deformation with vertical thickness reduction and strip

elongation in the flow direction while ignoring lateral spread. His work - described in

detail in section (1.3) - is based on the Hitchcock[ 14] Assumption that the arc of contact

with each work roll remains circular with an increased arc radius as shown in figure (1.6).
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Unfortunately, the non-linear Hitchcock equation expresses work roll flattening as a

function of roll bite force while the remaining model equations relate roll bite force to strip

parameters and and work roll flattening. Most solution methods require an initial estimate

of roll bite force and iterations to obtain the correct value. However, several authors, such

as Bryant & Osborn[15], have introduced further simplifications to produce non-iterative

versions while others have questioned several of the assumptions made by Orowan to

produce more accurate iterative models.

Figure 1.6) Hitchcock Approximation

The effect of strip lateral spread has been modelled with varying success by authors such as

O'Connor & Weinstein[16], Tozawa[171 and Matsumoto[18]. If this assumption is abandoned,

plane strain does not apply, the problem becomes highly non-linear and it has little on-line

control use. The assumption of no lateral spread is therefore used in this thesis which aims

to provide an on-line model.
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1.2.3. Cooling Sprays

Cooling sprays have been applied to rolling mills for many years, but their use as control

actuators is a recent development.

Strip enters the roll bite travelling slower than the work roll, accelerates through the roll

bite as its thickness decreases and emerges faster than the roll surface. All Orowan-type

models assume that strip and work roll have the same velocity at one infinitely small

point known as the neutral point. Friction acts on the strip elsewhere in the roll bite in the

direction of strip flow (before the neutral point) or in the opposite direction (afterwards).

These large frictional forces generate heat and cause thermal roll expansion. When rolling

steel strip of 50", for example, roll gap forces of 1000 tons may be expected. A typical top

speed of output strip is 50 m.p.h. and as a result of roll gap friction, 5 MW of heat may be

generated [191.

Although cooling fluids are used to reduce friction and remove heat, substantial thermal

roll expansion occurs across the region of work roll/strip contact. Authors such as Goodwin,

Carney and Edwards[201 have discussed the use of cooling sprays as actuators for control

applications. By changing direction, flow-rate or temperature of cooling fluid, roll cooling

and thus thermal roll expansion will change. The cross-directional influence function of one

cooling spray is isolated and a bank of cooling sprays is modelled using linear combinations

of this influence function.
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1.2.4. Bending Jacks

In the 1960s three sets of hydraulic cylinders were added to four-high mills between top

and bottom work rolls, between top work and backup rolls and between bottom work and

backup rolls. Vertical forces are applied to roll shafts and provide additional bending of

work rolls and, to a lesser extent, intermediate rolls. This alters roll gap force distribution

which has a direct influence on exit strip shape and thickness profile. Hence, jack control

may take place as described by Sivilotti[21 ], for example.

As a result of this design advance, rake models were produced with the boundary between

strip and rolls discretised across the strip. Compressive force acting in each discrete zone

was assumed to be axially uniform and circumferentially constant with a typical

distribution selected. Strip was considered as of a set of ribbons which could undergo

vertical thickness reduction and longitudinal elongation but not lateral spread. Influence

between neighbouring ribbons was ignored. Orowan-type strip models were used to

determine total force acting in each zone. Roll deformation was described as a function of

axially distributed force using linear influence functions, derived from simple beam bending

theory. The strip and roll deformation models were solved iteratively until convergence

between strip profile and roll gap profile was obtained.

As the influence between neighbouring strip ribbons is ignored, significant model errors may

occur. The strip equations used in this thesis do not make this assumption.

Two of the first rake models for four-high mill stands were produced independently by

Shohet & Townsend [22] - who described the motivation for their work as profile reduction

control, primarily in hot steel mills and hot and cold aluminium mills - and Kuhn &

Weinstein[23]. Section (1.3.2) describes these cross-directional models in more detail.
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1.2.5. Six-High Mills with Axial Shifting and Horizontal Offset

Six-high mills - such as the Hitachi (HC) millf241 _ were introduced in the 1970s with

extra intermediate rolls inserted between each work and backup roll. Systems were

included to enable axial roll shifting and Turley[ 25] showed that this changes force

distributions, alters roll bending and enables a wide range of products to be rolled on one

mill.

A feature of six-high mills is small diameter work rolls which may be offset horizontally

in the downstream direction to alter roll wrap-round. This changes force distributions

within the model and leads to strip shape and thickness profile alterations. Hence, a

rolling direction shift system may be used as a control actuator. Bosenberg and Hanel[26]

demonstrate the control use of horizontal shifting applied to five-high and six-high

Taylor Mills.

Only limited modelling of six-high mills appears in the literature. This is probably

because a six-high model does not involve any major theoretical advance from a four-high

model - but it involves a substantial extra amount of bookkeeping and programming.

Authors who have published include Pawelski[ 27] and Wang, Pan and Wang[ 281. However,

there is no published model that successfully considers three-dimensional roll stand

deformation and simulates both vertical and horizontal roll behaviour - all published

rolling mill models contain only vertical roll stack models and hence the control use of

horizontal offset is very limited.
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1.2.6. CVC Rolls and Axial Shift Systems

The latest development in rolling technology was the introduction of intermediate rolls

ground with a continuously varying camber. CVC theory, developed by Klarruna in the

1980s, is described by several authors, for example Rosenthal[291. When used in conjunction

with axial shifting, substantial changes of force distribution result which mimic the effect

of large bending jack forces and provide an increased control range.

The work rolls (of a four-high mill) or intermediate rolls (of a six-high mill) are ground

with a non-uniform camber that can be described by a polynomial function (typically a

cubic) of position across roll face. Axial shift of top and bottom rolls (in opposite directions)

changes camber relative to the mill and thus alters the roll gap profile as shown in table

(1.1). This camber change alters force distributions throughout the model and leads to strip

shape and thickness profile changes. Hence, CVC shift may be used as a control actuator.

No shift Positive shift Negative shift

CVC rolls
Inrmi -.._ ji.

Effect on roll

gap profile
L'*====')

Table 1.11 Effect of CVC Shifting on Roll Gap Profile

1.2.7. Measurement Systems

Measurements for control and observation of shape and thickness profile are provided by a

shapemeter which records strip residual stress, an x-ray gauge which measures centre-line

thickness and cross-sectional profile and load cells in the stands.

Upon exiting the roll gap, strip approaches a shapemeter horizontally, passes over a set of

rotors and leaves at an angle downwards as shown in figure (1.5). Static force resolution

shows that a component of any residual stress will act to cause rotor deflection which are

measured by piezo-electric crystals, or differential pressures across an air bearing.
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1.3. CURRENT STATE OF MILL TECHNOLOGY & MODELS

The theory of Orowan published in 1941 has been acknowledged as a primary source by most

subsequent papers and is described along with other roll-force models in section (1.3.1). Two

of the earliest cross-directional distributed models were produced independently in the

U.K. by Shohet & Townsend and in the U.S.A. by Kuhn & Weinstein. They are described in

section (1.3.2) along with later models of Bryant & Spooner and Allwood. Section (1.3.3)

describes the modelling of roll surface flattening, which has been poor to date. Finally,

section (1.3.4) summarises the problems found in current models.

1.3.1. Roll Force Models

°rowan aimed to provide values of roll bite force and motor torque that should be applied

by rolls to the strip to produce a desired reduction. The following assumptions and

approximations were made...

• Work roll deformation is assumed to occur such that roll surface in contact with the

strip is still circular, but with an increased radius of curvature found using

Hitchcock's formula - as shown in figure (1.6).

• Lateral spread is ignored and strip deformation occurs in only two dimensions. The

strip is therefore in plane-strain.

• Strip acceleration in the roll bite is assumed to be negligible.

• Huber-von Mises plasticity condition holds so that yield stress (which increases

through the roll bite due to work hardening) is related to solely deviatoric stress

not hydrostatic stress. This formula simplifies for the plane-strain case.

• Elastic compression is negligible with only plastic deformation considered. This

assumption allows mass flow continuity (which must occur) to be represented by

volume flow continuity with the product of strip velocity and thickness constant.

• Homogeneous compression occurs so that vertical plane sections remain plane and

the vertical and horizontal stresses coincide with the principal stresses.
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• Coulomb friction is assumed to occur through the roll bite with a constant coefficient

of friction (which changes sign at the neutral point).

A two-dimensional model was formed using equations from the horizontal application of

Newton's second law and the plasticity law. Combination of these equations produces a

linear ordinary differential equation in terms of longitudinal stress and longitudinal

position. Orowan solved the model graphically whereas Bland and Ford made two further

minor geometric assumptions and solved it analytically. Further refinements have been

made including the modelling of elastic strip compression before plastic deformation and

elastic recovery afterwards by dividing the strip into (two elastic and one plastic) zones.

Grimble, Fuller & Bryant[] extended this concept by modelling five regions - entry elastic

compression, entry plastic deformation, central elastic behaviour, exit plastic deformation

and finally exit elastic recovery. This extension represents an attempt to model the special

effects thought to occur when high thickness reductions are taken.

Several of the assumptions made by Orowan have been questioned by subsequent authors

such as Huggins[31 1 who questioned that validity of the Hitchcock assumption. Instead of

making this assumption, Jortner, Osterle and Zorowski[ 32] produced an iterative model

which discretised the circumferential force distribution around the arc of contact and used a

simple plain strain flattening model given by Timoshenko[ 33]. Allwood[341 recently

examined another assumptions of Orowan - that the effect of strip acceleration through the

roll bite is small.
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1.3.2. Cross-Directional Distributed Models

Shohet & Townsend (1968) developed a model of a symmetric vertical four-high mill. They

considered bending and shearing roll deformation using a cross-directional discretised

approach. Vertical rigid body movement (assuming symmetry and one degree of freedom per

roll) and flattening between rolls - using the Hertz model described in section (1.3.3) - were

also considered. Influences of roll bite flattening between neighbouring zones were ignored.

Hydraulic jacks were incorporated into the model using force equilibrium equations for each

roll and influence functions described their effects on roll deformation. Strip deformation

was described using a simple model. The problem was summarised as that to find the

following three variables...

• distributed load between backup and work rolls.

• distributed load between work rolls and strip.

• rigid vertical body movement of work and backup rolls.

Iterative loops were used to ensure compatibility of strip and roll gap profiles and to obtain

the correct contact distribution between rolls. A slow, non-robust calculation procedure

resulted.

The model of Kuhn and Weinstein (1970) described a symmetric two-high or four-high

vertical mill. Discretised cross-directional forces were related to deflections by symmetric

weighting function matrices, generated from influence functions describing roll bending,

shearing, Poisson deflections and work roll roll bite flattening - described by the Bousinesq

model - see section (1.3.3). Strip deformation was described by the model of Jortner et al, but

was replaced later by that of O'Connor & Weinstein[ 35] (1972). Iterations which are

required to determine contact distribution between rolls and solve strip deformation models,

render the model slow and non-robust.

The four-high vertical model of Spooner & Bryant[ 36] has been applied commercially

within both steel and aluminium industries and is well verified. Influence functions

described roll bending, shearing and both roll bite (Bousinesq) and inter-roll (Hertz)

flattening. The assumption of mill centre-line symmetry was discarded so that asymmetric

strip could be modelled. This is especially useful in the aluminium industry where strip

may be cut along its centre-line to provide two asymmetric sections for further rolling.
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As a result, rigid body movement occurred with two degrees of freedom - vertical

translation and rotation. Both force and moment equilibrium of each roll are considered.

Separate weighting functions are used to model the action of cross-directional distributed

forces and hydraulic jack forces. Thermal expansion or contraction (due to cooling sprays) is

modelled. Strip deformation is described using a three sectioned (elastic-plastic-elastic)

Orowan style model. Additional equations describe material continuity through the roll

bite and the formation of residual stress. Strip and roll stack models are solved using an

iterative procedure with two nested loops. This is slow and suffers from convergence

difficulties.

Allwood [37] developed a model of a four-high asymmetric vertical mill. The weighting

function approach was exploited to describe roll deflections due to bending, shearing,

Poisson effects, and both roll bite and inter-roll flattening. Inaccuracies of the Bousinesq

and Hertz flattening models were recognised, as was the unavailability of suitable

alternative models. A major advance was made with the development of a new linearised

model of strip deformation. This allowed for influence between neighbouring strip ribbons

and used constant mass flow without making the (incorrect) assumption, made by previous

authors, of constant volume flow. The Bryant & Osborne non-iterative roll bite force model,

provided an operating point around which all other non-linear strip equations were

linearised.

Variations of contact between rolls produced non-linear effects which required an iterative

solution procedure. The resulting solution involved the off-line inversion of the system

matrix for each possible contact distribution. Each matrix was multiplied by a vector of

model inputs and the resulting output tested until the correct contact distribution was

obtained. This procedure is suitable for stands where only small contact distribution

variations occur - such as continuous mills rolling only one product width - but is not viable

for on-line use with most modern mills as changes in inter-roll contact distribution may

()CCM'.

The non-linear contact distribution problem is particularly acute when a six-high mill is

considered. In this case, there are four contact interfaces where contact distribution is

initially unknown. Improving the iterative procedure which obtains the correct contact

distribution is one of the tasks accomplished in this thesis.
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1.3.3. Roll Flattening

Modelling of roll surface flattening has been neglected by previous authors. Although

surface flattening displacements of a loaded roll are small compared to axis bending effects,

the influence of work roll surface flattening (in the roll bite) on strip shape during rolling is

significant and if it is ignored or incorrectly modelled, errors may occur. Previous roll stack

models have used the Bousinesq[38] flattening model. This provides the surface

displacement of a half space under a small area of uniform loading. It takes no account of

circumferential force distribution.

Inter-roll flattening model accuracy is less important. The analytic Hertz model (for

uniform infinite roll flattening) provides a good approximation for inter-roll flattening

under almost constant force, but is poor if force changes rapidly. As it is a scalar result, it

does not allow for influence from neighbouring zones and is, in effect, the axial summation of

the true two-dimensional influence function for a point force.

Alternative surface flattening models have been proposed by Nakajima & Matsumoto

(described by Ogawa[391) and Berger, Pawelski & Funke[ 401 which are modifications of the

Bousinesq formula (for a semi-infinite body) that take cylinder geometry into account.

However neither model considers circumferential force distributions occurring in the roll

bite.

Chapter (6) introduces an analytic model of two-dimensional surface deformation of a solid

isotropic elastic cylinder loaded uniformly over a small area. Estimates of circumferential

force distribution are used to provide one-dimensional linear models for both mutual roll

flattening and when a work roll flattens against the strip.
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1.3.4. Problems in Current Models and Proposed Solutions

A modern rolling mill model should be applicable to a comprehensive range of two-high,

four-high or six-high mill stands. It should model behaviour of hot or cold rolling mills,

and simulate three-dimensional roll deformations resulting from friction between rolls or

horizontal roll offset. Most previous models have been restricted to two-high or four-high

combinations and have modelled only vertical (two-dimensional) roll deformation. Few

six-high models have been described in the literature and no accurate, fast model which

includes three-dimensional roll deformation has been published.

Modelling of roll surface flattening has been poor. Many current models use the plane strain

Hertz model for inter-roll flattening and ignore influences between neighbouring zones.

Work-roll flattening due to strip force has been modelled using the Bousinesq model for

half space flattening under a point load. This is a poor model for small diameter rolls,

which are encountered in practise, because cylindrical stresses become significant.

The following section (1.4) reviews a model of an asymmetric six-high three-dimensional

stand. Weighting functions matrices (which are symmetric, persymmetric and positive-

definite) describe roll axis deformation due to bending, shearing and Poisson effects.

Previous models have used separate influence functions to describe the effects of distributed

forces and hydraulic jack forces. For each roll, we use only one weighting function matrix

which describes the effect of both distributed and jack forces. Jack forces are incorporated

through vertical force and moment equilibrium equations. Unlike previous authors, we use a

weighting matrix approach to describe force and moment equilibrium and relate roll

support (or jack) forces to distributed forces. A single vector equation is generated to describe

strip deformation. As a result of careful equation choice, sensible arrangement and the use of

weighting functions, a sparse, symmetric system matrix occurs. This enables an efficient

model solution to be obtained. The system matrix is solved within two iterative loops

which are needed to obtain the correct inter-roll contact and three-dimensional angle

distributions.
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1.4. REVIEW OF NEW WORK

This thesis present a cross-directional discretised model of a modern six-high rolling stand

which produces exit strip shape and thickness profile as a function of ...

• Hydraulic bending jacks applied to intermediate and work rolls.

• Roll shifting systems which either move work roll supports horizontally

downstream or shift intermediate CVC rolls axially.

• Cooling sprays which alter roll thermal cambers.

• Incoming strip dimensions, material properties and yield characteristics.

• Roll deformation mechanics determined by initial geometry and material

constants.

• Stand housing screw settings and stretching properties.

Strip and roll stand behaviour is modelled by breaking the problem down into sub-systems

describing stand housing, roll and strip deformation. Strip behaviour is described using a

linearised model. Roll deformation in modelled in both vertical and horizontal planes.

Both horizontal and vertical roll deformations are modelled using weighting function

matrices describing bending, shearing, surface flattening between rolls and work roll roll

bite surface flattening. Stand housing deformation is modelled using simple spring theory.

Two non-linearities occur, which cannot be linearised successfully. These are caused by...

• variations of contact distribution between rolls.

• variations of angles at which inter-roll forces act.

A solution method is proposed with linear equations arranged in a system matrix equation.

This equation is solved within two iterative loops which converge when the correct contact

distribution and inter-roll angels are found.
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Improved models for roll flattening are described in section (1.4.1) along with techniques

which enable modelling of three-dimensional roll deformation and contact distribution

variations.

All of the models reviewed above have significant errors and/or run-time difficulties

which render them unsuitable for on-line application. The model described in this thesis is

more accurate than the above models while being quick enough for on-line use. A weighting

function approach has been used to describe six relationships ...

• between distributed forces acting on rolls and the resulting displacement of

roll surfaces.

• between these forces and rigid body movement (with two degrees of

freedom)

• the force and moment equilibrium relationship that balances support and

discretised forces.

• between force applied to the strip and the resulting profile change from a

nominal value.

• between backup roll support forces and stand stretching.

Careful use of these weighting functions and arrangement of model equations provides a

system matrix which is symmetric, sparse and exhibits block repetition. These properties

are exploited to provide an optimal problem solution.

Run-time problems have been overcome using four techniques described in section (1.4.2).

Firstly, the system matrix is constructed so that it is sparse and symmetric. These

properties are utilised to provide an algorithm which calculates the inverse system matrix

far faster than a standard routine. Secondly, partial Gauss-Jordan elimination is used to

overcome problems caused by contact distribution iterations. Thirdly, a simplified scalar

model is constructed to provide a good initial estimate of inter-roll angles. This reduces the

number of angle iterations required. Finally, a non-linear interpolation routine improves

the solution run times following a CVC roll shift.
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1.4.1. Accurate Model Development

A fully coupled three-dimensional six-high rolling stand model, discretised in the roll

axial direction, has been developed for strip shape and profile modelling. No previous

model, available in the literature, has successfully described both vertical and horizontal

roll behaviour.

Weighting function matrices describe roll axis deflection and surface flattening as a

function of vectors describing horizontal and vertical components of forces acting between

rolls. Angle sine and cosine functions are used to resolve all discrete normal and frictional

forces between rolls to provide these horizontal and vertical components.

Weighting functions relate inter-roll forces, inter-roll distances and rigid body movement.

Square matrices describe roll deformations due to axial deflections and surface flattening.

Axis deflections due to bending, shearing and Poisson effects are considered. An accurate

cylinder surface flattening model is presented which is applied to both work roll roll bite

flattening and flattening between rolls. Further matrices are used twice within the model.

Firstly, they describe rigid body movement and secondly, force and moment equilibrium.

Strip deformation is modelled using a published linearised model, albeit in a more compact

form that enables a reduction of model run-time.

Initially, the system matrix is constructed with the assumption that contact occurs at all

discretised zones. If, during subsequent iterations, contact is assumed lost at any zone, the

system matrix equations change. A vector containing force, at zones where it is assumed that

contact occurs, and distance, at zones where it is assumed there is no contact, is required. We

show, in chapter (5), that an algorithm based on the Gauss-Jordan elimination technique

provides this vector quickly.
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1.4.2. Solution Technique

A number of techniques have been developed to reduce the model run-time. A three-stage

iterative solution technique is used as described in section (2.6). The first stage uses initial

inter-roll angle estimates to solve all linear vertical equations and provide vertical inter-

roll forces. Following iterations to obtain the correct contact distribution, the second stage

obtains horizontal and vertical deformed axis positions. These are compared to provide

updated inter-roll angles. Finally, once angle iterations are complete, the third stage uses

vertical roll forces to provide strip profile and shape outputs.

In order to reduce the solution run time, the following techniques are used...

• Model operation is split into a three layer hierarchy so that the system

matrix does not need re-inverting if a control actuator setting changes - only

if strip schedule or a mill component changes.

• Linear equations are arranged to produce a sparse, symmetric system

matrix. An algorithm, which makes use of Schur Compliment theory, is

used to provide the matrix inverse quickly.

• A partial Gauss-Jordan elimination technique has been developed to

overcome problems caused by the contact distribution non-linearity and

reduce run-time speed per iteration by a factor of 100.

• A simplified non-distributed model has been developed that provides a

good estimate of inter-roll angles at roll mid-points and support position. A

quadratic fit is used to obtain other angles. With this estimation model,

typically only two angle iterations are needed to provide a good solution.

• Whenever the intermediate roll CVC shifting system is operated, the

camber relative to the stand changes. This change must be incorporated into

the model. The model input change has been modelled using a non-linear

interpolation technique to provides a fast calculation whenever shift
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1.4.3. Thesis Outline

This thesis contains a further six chapters. Chapter (2) introduces the basic concepts used in

the model development. Chapters (3) and (4) describe the development of the three-

dimensional, six-high shape model. Chapter (3) describes the first component of the three-

stage solution method which uses an estimate of inter-roll angles to solve all vertical

equations, while chapter (4) describes the second and third stages which update inter-roll

angles and obtain strip profile and shape once the two iterations are complete.

Chapter (5) describes five techniques which reduce the model run-time - Schur Compliment

theory which provides the inverse of the sparse, symmetric system matrix quickly; partial

Gauss-Jordan Elimination which reduces the speed per iteration needed to calculate the

correct contact distribution between rolls; a non-linear interpolation technique which

reduces the time taken to obtain the intermediate roll camber relative to the stand

following an intermediate CVC roll shift.

Chapter (6) describes the generation of influence functions which are combined to form

weighting function matrices. Influence functions for axis deflections of variable diameter

beams and surface flattening due to inter-roll forces and roll bite forces are described. The

surface flattening functions are obtained by generating a two-dimensional influence function

and convoluting this function with typical circumferential distributions. Comparisons are

made with models used by other authors. Chapter (7) presents the conclusions of the thesis

and discusses future work opportunities.

The model which is described in this thesis may be used for a wide variety of control

applications. These include on-line control using four types of actuator (hydraulic jacks, roll

offsets parallel to the strip flow, roll offsets perpendicular to the strip flow, and cooling

sprays); set-up of the mill following a process interruption; off-line modelling; and on-line

parameter estimation (for example, estimation of thermal roll camber).

The model has been used to implement a control system on an Aluminium Mill in the U.S.A.

and has been shown to provide a great commercial benefit.
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CHAPTER 2

2. BASIC MODELLING CONCEPTS

Summary

This chapter presents an introduction to problems faced during model development and

solution techniques and methods used. The first section provides an overview of model

development and describe the two non-linearities that lead to solution problems. This is

followed by further sections which describe ...

• the problem breakdown into three sections describing roll, stand housing

and strip deformation.

• an introduction to solid mechanical analysis which describes roll

deformation due to bending, shearing, Poisson effects and surface flattening.

• the use of discrete cross-directional variable and symmetric, positive-

definite weighting functions which describe component deformation.

• the two non-linear effects caused by variations of contact distribution

between rolls and three-dimensional effects

• the proposed three stage model solution method.
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2.1. MODEL DEVELOPMENT

2.1.1. Model Development Overview

The model relates settings of control actuators (bending jacks, roll shifting systems and

cooling sprays) and system parameters (entry strip dimensions and material properties, for

example) to outgoing strip thickness, profile and shape. Complicated mill behaviour is

modelled using the traditional approach of breaking the system into a number of sub-

systems which are modelled independently. Equations are generated to describe each sub-

system using well-known solid mechanics theories and are combined in a computationally

optimal form to provide desired outgoing strip variables quickly and robustly.

This chapter aims to provide an introduction to new concepts and ideas used in the thesis

with this first section describing two fundamental non-linearities that occur in the model.

Section (2.2) introduces the concept of breaking the model into three sub-systems

representing three-dimensional roll, vertical stand housing and vertical strip deformations

while (2.3) introduces solid mechanical theories used in the thesis to describe these

deformations. The desire for linear system models wherever possible for on-line real-time

applications has been discussed previously in section (1.1.4). Stand housing deformation is

modelled using (linear) spring theory; strip deformation is simulated using a single vector

equation derived from the linearised Allwood Model[ 1]; roll axis deflection is modelled

using (linear) simple beam theory and a (linearised) model is used for roll surface

flattening. However, two non-linear effects occurring at each interface between rolls cannot

be linearised nor neglected.

Previous authors have assumed that forces between rolls are vertical. Here, however, we

assume each inter-roll force acts perpendicular to the roll axis and the angle between the

line of force action and the vertical changes across the roll. This is essentially a three-

dimensional analysis. In order to obtain a model solution, inter-roll forces must be resolved

to obtain horizontal and vertical components. This resolution is non-linear as it involves

the multiplication of sine and cosine functions of (unknown) angles with (unknown) forces.

Roll deflections and camber variations that lead to variations in the area of contact that

occurs between neighbouring rolls. These non-linear effects are introduced in (2.1.2) and

(2.1.3) and described further in (2.5).
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Many stand parameters (such as forces and distances between rolls) vary with position

across roll face and are described using a piecewise-constant spatial discretisation scheme.

One set of discretised zones is used throughout the model to discretise variables describing

physical behaviour at each roll axis and surface. As strip width is less than roll length,

only central zones corresponding to strip width are used to describe strip variables. Each

parameter is assumed constant across the width of each zone (typically 1.0") and

circumferential force variations are ignored so that one value is needed to describe each

parameter in each zone. Five parameters (force, angle, distance, contact condition and

friction) are described for each interface between rolls using five sets of values which are

combined to form five vectors. Further vectors are used to describe horizontal and vertical

axis positions, roll cambers and strip variables.

With the assumption of constant force in each zone, the relationship between force applied

to each roll and resulting deflection is linear and a one-dimensional influence function is

used to describe the relationship between a zonal force and displacement at all zones.

Influence functions for all zones are combined to form weighting function matrices which are

symmetric positive-definite and relate force vectors to deflection vectors. Section (2.4)

describes the use of the spatial discretisation scheme, force and deflection vectors and

weighting function matrices.

Weighting function matrices cannot be used directly to describe three-dimensional roll

deformation because of a subtle problem explained briefly here and in depth in section (2.5).

The relationship between force and deflection is valid only if the force action angle is

constant across the roll. If these angles change, the assumption of linearity is invalid and

weighting functions cannot be used. This problem is overcome by resolving forces into

horizontal and vertical components and calculating horizontal and vertical roll

deflections.

Section (2.5) introduces concepts used in Chapter (5) to overcome the two main non-linear

problems and provide a fast, robust model suitable for on-line real-time use. A reduced

number of steps of the Gauss-Jordan Elimination technique is used as a basis for handling

the iterative procedure caused by non-linear contact distribution variations. The three-

dimensional non-linearity is overcome by modelling vertical and horizontal deformations

separately by resolving using cosine and sine functions of inter-roll angles. A simplified

model - described in section (5.5) - is used to provide a good initial estimate of these angles

and reduce the number of iterations needed to obtain a satisfactory result.
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By overcoming these two iterative procedures, a quick, robust solution method is obtained

that enables the model to be used for real-time on-line control applications.

The model developed in this thesis is for a six-high stand, with intermediate and work

roll jack bending systems, intermediate roll CVC camber and axial shifting systems, work

roll horizontal shifting systems (which vary the roll offset downstream). Variations of

contact distribution between all rolls are allowed for as are variations of inter-roll angles.

Roll deformation is modelled using components describing bending and shearing deflection

(relative to roll end points); body movement and rotation; and linearised surface flattening

between rolls and work roll flattening due to roll bite forces. Vertical stand stretching is

modelled using simple spring theory and a linearised model is used to describe strip

deformation.

2.1.2. Three-Dimensional Roll Deformation / Angle Non-linearity

Three-dimensional roll behaviour is modelled by considering vertical and horizontal

deformations separately. This behaviour, not modelled previously, leads to the effect of

roll wrap-round where rolls move around their neighbours thereby deforming their vertical

position and - in the case of work rolls - roll gap profile. Resolution provides vertical and

horizontal forces but introduces a non-linearity as both inter-roll forces and angles are

unknown. Our discretised scheme is extended to model three-dimensional behaviour with

each discretised force element acting in a plane orthogonal to the roll axis but at any angle

to the vertical. A vector (known as the inter-roll angle vector) is defined for each interface

between rolls with each element containing an angle value.

As these angles are unknown, estimates must be used to obtain vertical and horizontal force

components. Equations describing vertical roll deformation are solved with strip and

housing equations to obtain vertically resolved inter-roll forces and vertical axis positions.

Angle estimates enable calculation of horizontal forces which are used to calculate

horizontal axis positions. Finally, horizontal and vertical angle positions are compared to

provide an update of assumed angles. Iterations are carried out until a satisfactory

tolerance between estimate and updated angles is obtained.

A theoretical convergence analysis was not attempted. In practise rapid convergence was always
achieved.
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Figure 2.1) Roll wrap-round effect

Two points are worth noting. Firstly, only two of the three inter-roll vectors describing

inter-roll vertical force, horizontal force and angle are independent and once vertical force

is found, horizontal force is calculated directly from the angle vector estimate. Secondly,

this model uses weighting function matrices constructed so that deformation is described

completely by distributed forces. Although rolls are restrained horizontally, the

calculation of horizontal support forces is therefore superfluous and they are calculated

only as a post-calculation once both iterative loops are complete.

2.1.3. Contact Variation Non-linearity

Contact area between rolls or between work-rolls and strip changes with load so that the

relationship between total force and mutual body approach is non-linear. Circumferential

force variations are ignored and a one-dimensional contact variation results along each

interface between rolls. This may be expressed as a combination of discretised zones where

contact may or may not occur. A vector, known as the contact vector, is defined in accordance

with our discretisation scheme with a 1 corresponding to zones where contact is assumed to

take place and a 0 where it is assumed not to.
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This discrete distribution is a highly non-linear function of model inputs which is overcome

using an iterative process. The linear model is set up according to an assumed initial

distribution of contact between rolls with inter-roll distances at zones assumed to be in

contact and forces at other zones set to zero. The model is solved to provide all forces and

distances between rolls. If the assumed distribution was correct, all inter-roll forces will be

positive at zones assumed to be in contact while distances will be positive at zones assumed

not to be in contact. If this is not the case, iterations must occur with different contact

distributions until no negative forces or distances occur.

The criterion for the correct distribution is that forces at zones assumed to be in contact and

distances at other zones will all be positive. These may be arranged in one vector - known as

the test vector - which must have a/ positive values if the assumed contact distribution is

correct.

We assume ...

x t es t � 0
	

<=>	 assumed contact distribution is correct

It is obvious that positivity is unaffected if this equation is multiplied by a positive scalar.

However, resolving vertically has the same effect with each element multiplied by the

cosine of the corresponding value of inter-roll angle. Hence, vertical forces and distance

may be checked for positivity instead of unresolved variables and the model is simplified.

2.1.4. Overview of Non-Linear Effects and Model Solution

From the discussion above, the model must retain two non-linearities associated with

variations of inter-roll angles and contact distribution. These are accommodated within the

solution procedure by introducing two iterative loops summarised in table (2.1). We

construct the model solution with the contact distribution loop inside the angle variations

loop for two reasons. Firstly, it is easier to obtain roll axis positions once vertical

components of inter-roll force and distance have been calculated than vice-versa. Secondly,

the change per iterations is far more complicated in the contact distribution case where the

system matrix structure changes. In practise, the coupling between the two non-linearities is

weak. As a result, the solution method is very stable.
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It is shown in section (2.5) that instead of changing the system matrix equation and re-

solving, it is far more efficient to use a number of steps (equivalent to each zone where a

change takes place) of the Gauss-Jordan Elimination procedure. Substantial run-time and

robustness gains result which are especially important in the case of a six-high model

where contact distribution changes at four interfaces between rolls.

Non-Linearity Contact Distributions Angle variations

Variables to be
checked

Vertical components of inter-roll

force and distance

Roll axis positions

Loop variables Distribution of discrete zones

where contact is assumed to occur

Inter-roll angle vectors

Change each
iteration

Change linear system equations

and re-solve.

Resolve components of roll cambers

(system input) and re-solve.

Table 2.1) Iterative loops needed for non-linear effects

Figure (2.2) demonstrates the proposed three-stage solution method. The contact

distribution iterative loop is shown inside the angle variations iterative loop. Initial

estimate of angles between rolls are obtained - using a simple model described in section

(5.5). All vertical linear equations are combined in a system equation which is solved using

matrix inversion to provide the test vector containing - in this full contact case - forces at all

zones.

Section (3.4) shows that the system matrix is sparse, symmetric and contains many repeated

elements. Schur Compliment Theory is used in section (5.2) to provide an efficient block

matrix inversion routine. Section (5.3) describes the application of partial Gauss-Jordan

Elimination to avoid system matrix re-inversion during contact distribution iterations.

The second stage of the process involves obtaining horizontal components of inter-roll forces

from the vertical components and calculating horizontal and vertical axis positions. These

are used to provide updated values of inter-roll angles. Iterations continue as shown, until

angle convergence occurs. The third and final stage calculates output variables (such as

strip shape and roll gap profile) from inter-roll forces and other outputs of the first two

stages.
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<SCALAR ANGLE MODEL>

Strip Shape	 Roll Gap Profile

Figure 2.2) Summary of the Model Solution

A more detailed description of the solution method and reference to the remainder of the

thesis is given in section (2.6).
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2.2. PROBLEM BREAKDOWN

Figure (1.5) illustrates a modern six-high rolling mill. In order to model behaviour of this

mill, we divide it into five sub-systems and model them independently. Three sub-systems

model deformation of strip, stand housing and rolls, while the remaining two model the

effect on roll cambers of cooling sprays and CVC shifting systems. Solid mechanical

analysis - described in section (2.3) - is used to obtain linear and non-linear equations for

each sub-system. Following linearisation, all linear equations are combined to form one

system matrix which is solved to produce unknown inter-roll force and distance variables.

Non-linear equations are solved using two iterative loops around the linear solution as

described above. Figure (2.3) below shows all five sub-systems.

CVC
Ground 	round 

.1 Camber

Thermal
Camber

0_

Spray
Model

Flow

V
Inter-Roll Force, Angle
and Distance Vectors

Force A Roll Gap A Profile
Residual Stress

:P. " 'Strip Mode-

Roll Stack Model

Stand Forces \\4

:\v\
\ 0\

Exit Variables 

s,w.	

c7)C
I. 34

Figure 2.3) Model breakdown into five sub-systems
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The model sub-systems describing deformations of strip, roll stack (containing six rolls) and

stand housing are summarised as follows ...

• Solid mechanical roll behaviour is simulated using the roll stand model

which relates discretised cross-directional variables (such as forces,

distances and angles between rolls) to support variables (such as bending

jack forces) using solid mechanical relationships. Force resolution (using an

estimate of inter-roll angles) provides horizontal and vertical roll stand

components. The vertical component contains two sets of equations

describing static force and moment equilibrium and the relationship

between inter-roll force and distance (determined by bending, shearing and

flattening). It is used in conjunction with the stand housing and strip sub-

system models to obtain vertical inter-roll forces. Horizontal and vertical

axis positions are then calculated from these forces using the roll bending

and shearing relationships a second time.

• Only vertical stand housing deformation is considered. Vertical stand

forces (which are equal and opposite to backup roll support forces) act to

stretch the stand from an initial undeformed length. The housing model

simulates this stretching using elementary linear spring theory.

• Highly non-linear strip deformation is modelled using the strip model

which consists of one matrix equation derived from a model developed by

Allwood which provides a linearised relationship between vectors

describing roll bite force, roll gap profile, strip entry profile, initial strip

residual stress and inter-stand tensions. Virtually all previous models

available in the literature have modelled the strip as a set of independent

ribbons whereas this model makes theoretical advances by allowing for

influence between neighbouring ribbons.
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Roll camber is a model input, but it may be affected by two control actuators - cooling sprays

and CVC shift systems. Models of the effect of these actuators to thermal and ground

cambers respectively are summarised as follows ...

• The spray model uses an influence function technique to convert cooling

spray flow into thermal camber contraction which results from cooling and

enables cooling sprays to be used as control actuators.

• The CVC shift model calculates intermediate roll ground camber change

following horizontal axial shift using non-linear interpolation between

pre-determined shifted cambers - see chapter (5).
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2.3. SOLID MECHANICS ANALYSIS

Solid mechanics analysis is used to relate forces acting on model components and all

resulting displacements. Roll deformation is modelled using three components - localised

surface flattening; axis deflection relative to support positions (considering simple beam

bending, shearing and Poisson effects); and body movement using two degrees of freedom

allowing for vertical translations and rotations.

Typically, any structural problem analysis involves satisfying three fundamental

relationships, namely equilibrium, compatibility and a material law. An example of the

equilibrium relationship is balancing body forces applied internally or externally to the

structure with internal stresses. The compatibility relationship relates strains at any point

in a body to displacements in neighbouring regions. Thus strains in a body cannot be

independent, as the material remains constant. Typically, a material law (Hooke's Law for

an elastic, isotropic structure, for example) gives a coupling between stress and strain. In the

case of an elastic, homogeneous body, the relationships are expressed in figure (2.4).

Compatibility	 Hooke 's Law	 Equilibrium

u	 e	 CY	 F
Displacement	 Strain	 Stress	 Force

Figure 2.4) Solid Mechanical Relationships

Combination of these relationships produces a unique solution for the stress and strain

states in a body subject to given external boundary conditions. Relevant algebra which

describes the three relationships is derived by many authors, for example Timoshenko[2],

and is given as Appendix I.

During rolling, a force is generated between strip and work rolls which deforms the roll

stand temporarily and the strip permanently, so that it emerges longer and thinner. Strip

deformation is modelled using a mixture of linear elastic and non-linear plastic theory,

while rolls and stand housing are assumed to behave as linear elastic systems. This section

describes roll (2.3.1), housing (2.3.2) and strip (2.3.3) deformation.
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2.3.1. Roll Deformation

Roll deformation should be modelled in three-dimensions to produce an accurate

representation of stand behaviour. However, a control model needs to be fast and robust

while providing a good representation of physical behaviour. Axial deformation is

neglected and the remaining two-dimensional behaviour is represented by horizontal and

vertical components. Forces acting between rolls are resolved into horizontal and vertical

components using cosine and sine functions of inter-roll angles - see section (2.5). Roll

deformation in both planes is described using weighting function matrices - see section (2.4) -

which relate horizontal and vertical forces acting in one plane on a roll to bending and

shearing axis deformations and localised surface flattening in that plane.

2.3.1.1. Roll Cambers

Rolls are typically 10-60" in diameter and are ground with a varying camber which can be

expressed as a function of position across roll face. Both ground camber and thermal

expansion have typical ranges of 0.01". Two common ground camber descriptions used in this

thesis are parabolic described in terms of an even order polynomial, such as

r(Y)=2n
	

2.1

where	 is a normalised variable varying from -1 to 1 across the roll face.

n is an integer

and CVC camber described by an odd order polynomial (typically a cubic function) of face

position

r(y)=4-1-b V +4 3	 2.2

where a, b & c are constants

As ground and thermal roll camber variations are of the order of a thousand times smaller

than mean roll diameter, they are ignored during roll deformation calculations (which use

only mean roll radius) and are assumed to be an independent addition to the final deformed

position. Thus only mean roll diameter, roll length, Young's Modulus and Poisson's Ratio are

used to determine roll force/deformation relationships.
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2.3.1.2. Combination of Linear Relationships

Roll deformation is obtained using three linear relationships which may be combined with

the undeformed ground and thermal cambers - see figure (2.5e) - using the principle of

superposition to provide total deflection as a function of applied force.

• Simple beam theory provides a good approximation to slender beam

deflection due to bending, shearing and Poisson effects. It is used to model

axis deflections of variable diameter rolls relative to the end positions as

shown in figure (2.5b) and sub-section (2.3.1.3).

• As roll supports are not fixed vertically, body translation and rotation may

occur in addition to deflections. Figure (2.5d) shows that this effect may be

described by either the two roll support vertical positions or the gradient

and the vertical position of the central point of the undeformed axis. Sub-

section (2.3.1.4) uses the latter description which results in a symmetric

system matrix.

• Local surface flattening is modelled using new theory based on an analytic

solution for infinite cylinder deformation due to loading over a small area

as shown in figure(2.5c) and sub-section (2.3.1.5).

Figure (2.5) may be summarised as ...

Total = Axis +	 Roll	 + Body + Thermal & Ground
Deformation Deformation Flattening Movement 	 Cambers

Fig(2.5a) = Fig(2.5b) + Fig(2.5c) + Fig(2.5d) + Fig(2.5e)

The effects of roll weight and torsion may effect stiffness but are believed to be small and

are neglected.
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Figure 2.5c) Surface Flattening

CHAPTER 2

Figure 2.5b) Axis Deflection

Figure 2.5d) Rigid Body Movement

Figure 2.5e) Thermal and Ground Camber

Figure 2.5) Components of roll deformation
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2.3.1.3. Axial Deformation (Relative to Roll Supports)

Simple beam deflection theory assumes that only axial stress and shear stress in the plane

of loading are non-zero. It is assumed also that axial stress is linearly proportional to

distance from the tmstrained neutral axis. Axial deflection results from beam bending

caused by moments resulting from axial stress distribution through the beam and shearing

due to the shear stresses which have been covered widely in the literature - see Cottrell[3]

and Gere & Timoshenko[4] for example - but these theories have been extended to cover

variable diameter beams as shown in figure (2.5) and are described in Chapter (6).

A further deformation - known as the Poisson effect - occurs because material between the

applied load surface and the neutral axis is in compressions, while the remainder is in

tension. Although these axial stresses are in equilibrium, their distribution causes

deformation perpendicular to their line of action. As a result, both surfaces move the same

distance towards the applied load. However, the roll axis does not move in this way. The

neutral axis position could be calculated as the difference between surface positions plus the

deflection due to the Poisson effect. However, it is easier to calculate the mid-point axis

position by including the Poisson effect in each axis deflection weighting function.

2.3.1.4. Body Movement

A weighting function matrix is used to describe rigid body movement, while its transpose is

used to describe force and moment equilibrium. This results in a symmetric system matrix.

Roll supports are restrained horizontally but not vertically, and hence vertical movement

of roll supports may occur. If CVC rolls are used or incoming strip profile is asymmetric,

rolls may undergo a rotation known as roll rocking. Each roll is modelled with two degrees

of freedom using two variables accounting for vertical translation and rotation. This could

be done using vertical support positions, but it is better to describe vertical body movement

along the vertical z-axis and body rotation. A weighting function matrix relates the two

movement variables to positions of discrete zones due to rigid body movement. As explained

in section (2.4.3) and (3.2.4), this choice results in a symmetric form of the system equation

which allows exploitation of sophisticated solution techniques.
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2.3.1.5. Local Surface Deformation

Work roll surface flattening occurs in the roll bite due to the large compressive forces that

are needed to reduce strip thickness, while flattening of each roll occurs at each contact

interface between rolls. It is well known that the relationship between force applied over a

fixed area and surface deformation is linear, but the relationship between total force and

body displacement when two rolls are brought together is most certainly non-linear. Work

roll flattening in the roll bite is extremely non-linear with total load as force distribution

is a highly complicated function of many variables.

Our use of a discretised scheme that ignores circumferential force variations linearises the

surface flattening relationship. A one-dimensional influence function is needed to relate

force applied at one zone to surface displacement at all zones. Chapter (6) describes a

spatial frequency solution for the flattening of a solid, isotropic, elastic cylinder which

involves the description of the natural geometry of the problem using harmonic functions

(which in this case of cylindrical geometry contain modified Bessel Functions). A

computationally intense procedure (using a Fourier Series loading) produces a linear two

dimensional influence function for deformation at all points on the roll surface.

In each loading case, a typical circumferential force distribution must be chosen to reduce

this two-dimensional function into a linear one-dimensional relationship. For mutual roll

contact the true force distribution for a given total load is given by Hertz - see Roark[ 5] -

(assuming plane strain which is a fair assumption as the effect of roll flattening is

localised and stresses due to a typical load do not extend more than a few inches along the

roll) and an average value of load is chosen to generate the circumferential distribution

from this formula. Figure (2.6) demonstrates the small error introduced by this

linearisation.

Figure 2.6) Hertz and Lear Loading
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Circumferential force distribution and contact arc length in the roll bite are complicated,

highly non-linear functions of many variables such as strip entry dimensions and residual

stress, strip yield behaviour and total roll bite force. A linear flattening function is

obtained using the non-iterative Bryant & Osborn[ 6] roll force model to generate a typical

force distribution.

2.3.2. Stand Deformation

Rolling stands contain two independent housings which support left and right roll ends.

They are assumed to undergo no horizontal deformation but only vertical stretching. Stand

deformation is modelled using elementary linear spring theory which relates the

difference between stretched and unstretched stand lengths to the stand forces and an

experimentally defined constant.

Assuming left and right housings have the same spring constant, the stretching equation is

given as

8A=IIFB	 2.3

where LA is a two-vector denoting vertical stand length changes

backup roll support forces

K is a scalar denoting the spring constant.
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2.3.3. Strip Deformation

Strip deformation is a complicated mixture of elastic and plastic behaviour governed by

factors such as strip dimensions, material properties, yield criteria and temperature. We

use a single vector equation, derived from the linearised Allwood[7] model, to simulate strip

deformations.

Virtually all current models follow the method of Ford & Bland and assume the strip

consists of three sections - entry elastic region, central plastic region and exit elastic region.

The Allwood model uses four components - a roll force model based on traditional °rowan-

style modelling which relates roll bite force to stresses and profiles through the roll bite,

an elastic entry model which models behaviour in the strip before plastic deformation

occurs, a central plastic region model that models permanent strip deformation in the roll

bite and finally an elastic exit model which models behaviour once yielding has stopped.

All equations are linearised around an operating point provided by a simple roll force

model. Figure (2.8) shows the three strip regions used in the model as well as major inputs

and outputs while section (3.3) describes the model in greater detail.

Main Inputs

shape

material properties

profile

strip/roll friction

inter-stand tension

thermodynamics

ho, 113 distributed profile input/output

g-0J. a3 distributed stress input/output

alT stress due to inter-stand tension

fsw roll bite force

Figure 2.8) Strip deformation model
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The published model was unnecessarily large, containing fourteen vector and two scalar

equations. As vertical forces and lateral strains in both entry and exit regions are neglected,

only stresses and strains along the x-axis (parallel with strip flow) are considered. Thus

the relationship between stress and strain in these regions (given by Hooke's law) is

simplified to the form

2.4

and all strains may be replaced by stresses to produce six vector and two scalar equations.

We eliminate further to obtain one vector equation which relates unknown roll bite force

distribution and unknown profile distribution to incoming strip parameters and

distributions.
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2.4. USE OF DISCRETE VARIABLES AND WEIGHTING FUNCTIONS

The chosen solution method involves three stages as shown in figure (1.2). Stage one

requires a relationship between vertical inter-roll forces and distances; stage two requires

horizontal and vertical axis positions; while the final stage must calculate exit strip

profile and shape. One discretisation scheme is used for all cross-directional variables

describing inter-roll force, distance, friction coefficient, angle and contact condition.

Weighting function matrices are used to describe each relationship between variables in the

model. Although weighting functions are described in the rolling literature, the use of

weighting function matrices is not fully exploited. We use them to describe the distributed

force-displacement relationship for each roll; force and moment equilibrium which relates

distributed forces to support forces; roll rigid body movement; housing deformation; and

strip deformation. Properties, such as symmetry and positive-definiteness, are exploited to

improve numerical efficiency. However, the great advantage of the weighting function

approach is the ability to eliminate or superimpose equations so that the system matrix size is

reduced, as this increases operational speed.

Vectors describing roll variables have length n R - corresponding to the maximum possible

interface length. As strip width is always less than roll length, strip variables are

described using only zones that cover the contact region between strip and work rolls and a

second set of smaller vectors (of length n5 ) describe strip parameters and smaller (ns•ns)

matrices describe strip deformation.

2.4.1. Discretisation of Cross-Directional Variables

Each cross-directional variable is modelled using piecewise constant discretisation using

either a nR vector or a ns vector. As an example, we consider roll bite force discretisation.

Figure (2.9) shows continuous and discretised compressive force acting between work rolls

and the strip. Circumferential variations are ignored - as shown in (2.3.1) - and axial

variations are represented by adjacent columns of uniform force acting over discrete surface

segments.
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Work Roll
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Discrete Force
	

Continuous Force

Figure 2.9) Strip/ work roll force and discrete representation

2.4.2. Deformation Weighting Functions

Section (2.3.1) showed that roll deformation could be described in terms of axis deflection,

body movement and local surface flattening. Weighting function matrices are used to

describe these effects with square (nR • nR) matrices describing axis deflection and surface

flattening and smaller (nR • 2) matrices describing the relationship between total body

movement and the undeflected movement of discretised zones along the roll axis. However,

in the case of work roll roll bite deformation, the force vector has only ns elements, and we

must select columns of our square deformation matrix to produce a (ns • ns) matrix.

2.4.2.1. Axial Deformation and Surface Flattening Matrices

Consider a simply supported beam discretised using n nodes. A unit force applied at node k

produces unique reactions at the supports and a displacement Wik at node i.

Figure 2.10) Discretised Beam Deformation
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A set of forces are applied {f 1 , f2 , , fn } to the nodes and produce a set of total

displacements {d 1 , d2 , , dn}. Each total displacement is the summation of the product of

each applied force and a weighting value (which in this case is the displacement due to a

unit force)

di =w	 i = 1 n	 2.5
k=1

The relationship between displacements and forces may be expressed in matrix form as

{

di

d3	 Wn,1

2.6

or more compactly as

d=[W]f
	

2.7

where d is a vector denoting beam displacement at discretised points.

	  applied force at discretised points.

The set of displacement weighting values Wik for all nodes i=1-4n due to a unit force

applied at node k is known as the kth discrete influence function for the load/displacement

relationship. The kth row of the matrix [W] contains the k th influence function and so the

complete matrix could be obtained by applying load at each node in turn and calculating the

discrete influence function for each node. In reality, we only calculate a quarter of these

values because matrix symmetry renders many calculations redundant as shown below.

Linear roll shearing and Poisson relationships are derived similarly and the overall axis

deformation is obtained by matrix addition. Roll flattening is calculated assuming infinite

length rolls and so only one influence function need be calculated per roll interface with

shifted versions used to compile the weighting function matrix.
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2.4.2.1. Symmetry of Weighting Function Matrices

Weighting function matrices which describe roll deformation are symmetric, positive

definite and persymmetric. These properties are exploited to reduce weighting function

calculation time.

Symmetry arises from the well-known reciprocity properties of linear systems, given for

mechanical systems by Maxwell[ 8]. This states that in a linear system, the displacement

produced at a node i due to a load at k is equal to the displacement at k if the same force is

applied at i. In terms of weighting function matrices, this may be written as

Wik =Wki	2.8

Hence, the matrix is symmetric.

We have neglected roll camber when calculating roll deformation - as shown in section

(2.3.1) - and hence may consider rolls to be symmetric even if camber is asymmetric (CVC

rolls, for example). As deflection is calculated relative to roll supports, symmetric

conditions apply (i.e. the boundary condition of zero displacement occurs at both ends of the

roll) and influence functions calculated from either left or right roll end must be equal.

Weighting function elements are related by

W ik W n+l-i ,n+l-k
	 2.9

which gives a rotationally symmetric matrix. Figure (2.11) shows that any matrix that is

both symmetric and rotationally symmetric must also be persymmetric4. Thus only one

quarter of the weighting function matrix elements need be calculated - all others are

obtained by symmetry.

A further symmetry arises in the case of weighting functions associated with roll flattening

effects, when each successive matrix column is a shifted version of the same influence

function. This effect results from the modelling assumption that the displacement response

for a finite length roll with a unit load can be considered equal to that obtained for an

infinite length cylinder with a fourier series load. This is reasonable as strip width is less

than work roll length and the area of influence is small compared with the distance from

the strip edge to the roll end.

*persymmetry means NE-SW symmetry.
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Figure 2.11) Weighting function matrix symmetry

As work is the product of applied force and resultant displacement in the line of action of

the force, total work done under the action of a set of discrete forces is the sum of the product

of each node force and resulting displacement at that node, or the inner product of force and

deflection vectors

Work = f .d .11 [W]f	 2.10

As the system is conservative and work done must be positive for any force, it is clear from

equation (2.10) that matrix {W} must be positive definite. As a symmetric positive definite

matrix is invertible, the linear roll deformation system may be inverted so that the unique

set of forces {f1 , f2, ... , fn} due to an applied set of displacements {d1 , d2, ... , d n ) may be

found.
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2.4.3. Body Movement Weighting Function

One weighting function of size (n R • 2) is used to describe the deformed position of each roll

axis due to body translation and rotation. Previous models have incorporated this effect

using linear interpolation between roll support vertical positions. However, it is better to

describe body movement in terms of movement along the z-axis and rotation. This enables

the transpose of this weighting function to describe force and moment equilibrium. As a

result, a symmetric system matrix is produced.

Figure 2.12) Body Movement

The vertical position of any zone mid-point along the roll axis is thus described by

„ L S)
d(Y)=DI(Y)[ IDv

2 Sy

where is a normalised parameter varying from -1 to 1 across the live section.

This may be written in vector form as

2.11

where dv is a vector of discretised axis vertical positions.

[M] is a (NR • 2) weighting function matrix. Its transpose is used to describe force

and moment equilibrium. As a result a symmetric system matrix is produced.

L is the backup roll length
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2.4.4. Model Use of Weighting Functions

Two iterative loops are used in the solution method. The first contact distribution variation loop

requires a relationship between vertical inter-roll force and distance while the second angle

variation loop requires both horizontal and vertical axis positions in terms of vertical inter-roll

force.

In order to obtain an expression for vertical distance between two roll surfaces, we first

consider each vertical surface position in terms of vertical axis position and radius

deformation. Vertical axis position is described by body movement (related to an unknown

two-vector by the [M] weighting function matrix) and roll deflection (related to inter-roll

force by a bending and shearing weighting function matrix). Deformed roll radius is defined

as the summation of roll radius, camber and surface flattening (related to inter-roll force by

another weighting function matrix). The principle of superposition allows combination of

these matrices to provide a direct relationship between inter-roll force and distance. The

same method is used to calculate roll gap profile which is the vertical distance between

roll bite work roll surfaces.

Once inter-roll forces and body movements are calculated, vertical axis positions are

obtained using the bending and shearing weighting function matrices. As roll supports are

restrained horizontally, body movement cannot occur and axis deflections are obtained from

horizontal force components using bending and shearing weighting function matrices again.
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2.5. NON-LINEAR EFFECTS

We earlier identified two non-linear problems occurring in the model and described their

solution using iterative loops - see section (2.1).

Forces between rolls act an an angle that varies along the roll interface. This leads to roll

wrap-round as described previously in (2.1.2) and in more detail in (2.5.1) below. Previous

authors have considered only vertical inter-roll forces and have ignored this effect.

Secondly, as rolls squash together, contact area increases produce a non-linear relationship

between total loading and mutual body approach. Model discretisation simplifies this

problem with circumferential variations ignored and axial contact length represented by a

combination of discrete zones. The distribution of discrete zones where contact occurs

changes as load increases and is described using a contact vector with the binary choice of a

1 signifying contact and a 0 no contact between rolls as described previously in (2.1.3). The

iterative method used to overcome this problem is described below in (2.5.3).

2.5.1. Description of Roll Wrap Round Effect

Roll wrap-round (described in sub-section 2.5.1.1) is caused by a combination of horizontal

and vertical components of inter-roll normal and frictional forces (described in sub-section

2.5.1.2) which lead to complicated deformations that vary along roll axes. Weighting

function matrices may be used to relate force and displacement in one plane. Inter-roll forces

are thus resolved as described in sub-section (2.5.1.3) to produce horizontal and vertical

deflections using non-linear sine and cosine angle functions. Finally, sub-section (2.5.1.4)

couples horizontal and vertical deflections to provide a direct relationship with inter-roll

angles.
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2.5.1.1. Variable Inter-Roll Angle Description

Inter-roll forces are modelled using two components as shown in figure (2.13) - a force normal

to the contact interface and a tangential frictional force. The rolls will not be vertically

aligned because of offsets purposely built into the design and horizontal deflections caused

by frictional force components. The system is assumed driven by motor torque applied to

both backup rolls which produces frictional forces between rolls.

co angular velocity

T torque
ffr frictional force

f normal force

Figure 2.13) Action of inter-roll forces on the top rolls of a six-high stand

Previous models have assumed that rolls are vertically aligned and frictional forces are

small and therefore horizontal roll displacements can be neglected. This is a poor

assumption. We assume that its use is so widespread in the literature because of the

complexity of the resultant model.
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Since rolls are constrained vertically but not horizontally by neighbouring rolls, horizontal

displacements are often larger than vertical displacements even though horizontal forces

are typically much smaller than vertical forces.

Horizontal bending of work and intermediate rolls is greater at roll mid-point than at

edges and so rolls wrap-round their neighbours. In the work roll case this alters roll gap

profile, work-roll/strip force and strip shape (residual stress). Hence, the effects of three-

dimensional roll deformation are fundamental to quality control.

2.5.1.2. Friction Description

By considering torsional equilibrium of the top backup roll - see figure (2.13) - a

relationship is derived between motor torque and friction acting between the top

intermediate and backup rolls. Intermediate roll torsional equilibrium extends this to

relate friction acting between top work and intermediate rolls.

Inter-roll friction is modelled - assuming sticking - with a coefficient of friction that may

vary between zero and a limiting value !Islip determined experimentally. Typically,

tislip.--.0.58 for two unlubricated contacting steel rolls[ 9]. It is assumed that rolls do not slip

and friction coefficients never reach this value.

Friction force is the product of normal force and friction coefficient...

ffr
	 2.13

where ffr	 denotes friction force

is the friction coefficient

It is possible to predict roll slipping by examining these values of fiction coefficient

obtained when the model is run.
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2.5.1.3. Force Resolution

Force resolution is achieved by multiplying normal and frictional inter-roll forces by inter-

roll angle sine and cosine functions. Using diagonal matrices this may be written as

vf =[cos(9.)]1.-Fg[sing lf --[cos(e)]f
	

2.14

H f =[sin(Q)]f—plcos(9)1f
	

2.15

where L f).	 denote inter-roll force and angle vectors

Vf, Hf denote resolved inter -roll force vectors

[sin(0)] and [cos(0)] are diagonal matrices

As 11 and sin(e) are both small (typically 0<50 and 11.-...0 . 05), the effect of friction on

vertical force is neglected in equation (2.14). Equations (2.14) and (2.15) may be combined to

provide a direct relationship between vertical and horizontal force components

H f =[tan(Q)-14 f 	 2.16

2.5.1.4. Inter-Roll Angle Update

An inter-roll angle update is calculated by considering the difference between horizontal

and vertical deformed roll axes positions for neighbouring rolls as a function of tangent of

inter-roll angle. Figure (2.14) shows the relationship between the top backup and

intermediate roll deformed axes and inter-roll angle.

The relationship is described by

TP
tan(OTP (0).  H

a. if
i

(i)
IB	 n Tp (i)

V "IB l'i

where Ha denotes the horizontal axis position

va	 vertical axis position
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Figure 2.14) Relationship between the Horizontal and Vertical Model Components

Horizontal and vertical axis positions are obtained using equations which use weighting

function matrices to describe body movement and deflection in terms of rigid body movement

or distributed force vectors. Equation (2.17) may be linearised with respect to the inter-roll

angle by substituting these expressions for horizontal and vertical axis positions and

introducing small angle approximations. However, estimates of all cross-directional forces,

body movements and other model variables would have to be made to define the

linearisation operating point. In effect, this would involve running a version of the model

once to obtain the operating point and again to provide all solution variables.

Alternatively, equation (2.17) can be solved iteratively with all independent inter-roll

angle variables being updated at each iteration. Experience has shown that two iterations

are almost always sufficient to provide adequate solutions provided initial values of inter-

roll angle are near the correct solution. Hence the procedure adopted will be to obtain

efficient inter-roll angle estimates using a simplified model and to iterate only a finite

number of times.
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2.5.2. Inter-Roll Contact Distribution

We must find the correct distribution of zones where contact occurs if our model is to

simulate physical behaviour accurately. As negative distance between rolls is a physical

impossibility and inter-roll forces must be positive (as only compressive forces may occur),

in each discretised zone, it is obvious that one of two mutually exclusive logical conditions

must occur...

• Either neighbouring rolls are in mutual contact, inter-roll force must be

positive and distance between rolls zero.

• or contact does not occur between rolls, distance between rolls must be

positive and inter-roll force zero.

When contact distribution is correct, all inter-roll force and distance values will be non-

negative. All other distributions will have at least one negative inter-roll force or distance

value. We may consider these two non-negative properties as constraints to an elastic

deformation problem.

Only very simple flattening problems may be solved analytically. Numerical methods for

solving more complicated contact problems involving surface flattening are presented by

many authors, for example Johnson[ 10]. Methods involving discretised descriptions of force

and distance between body surfaces use vectors to describe force and distance and a

weighting function matrix to describe the linear relationship between them. Once an initial

estimate of the zone distribution that covers the contact region has been made, either of two

numerical solution method could be used ...

• iterative procedures which involve the solution of the set of linear system

equations, combined into matrix form. This procedure is repeated with different

variations until the above logical conditions are satisfied.

• variational methods involve the minimisation of an energy function - in this case,

the minimisation of system strain energy which would involve a non-linear

quadratic solution technique.
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The roll stack inter-roll contact distribution problem is complicated. The model includes six

rolls (with deformation described by both surface flattening and axis deflection), four

contact interfaces, stand housing stretching and strip deformation. As this is a very

complicated system, we first apply the matrix method to a simple flattening problem (see

below) and then to our shape model in Chapter 5.

2.5.2.1. Simple Flattening Contact Problem

Consider a two-dimensional problem involving an elastic body squashing against a rigid

plate as shown in figure (2.15) below which highlights discretised forces and distances

between the body surfaces.

%%% • %%	 %%• %	 %. • N.- % \* % • N.- \ %. 1 N.. %	 %.

:Elastic Solict%,%,%,\11% //////////././.1.///
%%1•4.%%%\•••.\\%%%%N.

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

eee e eeeee e	 e	 e ee

e eee eeeee eee	 el./.1.1.11/./eeeeeee„	 ,	

dib(n)e e	 /1/„

d ib1)

	

	
/////////

\11.•%\\%•••••.%•%\ 

tt t Rigid Half-Space

f (q)	 •••	 f (q+p)

where dib denotes discretised distance between bodies.

fib
	 inter-body force.

D is a scalar denoting mutual body separation.

F is a scalar denoting total force.

Figure 2.15) Simple Flattening Contact Problem

Weighting functions relating force and displacement vectors have been described in section

(2.4.2). In this case the (linear) flattening relationship of the elastic body is given as

°Aft =[Wn]fib
	

2.18

where dfl denotes surface flattening displacement.

wfl
	

the symmetric, positive-definite flattening influence function matrix

which may be inverted.
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Inter-roll distance is a function of initial surface, surface flattening and a scalar value of

body separation which may be expressed as

d ib	 l init +[WR]f Ib	 2.19

where dinit denotes the initial surface of the elastic solid

1.	 a vector of ones.

A further relationship is that between total load and distributed force obtained using force

equilibrium. It is clear that the sum of discretised forces must equal the total force F which

(in matrix form) may be written as

1' .f lb =F	 2.20

Equations (2.19) and (2.20) can be combined to give equation (2.21) which is (in effect) a

weighting function relationship between discretised inter-body force and distance

	

[*Wi.1? 	+dirtit

	

D	 F

where [l'AsT]=[ ..1.

As [Wfl] is symmetric and invertible, the inverse of [%1] - obtained using Schur Compliment

theory[11 ] - is symmetric and may be expressed as

2.21

1]

[[1;v]-1 . [ y:/. 11 .... ................... ...
_;1„1.[wfil

\Al where scalar w = 1' [W fl 1

If contact distribution did not change, each zonal force would increase linearly with total

load. However, as load increases the number of zones where contact occurs increases and

force at each discretised zone increases non-linearly with total load. Equation (2.21)

describes the inter-body force-displacement relationship when contact occurs at all zones

and inter-body zonal distances are constrained to zero.
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If contact is assumed lost at any zone, the corresponding inter-body zonal force must be

constrained to zero and inter-body distance released. This effects the system equation

structure by replacing the corresponding matrix row in equation (2.21) with a unit vector and

the corresponding element in the right-hand side vector with 0.

The correct distribution of inter-roll contact is found using an iterative process. A different

zonal combination is used for each iteration. Following inversion, discretised force and

distance values are obtained. If any values are negative the corresponding zones are

removed from the assumed contact area for the next iteration. Iterations continue until all

values of discretised inter-body force are non-negative.

Any linear elastic contact problem can be solved using a relaxation-type iterative technique

involving matrix inversion similar to that shown above. The matrix is tnat for two

simultaneous equation sets ...

• Discretised force/displacement relationship equations which describe

contact boundary behaviour - equation (2.19), for example.

• External constraint equations - equation (2.20), for example.

Authors have described relaxation-type methods which involved inter-body force

calculation at all zones. It is better to calculate inter-body distance at zones where contact

is assumed to occur and inter-body force only where contact is assumed lost using the test

vector described previously in (2.1.3) which will be all positive if and only if the correct

distribution was assumed.
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2.6. MODEL SOLUTION

Section (2.1.4) introduced the two major non-linearities that occur in the model due to

contact distribution and inter-roll angle variations. These are overcome using two iterative

loops and the three-stage solution technique. Before we discuss this procedure, we describe

an alternative to the shape model - a preset model.

2.6.1. Hot Rolling Models

So far, we have considered only a shape model which produces strip profile and residual

stress as a function of strip inputs, actuator settings and roll stack constants. We split the

problem into three section describing roll, stand housing and strip deformation. Equations

are generated for each section which may be combined to produce the shape model.

An alternative model may be formed from just the roll and stand housing components which

relates roll gap profile to actuator settings and roll constants. The main use of this model is

for hot rolling control applications.

No satisfactory cross-directional model of strip deformation is available in the literature.

As a result, a simple model - such as that of Bryant & Osborn - is used to generate expected

roll force which is used as a model input. As the yield stress of hot metal is much lower

than cold metal, it is assumed possible to alter strip profile during hot rolling without

introducing excessive residual stress. If we neglect shape problems, this alternative model

may be used for strip profile control in a hot rolling mill.
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2.6.2 Three Stage Solution

An estimate of inter-roll angle is made (using a simplified model described in Chapter 5)

and full contact distribution is assumed before the first stage is run. If the full shape model

is run, the first stage involves the solution of vertical roll stack equations (which describe

each interface between rolls and roll equilibrium), stand housing equations and strip

deformation equations as shown in figure (2.17). For the application of the model to a hot

rolling environment, the strip equations are omitted and distributed roll bite force replaces

incoming strip parameters as a model input. Chapter 3 describes the derivation of these

equations and their combination into the vertical component of the three-dimensional

model.

Figure 2.16) 3D Model - Vertical Component

The second inter-roll angle iterative loop is situated outside the contact distribution loop

and contains both the first and second stages of the model solution. The second stage

provides an update of inter-roll angle by obtaining horizontal and vertical axis positions

from inter-roll forces produced by the first stage and frictional forces obtained from

torsional equilibrium. Chapter 4 described the construction of equations which describe axis

positions in detail.

Once iterations are complete, the third stage obtains model outputs (strip shape and profile

upon exit from the mill) from inter-roll forces and angles calculated by the two earlier

stages. Chapter 4 describes equations which provide these variables.
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Figure 2.17) Three Stage Model Solution,

Chapter (5) describes algorithmic developments which decrease solution run times. Gauss-

Jordan Elimination is used to provide a quicker solution to the variable contact distribution

problem. A simple scalar roll stack model is used to provide a good estimate of inter-roll

angle which reduces the number of iterations needed to provide a valid result.
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3. THREE DIMENSIONAL SIX-HIGH SHAPE MODEL -
LINEAR EQUATIONS

Summary

This chapter describes the development of the linear model equations which comprise the

first stage of the three stage solution method described in section (2.6). Chapter (4)

describes the non-linear calculations and final calculations that comprise the second and

third stages respectively. After defining model variables, the linear equations used to

describe the mill components are developed ...

• The roll stack model consists of one set of equations which describe roll

deformation, a further set which describe force and moment equilibrium and

one equation which describes roll gap profile.

• The Allwood[11 strip model is chosen to describe strip deformation and

compacted to form one equation.

• Stand housing deformation is described using a simple spring model which

is written as a two-vector equation.

• Finally, all linear equations are combined to form a system matrix equation.

,

3.1. MODEL STRUCTURE

3.1.1. Chapter Overview
e

We have chosen a solution method for the six-high three-dimensional shape model split

into three stages as described in section (2.6). This chapter describes the construction of

equations used in the first stage with an estimate of inter-roll angles to produce vertical

inter-roll forces.
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The remainder of this section defines all variables and geometry used in model

development and is followed by section (3.2) which describes models of vertical roll stack

deformation and stand housing stretching starting with a summary of all equations. As

section (2.5.3) has discussed, contact distribution problems may be solved using two sets of

equations - contact boundary equations and system constraint equations. There are four

contact interfaces within a six-high roll stack and therefore four contact distribution

equations describe roll force! displacement relationships. Constraint equations describe

bending jack settings, stand stretching and strip/roll force.

Section (3.3) describes a linear strip deformation model written as a single matrix equation

relating roll gap profile, strip/work roll force and various strip parameters such as initial

dimensions, initial residual stress and inter-stand tensions. In terms of inter-roll contact

distribution, the strip model provides a further system constraint. Finally section (3.4)

describes equation combination.

3.1.2. Geometrical and Mathematical Definitions

3.1.2.1. Space Definition

The roll stand is split into three sections which are modelled with varying degrees of

freedom. Stand housing and strip are assumed to deform only vertically and hence their

position can be described using only vertical roll support positions and vertical roll gap exit

positions respectively. However, as rolls are assumed to deform at any angle perpendicular

to their axes, all cross-directional variables are resolved into horizontal and vertical

components using sine and cosine functions of inter-roll angles. A three-dimensional space

description is required. The three axes are defined as follows ...

• The x-axis is horizontal, parallel to the strip flow, perpendicular to the

roll stack, positive downstream of the stand and is centred on the housing

backup roll supports.

• The y-axis is horizontal, perpendicular to the strip flow, parallel to the

undeformed backup rolls, positive from left to right looking upstream and is

centred on the backup roll mid-points. All cross-directional variables are

discretised in this direction.
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• The z-axis is vertical, positive upwards and centred on the housing mid-

points.

3.1.2.2. Cross Directional Discretisation

All cross-directional variables are discretised with constant zone width over the same roll

live-section length which is defined as the largest possible length of contact between rolls.

This is the longer of the two interfaces between either backup and intermediate rolls or

intermediate and work rolls. Each interface length is determined by the maximum length

over which contact can occur which is the shorter of the two roll face lengths. The number of

roll live section zones may thus be expressed as

nR =max (min (nR ,n,),min (n„nw))

where nR denotes the number of roll live section zones

nE,	 II	 number of backup roll face zones

ft	 II	 number of intermediate roll face zones

nw	 I I 	 number of work roll face zones

Clearly, it is possible for the live section length (nR) to be greater than the face length of a

roll (nw, , n i, nu). In this case zero values are added to the roll camber vector with any

unnecessary calculation outweighed by the use of one vector length causing all weighting

function matrices to have dimensions (n R • nR ) or (n R • 2). This simplifies model

construction greatly as one weighting function may be used in several equations.

3.1.2.3. Variable Notation

Four variable types are used in the model to describe physical values or functions...

• Cross-directional vectors describe discretised functions that vary along

each roll (y-axis) such as the inter-roll force or roll ground camber. All such

vectors have the same length which is determined by live-section length.

• Two-vectors are used to describe stand housing variables that occur in both

the left and right hand sides of the stand such as roll support forces,

bending jack forces and housing stretching distances.
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• Scalars are used to describe values such as roll material properties (Young's

Modulus or roll diameter), strip properties (yield stress, width) or mean

values of linearised variables (mean strip entry profile).

• Weighting function matrices relate the interaction between cross-

directional and/or two-point vectors. They describe physical properties

such as roll bending, shearing and surface flattening or equilibrium between

support and discretised cross-directional forces. Weighting function theory

has been described previously in section (2.4). Influence function construction

is described in Appendices II and III.

The following notation is adopted throughout the thesis. Scalars describing actuator

settings, or strip or roll physical properties are represented by plain upper-case letters,

other scalars by plain lower-case letters, cross-directional vectors by underlined lower-case

letters, housing vectors by underlined upper-case letters and influence function matrices by

squared bracketed upper-case letters. Examples are given in table (3.1) below. Consistent

notation is used for all super- and sub-scripts as shown in table (3.2) below.

Parameter Type Notation Dimensions Example Symbol

EstripMaterial

Properties

A 1 Young's Modulus

Other Scalar

Variables

a 1 roll cross-directional

vector length
nr

Cross-directional

distributions

a nR or ns backup/intermediate

top inter-roll force

‘Tp
i IB

Two-vectors A 2 top intermediate roll

support positions

PP'

Matrices [A] nR • nR

or n R • 2
Weighting Function

Matrix
[W]

Table 3.1) Examples of Notation used in the Thesis
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3.1.2.4. Forces

Distributed forces acting between rolls or between strip and work rolls are defined as

positive in compression. Bending jack actuator forces are defined as positive if they are

acting away from the x-axis. Vertical backup roll support forces are defined as positive if

they are acting towards the y-axis. Hence, the equal and opposite forces that stretch the

stand housing are defined as positive if they are acting away from the y-axis. Horizontal

support forces are defined as positive with the x-axis.

Script Notation Symbol

Left or Right

Superscript

Tp, Bt

L, R

Up, Lo

BS

Fl

TG

top, bottom

left, right

upper, lower (surface)

bending and shearing

(surface) flattening

thermal and ground (camber)

Right

Subscript

IB

WI

SW
B, I, W

R, S

intermediate/backup roll interface

work/intermediate roll interface

strip/work roll interface

backup, intermediate, work roll

roll live-section, strip (number of zones)

Left Subscript V, H vertical, horizontal

Table 3.2) Notation of Superscripts and Subscripts

3.1.2.5. Distances

Distances between roll surfaces are defined as positive is space exists between rolls.

Negative distance cannot occur as rolls cannot overlap. Roll support positions are defined as

positive with the vertical z-axis.
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3.2. ROLL STACK AND STAND HOUSING MODELS

3.2.1. Equation Overview

In total, four nR-vector equations, one ns-vector equation and seven two-vector equations

are used to describe roll and stand deformation.

Roll stand behaviour is described using four nR-vector contact distribution equations and six

two-vector vertical force and moment equilibrium equations while stand stretching is

described by a two-vector equation. A fl-vector equation - describing roll gap profile - is

used either in combination with the model of strip deformation. All equations are listed in

table (3.3) below and are derived in the remainder of this section.

No. Size Position Inputs Relationships

Contact

Distribution

4 nR each contact

boundary

roll cambers roll bending, shearing

and flattening.

axis translation and

rotation.

Roll Gap

Profile

1 rls work roll/ strip

interface

ground and

thermal cambers

Vertical

Equilibrium

6 2 each roll bending jacks force and moment

equilibrium

Stand

Housing 

1 2 each side - stand stretching - use

spring constants.

Table 3.3) Roll Stand and Housing Model Equations

3.2.2. Roll Contact Distribution Equations

Section (2.3.2) introduced a method for obtaining roll gap profile in terms of roll bite force.

This is used also to derive inter-roll force-distance relationship for each contact

distribution equation. Four steps are involved and instead of repeating them four times, we

derive only the equation for the interface between the top intermediate and backup rolls.

•	 Figure (3.3) and equation (3.1) show how distance between rolls is described

in terms of surface position.
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• Figure (3.4) and equations (3.2) and (3.3) shows how we describes roll

surface position using components for axis movement, axis deflection, surface

flattening and initial camber.

• Three components (axis movement and deflection and surface flattening) are

related to inter-roll force using weighting functions while initial camber is

a model input - see sub-sections (3.2.2.1)-(3.2.2.3).

• Finally in sub-section (3.2.2.4), we combine equations to provide a

relationship between inter-roll forces and distances - see equation (3.11)

Description of the four roll interfaces is more complicated than the roll gap profile

situation because of non-vertical roll alignment. Angles between roll axes vary across the

stand so that distributed forces between rolls act in more than one plane. In order to describe

deformation using weighting function matrices, these forces are resolved into vertical and

horizontal components to produce vertical and horizontal roll deflections. Figure (3.3)

shows that the point where roll contact is assumed to exist is on the straight line joining

roll axis positions and that inter-roll distance is measured along this line.

Up Tp Lo Tp

B	 �
— — - Datum

Figure 3.31 Description of Inter-Roll Distance

Distance between the top backup roll and intermediate roll may be described in terms of the

vertical roll surface positions and cosine of inter-roll angle
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where a denotes roll surface vertical position

d	 ,, inter-roll distance

3.1

Lo Tp U Tp BS Tp

. B I Vg-B+Va-B

_ _I _ L Datum

Up , Tp	 U n Tp BS Tp
1	 v a I ± v a, . 1

_I _ _ _ i_ - Datum

Figure 3.4) Description of Roll Surfaces

Roll surface position is described using components for axis body movement, axis deflection

position, surface flattening and initial radius and camber. It is clear from figure (3.4)

(which shows the top backup roll lower surface and top intermediate roll upper surface)

that both roll radius components must be resolved vertically. Equations (3.2) and (3.3)

describe the relationship between vertical surface positions and components describing

undeformed axis position, axis deformation due to bending and shearing, initial thermal

and ground camber (model inputs) and surface flattening deformation.

Lo sTp / U Tp BS T	 11/ TG Tp Fl TO
1 a + a P_B — v _ B v _ B )—[COS(11TPUM ) k EB — r )—B

Up Tp _ / U Tp BS T
P )-F[CCISkt, )

lesTp 1 ]l TG Tp Fl Tp 1
— k v i + v q i 	 n3 k ri — _rim )

U ,Tp U ,Tpwhere vas 1 v HI denote undeflected roll axis vertical position.
BS 

a
Tp BS 

a
Tp

V —B / VI
TG 

r
Tp TG 

r 
Tp

—B ,	 —I
Fl Tp Fl Tp

_r B , r /(m)

axis deflection (due to bending, shearing and Poisson effects).

roll thermal and ground camber plus mean roll radius.

surface flattening.
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By substituting these two equations into (3.1) inter-roll distance may be expressed in terms

of axis and radius components as

Fl T Fl Tp Fl Tpwhere ;BP -- LB + _r /(m ) - the total flattening at the roll boundary.

Similar equations may be obtained for other roll interfaces but there is no gain in including

them here.

Initial ground camber and thermal roll expansion are model inputs while the other three

components - undeformed axis position (due to body movement), axis deflection and surface

flattening - need further development. Weighting functions are used to describe these three

remaining components in terms of body movement and forces between rolls. Undeflected

vertical roll axes positions are related to body movement as described in sub-section

(3.2.2.1) while axis deformations and surface flattening are related to inter-roll forces and

are described in (3.2.2.2) and (3.2.2.3) respectively.

3.2.2.1. Axis Movement

Roll supports are vertically unconstrained and modelled using two degrees of freedom each

roll may undergo a vertical translation and rotation in addition to bending and shearing

deformation caused by inter-roll forces. The resulting undeflected position of each

discretised axis point can be described using a simple relationship described previously in

sections (2.3.1) and (2.4.3). Vertical positions of top backup and intermediate roll

undeflected axes may be expressed in terms of vertical translation and rotation as

U Tp . -rjpa =rimi-aV -B

U Tp	 /IT .1-%Tp
V AI -1.1V11
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and	 Lis, LB denote roll live-section and backup roll lengths

DTP TPDI	 I

au rr aDIP

6Y

roll diameters

undeformed roll axis slope

Matrix (MI (which contains a row of ones and a row which provides a linear interpolation

between approximately -1 and +1) is used in four similar equations to describe movement of

other rolls and again in section (3.2.4) to describe force equilibrium for each roll.

3.2.2.2. Axis Deformation

Section (2.3) showed that roll axis deformation is described by simple beam bending and

shearing formulae which have been modified for variable diameter beams.

Figure 3.5) Vertical Forces Acting on Top Backup and Intermediate Rolls
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Chapter (6) describes the generation of influence functions that model these effects. These

influence functions are combined to form symmetric weighting function matrices which may

be multiplied by inter-roll force vectors to give vectors of axis deflections. Bending and

shearing influence functions are determined from roll length, mean diameter (not roll

camber) and material properties and hence identical functions are used for top and bottom

rolls.

Vertical inter-roll forces act on both upper and lower surfaces of each work and

intermediate roll whereas backup rolls are each loaded along only one face. Thus, work or

intermediate roll deformation is caused by the difference between force distributions while

backup rolls (which are much stiffer as they have larger diameters) are deformed by

absolute vertical loading.

Figure (3.5) above shows forces acting on the top backup and intermediate rolls while

equations (3.7) and (3.8) below describe vertical deflections (due to axis bending and

shearing) in terms of weighting function matrices and vertically resolved inter-roll forces.

BS Tp r — BS 1 f Tp
V -a B 1 vv B IV 11B

BS ., Tp = r w BS 1( ‘Tp	 ‘Tp \
V LL I	 t • . 1 jk V IWI -V LIB 1

where v f TwP/ Sr v a are nR-vectors denoting inter-roll force.

3.2.2.3. Roll Flattening

Equation (3.4) which relates inter-roll distance to axis and radius components requires an

expression for roll surface flattening as a function of inter-roll force. Chapter (6) describes

the generation of influence functions that model surface flattening. We assume that the

vertical component of surface flattening is equal to flattening due to inter-roll force resolved

vertically. Roll flattening for the interface between top backup and intermediate rolls may

thus be expressed in terms of a weighting function matrix and inter-roll force as

[cos(EITP )]n r TP -[WFI ] fTP
IB -LB -	 IB V -IB 3.9
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Similar equations describe mutual surface flattening at the other three interfaces and work

roll flattening in the roll bite (see section 3.2.3).

3.2.2.4. Roll Interface Force/Displacement Relationships

The previous three sub-sections have provided weighting function equations relating

undeflected vertical axis position to vertical body movement; and vertical axis deflection

and surface flattening to vertically resolved inter-roll forces. Roll interface

force/displacement relationships are obtained by substituting these equations into

equations describing inter-roll distance in terms of axis and radius components. In the case of

the top intermediate-backup roll interface, equations which describe axis movement (3.5)

& (3.6), axis deformation (3.7) & (3.8) and surface flattening (3.9) are substituted into

equation (3.4) to produce one equation (3.11) describing vertical inter-roll distance in terms

of model unknowns (inter-roll forces and body movement) and input vectors (describing roll

ground cambers and thermal expansion).

However, the z-axis position was defined so that vertical distances of backup roll supports

from the z-axis are equal. In two-vector form, this gives

3.t _ riTp _._1-113t
▪ B --1 -'13	 -1-ZB

and the combined equation for the top backup/intermediate interface is

[m]T DB ±[WIBBSF]v fliX	 TG Tp )L.B +
dTP -103S TP 1dTP -	 -[COS(OTP )1V	 (0)-IB - L 	 IB J-IB -	 IB . .I[ ic Tpimf Did) iwiBS b, fTp	 ri

where [Wir ]= [W:s + WiBs + WIF8]

We may obtain similar equations for the other three interfaces. Instead of deriving them

from scratch, we may alter (3.11) while taking account of forces acting on each roll. An extra

term occurs in both equations describing intermediate/work roll interfaces because three

cross-directional forces influence behaviour at these boundary.
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The top intermediate /work interface is described by

T Tp —BS

l[COS Tv*IITZ = [M] pi +[Wlvvwl:vivfisZ(e	 w iwriv	
L

fTp iCOS(014 

[ TG rid) 1

{_Nil' DTJ _I" ... ,Ets
IB	

TG Tp. w

while the bottom intermediate /work interface is described by

rmir DBwt +[WBSF iv iBt	 TG riBt

[COS(OMen = L	 -[COS(0113,4% )]

	

TG Bt	 3.13_[m ]T past
[WIT sw —[Wriv	 rw

and the bottom backup /intermediate interface is described by

3.12

Chapter (5) describes the use of these equations to solve the contact distribution problem.
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3.2.3. Roll Gap Profile Equation

Roll gap profile is the distance between the lower surface of the top work roll and the

upper surface of the lower work roll. It may be calculated in the same way as the roll

contact distribution equations described above, except in this case forces between strip and

rolls are assumed to act vertically and do not need resolving. Instead of repeating the

procedure described in section (3.2.2) above where surface positions are described in terms of

four components for undeformed camber, undeflected axis position, axis deflections and

surface flattening, equation (3.11) is modified to produce (3.15) which describes roll gap

profile instead of distance between top intermediate and backup rolls.

Roll gap profile is described in terms of unknowns (body movement and distributed forces)

and model inputs (thermal and ground cambers).

h -
[NV	 DBwt +[WsBSwF ]fsw

jwBS 1 fTp JIAT BS1 clEtt

v w 	 ivvw

TG 

L
_Tp

w
TG Bt

_rw
3.15

where WsBvs„F =2WwBs +WsFlw

h2 denotes roll gap profile

Like equations (3.12) and (3.13), this equations contains an extra term than equation (3.11).

However, an extra difference occurs as roll cambers do not need to be resolved.

We combine this equation with the strip model equation to eliminate roll gap profile from

the solvable variable set. If profile is a required output, the equation is used as a post-

calculation once both iterative loops are completed.
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3.2.4. Vertical Roll Equilibrium

Our roll stack model requires a second set of vertical equations which describe vertical roll

forces and moment equilibrium. We choose to take moments at each roll mid-point, scale

moment equilibrium equations and combine them with force equilibrium equations to

provide a set of 2-vector equations which all contain the transpose of weighting function

matrix [M] to provide a relationship between roll support forces and distributed inter-roll

force. [M] was used previously in sub-section (3.2.1.1) to relate undeflected axis positions to

two scalar values representing body translation and rotation.

Force equilibrium demands that the algebraic sum of all forces acting on a roll is zero while

moment equilibrium demands that the algebraic moment sum is zero. We define moments as

the product of force and distance from the roll mid-point. Three forces act on each backup

roll - left and right concentrated support forces and distributed force acting along the

interface with the intermediate roll. Vertically resolved forces acting on the top backup

roll are shown in figure (3.5) above and vertical force equilibrium may be expressed as

nR

ycos (Eirif (0) . fITEr (i) - LsTp	 R sTp =	 3.16
i=1

Vertical moment equilibrium is obtained by taking moments about the roll mid-point and

treating anti-clockwise moments as positive to give

nR

Ecos (eTif (0)- fffiTp (0 .y(i)	 11_13L sTp —'IS") =	 3.17
i=1

where y(i) =  2 L +S 2 the position of zone I relative to the roll mid-point.
LB

which may be scaled by 2/LB and combined with equation (3.13), to produce a vector

equation (3.15) using the matrix [M].

[Miv = [NB 1ST
	

3.18

where [N13]—
—1 1
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Intermediate and work rolls have vertical distributed forces acting on both top and bottom

surfaces and equilibrium equations for these rolls contain one more term than (3.14). For

example, figure (3.5) shows that two discretised vertical forces act on the top intermediate

roll and its force and moment equilibrium may be expressed as

[m] a-[m] gif =-[NdiTIP

	
3.19

where [Ndi L
1 

L. LB
L.11

In the case of the bottom half of the mill, forces act in the opposite direction, so equilibrium

yields almost identical equations for the top and bottom halves. For example, vertical

bottom backup roll equilibrium is given by

Emivf:=-[Nd5:`

	
3.20

Three similar equations are produced for other roll. Matrix [M] describes force and moment

equilibrium and its transpose [M] T body movement for all six rolls in order to produce a

symmetric system matrix that contains many repetitive sections. This enables the inverse

system matrix to be calculated quickly and provides a very fast solution time.
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Figure 3.6) Stand Housing Stretching
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3.2.5. Housing Model

Left and right stand housings stretch vertically during rolling due to the action of backup

roll support forces. The housing model links the top and bottom halves of the roll stack by

providing a relationship between these forces and deformed housing length which is equal

to the vertical distance between top and bottom backup roll bearings. Vertical backup roll

support forces are defined as positive acting towards the y-axis, so the equal and opposite

stand stretching forces are positive acting away from the y-axis.

Section (2.3.2) showed that stretching is modelled by considering each housing to behave as

a spring with stiffness constant K. Figure (3.6) shows that backup roll support forces stretch

the stand from an initial length Ao to a final length A.

Obviously, equilibrium conditions require top and bottom left backup roll support forces to

be equal and opposite and top and bottom right backup roll forces to be equal and opposite.

In two-vector form...

FB =FTBp =_F:	 3.21

while (3.10) showed that backup roll support positions were equal and opposite.
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Stretched length is equal to the difference between top and bottom backup roll support

positions and may be expressed as

A=[NdT Ligp _ [NB]T -..Rt
1._2 ti = 2[NB]TDB

where A is a two-vector containing left and right stretched lengths.

Stiffness and unstretched stand length are determined by experiment although a good

approximation to unstretched length can be calculated using roll diameters and horizontal

offset. Spring relationships were described in section (2.3.2) and are used here to relate the

difference between stretched and unstretched lengths to backup roll vertical support forces

K(A—A 0 )=vF 6 	 3.23

Unknown backup roll support forces were related to distributed forces acting between backup

and intermediate rolls by equations (3.18) and (3.20). Substitution of these two into (3.23)

yields

K[N5](A-A0)=[m]v gif =[m]vf:

	
3.24

which may be written as

2K[NB](A-A0 ) =[M]v fiFF +[M]y f:

	
3.25

which relates stretched and unstretched lengths to top and bottom distributed

intermediate/backup inter-roll force without reference to unknown backup roll support

forces.

3.22
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Equation (3.22) is substituted into (3.25) to give

[Mk firir +Mk -8KDB = -2K[N8 ]A 0	 3.26

which provides a relationship between unknown vertical distributed force between

intermediate and backup rolls v	 v; unknown backup roll body movement DB and

initial stand length (a model input determined by screw settings) A0.

Both top and bottom forces have been included in equation (3.26) so that a symmetric system

matrix is obtained when all equations are combined in section (3.4).
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3.3. STRIP MODEL

Strip deformation is described using one ns-vector equation obtained by eliminating the

equations that form the Allwood model - introduced in section (2.3.3). This model follows

the traditional approach of dividing strip into three sections - as shown in figure (3.7)

below. Firstly, the elastic entry section models strip from before mill entry until the point

of plastic yield in the roll bite and considers only elastic deformation. Secondly, the plastic

section models strip in the roll bite that is undergoing plastic deformation. All strip in this

region is assumed to be yielding. Finally, the elastic exit section models strip from the point

where yielding ceases (just before roll bite exit) until after the roll bite exit.

Variables are defined which describe strip profile h, stress a and strain E at four positions

along the strip. Subscripts (0, 1, 2, 3) are used to describe variables at the two boundaries

between regions and a distance before and after the roll bite as shown in table (3.4).

Sub-script Position

0 Before strip has entered the plastic region

1 At the boundary between entry elastic and plastic regions

2 At the boundary between plastic and exit elastic regions

3 After strip has exited the plastic region

Table 3.4) Subscripts used in the Strip Deformation Model

We assume that the exit plastic/elastic boundary occurs in the same vertical plane as both

work roll axes, so that roll gap profile and strip profile 13.2 at this boundary are equal.

Five component models describe the relationship between variables - the first describes the

elastic entry region and relates initial variables to those at the first elastic-plastic

boundary using the criteria that material at the boundary is yielding; the second describes

complicated roll bite plastic behaviour using highly non-linear relationships between roll

bite variables; the third describes behaviour in the elastic exit region which is similar to

entry behaviour but uses an additional constraining equation; the fourth relates force

between the strip and work rolls to other roll bite variables; while the fifth provides strip

residual stress as a function of entry stress and profile and exit profile.
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As vertical forces in both entry and exit elastic regions are ignored, we showed in section

(2.3.3) that all strains may be substituted by stresses throughout the model equations to

produce six vector and two scalar relationships between seven vector and two scalar

unknowns as shown in figure (3.7).

Figure 3.7) Strip Model Relationships

The seven unknown vector variables describe force acting between strip and work rolls,

three unknown strip thickness profile distributions - at both elastic-plastic boundaries and

after the strip has left the roll bite - and three unknown strip stress distributions - at the

boundaries and once strip has left the bite. The two unknown scalars describe the ratios

between exit and entry speed (V3/VØ) and between roll angular and entry speed (0)/v0).

• The roll force model contains one linearised fl-vector equation that relates

roll force to stress and profile at both elastic/plastic boundaries and work

roll radius.

• The elastic entry model contains one linearised ns-vector equation that

describes yield at the entry elastic boundary and a scalar equation that

relates entry stress and inter-stand tension.

• The plastic region model contains one fl-vector equations that relates

neutral angle position to strip velocity.
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• The shape calculation model contains one ns-vector equations that

describes residual stress formation.

• The elastic exit model contains two ns-vector equations (the first is

linearised) that describe the yield criterion at the exit elastic-plastic

boundary and constrain roll bite exit velocity to be uniform. A scalar

equation constrains exit strain to be zero.

Allwood linearised the four non-linear equations using an operating point provided by the

Bryant & Osbom non-iterative roll force model to obtain a linearised strip model containing

six vector and two scalar linear equations with seven vector and two scalar unknowns.

This equation set is unnecessarily large. We have reduced it, by elimination, to obtain one

vector equation (3.27) containing just two unknown distributions. The equation relates two

ns-vector unknowns (roll/strip force distribution and change of roll gap profile from a

nominal value), two ns-vector inputs (entry profile and residual stress), a two-vector input

(entry and exit inter-stand tensions) and one scalar input containing other inputs.

[N ]g —8112 = [M]20 +[N Es'h Pho +[I\i'j ]cT IT +N I:	 3.27

where each [N] weighting matrix is determined by eliminating unnecessary variables from

the eight equation Allwood strip model.

1;2 & 8h2 denote the estimate and residual of strip thickness.

This equation can be viewed as a distributed version of the traditional scalar relationship

between centre-line thickness and roll force provided by all Orowan type models - see

equation (10) of Bryant & Osborn[2] for example.

We combine equation (3.27) with the roll gap profile equation (3.11) to eliminate exit

profile from the list of unknown variables. This reduces the size of the linear system matrix

and allows quicker operation.
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3.4. VERTICAL MODEL CONSTRUCTION

We now combine our three component models describing roll, stand housing and strip

deformation to provide the vertical shape model component. Section (3.4.1) describes this

combination and is followed by (3.4.2) which discusses solution technique.

3.4.1. Equation Combination

Vertical equations are combined into one matrix equation (3.25) with a system matrix and

all inputs on the left-hand side and an input vector on the right-hand side ...

[Ai]tv =Xip	 3.28a

Equation (3.28a) is shown in full (see over) as (3.28b) arranged in the following order - top

contact distribution equations, top equilibrium equations, bottom distribution equations,

bottom equilibrium equations, stand housing equation and finally the combined roll gap

profile and strip deformation equation. The input vector consists of roll cambers, stretched

stand length and the effects of roll force and jack and CVC shift actuators while the output

vector contains inter-roll forces, roll bite force and body movement 2-vectors.

[COS(eTiir )1( TG 
rTBp +TG j IP +TG	 P

[cos(OTP 
TG zTp	 e_Tp TG _Tp

WI	 LI	 IA I I- iw

-[Ndri-P

—[Nw1rwP 

	

[cos(O Bt	 Bt	 .Bt TG Bt

	

//3 )	 + ri + 8r,

[COS(OBt )1(
TG "Bt	 Bt TG Btwi	+ or, + rw

- [Nw lewt

+[NI ijiBt

—2K[NB]AO 

# N8sh oho +# Nes eo +# Ns. an ±# (TG I„,ivr +TG I Bwt +LIZ )+13.2

8

where TG 8rTI p = [Ncvc 20 is the camber change after a CVC shift - see section (5.4).

83
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The # symbol has been used in equation (3.28h) to indicate which elements change size when

strip width changes. We note that only the bottom entry of the input vector and the right

bottom entry of the system matrix change internally when strip schedule changes.

Zero elements have not been shown in equation (3.28b) to aid clarity. Three feature of the

system matrix are noted :-

• It is sparse with large areas of zero elements.

• It is symmetric.

• Repetition occurs with elements used several times.

Sparsity occurs because there is no interaction between the top and bottom halves of the

mill directly - only via the strip or the stand housing. Symmetry occurs because we assume

that force/distance behaviour (for any given contact distribution) is linear and linear

systems obey reciprocity theory. Repetition occurs because we have used similar equations

to describe top and bottom rolls and defined our z-axis to be positioned so that backup rolls

are equidistant from it.

These three features and the fact that only one system element changes internally as strip

schedule changes are used in Chapter (5) to provide a fast model solution. A quick inversion

routine is described in section (5.2) to provide the solution for a given contact distribution in

far less time that a standard routine.
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3.4.2. Solution of Equations

Section (2.5) showed how a numerical iterative algorithm could be used to solve the

varying contact problem for a simple one-dimensional system involving the linear

flattening of an elastic body against a rigid plate. Contact area length is described by the

distribution of discretised zones along the boundary where force is applied and

displacement results. The relationship between discretised force and surface flattening

displacement is described by a set of weighting functions, while the system is constrained

by the total load and discretised undeformed elastic body surface. Equations are obtained

for force equilibrium and for the relationship between inter-body force, inter-body distance

and body approach. Discretised inter-body forces and distance and body approach are all

unknown, but two system physical constraints apply ...

• for fixed points where contact occurs between rolls, distance between

roll surfaces is zero and force is positive.

• for free points not in contact, distance between roll surfaces is

positive and force is zero.

Contact distribution is estimated so that distance at zones assumed to be in contact and force

at those assumed to not be in contact is zero. If the distribution is incorrect, at least one

value of the remaining distance or force vectors will be zero. Iterations continue until the

correct distribution with all non-negative inter-roll force and distance is found.

This method may be applied to the three-dimensional six-high shape model containing

four contact distribution equations and additional constraint equations in the symmetric

system matrix that is inverted to provide resulting inter-roll forces and other unknown

variables corresponding to a full contact distribution. As this matrix is large (size, n-500)

and the time taken for inversion of a matrix of size n is proportional to n 3 [3], inversion

speed is slow. An iterative technique involving several inversions of this matrix (with

small adjustments each iteration) would be of little use for control applications. Chapter

(5) describes a new technique which has been developed to reduce this solution time

substantially. This technique involves partial Gauss-Jordan Elimination to obtain the

change to inter-roll force without a large matrix inversion each iteration.
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CHAPTER 4

4. THREE DIMENSIONAL SIX-HIGH SHAPE MODEL -
ANGLE UPDATE AND FINAL CALCULATIONS

Summary

The second (angle update) and third (final calculations) stages of the chosen three-stage

solution method are described. The second stage involves two steps ...

• Calculation of horizontal and vertical axis positions.

• Use of the angle tangent relationship to provide updated inter-roll angles.

The third stage involves calculation of strip exit shape and thickness profile.

The model is validated against available experimental data and finally, alternative

model applications are discussed including preset, two-dimensional modelling and hot-

rolling.

4.1. CHAPTER OVERVIEW

The model contains two non-linearities due to variations of contact between rolls and

variations of inter-roll angles. As a result, it is solved using the three stage iterative

method, introduced in section (2.6). Chapter (3) described the first stage which involved

generation and solution of all vertical linear model equations. This chapter describes the

second and third stages. The second stage involves generation of equations needed to

calculate the difference between vertical axis positions of neighbouring rolls, the difference

between horizontal axis positions of neighbouring rolls and updates of inter-roll angles. The

third stage involves generation of equations describing strip shape and profile as a function

of internal mill forces.

Section (4.2) describes the derivation of equations which relate the difference between axis

positions of neighbouring rolls to inter-roll forces. These equations use weighting functions

which were first used - in chapter (3) - to describe axis deflections. Updated inter-roll

angles are calculated from equations which relate vertical differences and horizontal

differences of neighbouring roll axis positions. The generation of these equations is

described in section (4.4).
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Equations which calculate horizontal and vertical axis deformation and equations which

calculate updated inter-roll angles are summarised in table (4.1) below.

Equations No. Size Position Inputs Relationships

Axis 4 (V) nR each interface - roll bending, shearing.

Deformation 4 (H) hR each interface roll offset axis movement.

Angle Update 4 nR each interface - tangent function

Table 4,1) Second Solution Stage Equations

Section (4.5) describes the generation of linear equations which provide model outputs once

iterations are complete. In addition to strip shape and profile, horizontal roll support

forces are calculated. Section (4.6) compares the outputs of three model test runs to

available experimental results. Finally, section (4.7) describes a number of alternative

model forms which are used to increase operation speed at the expense of model accuracy, or

for alternative control applications, such as preset.
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4.2. AXIS POSITION DIFFERENCES

Equations are generated to relate differences between vertical axis positions of

neighbouring rolls to vertical inter-roll forces and differences between horizontal roll axis

positions to horizontal inter-roll forces. Once these position differences are calculated,

they are used to obtain updated inter-roll angles. Vertical equations are considered first.

4.2.1. Vertical Axis Position Differences

Equations describing the difference between vertical surface deflected positions of

neighbouring rolls were used in chapter (3) to derive contact distribution equations. Each

vertical surface position was described by four components - axis deflection, axis movement,

surface flattening and roll radius and initial camber. For example, the top intermediate-

backup interface contact distribution equation (3.11) is constructed from components

described by equations (3.4) - (3.9).

Each vertical axis position is calculated using only the axis deflection and axis movement

components. As the vertical difference between axis positions of neighbouring rolls is

required, the method described in Section (3.2.2) may be repeated with roll radii, initial

camber and surface flattening ignored. However, a more straightforward approach is

available. Roll radii, initial cambers and weighting functions describing surface flattening

may be removed from the contact distribution equations to obtain the equations describing

the vertical difference between axis positions.

where [-ABBSF ] = [ wBBS + wiBS + w113F1 I

Equation (4.1), which describes the vertical difference between axis positions of the top

intermediate roll and the top backup roll, is obtained by removing these parameters from

equation (3.11). Equations for the other three interfaces are obtained by applying the same

technique to equations (3.12) - (3.14).
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where [M] is a (nR • 2) matrix describing roll movement.

[w} is a (nR • no matrix describing backup roll axis deflection.

v SaTa is a vector describing the vertical difference between the positions of the

top intermediate roll and the top backup roll.

4.2.2. Horizontal Axis Deflections

Equations describing the difference between horizontal axis positions of neighbouring rolls

are very similar to the vertical equations described above in section (4.2.1). Although the

same weighting functions are used to describe horizontal and vertical axis deflections, the

horizontal equations differ from the vertical equations in two ways...

• Roll supports are restrained horizontally whereas they are free to move

vertically as shown in figure (4.1). In modelling terms, horizontal support

positions are operator controlled inputs whereas vertical support positions

are unknowns. Hence vertical rigid body movements are admissible, but

horizontal rigid body movements are not. Horizontal roll deformation is

described completely by deflection relative to support positions.

• Figure (4.1) shows components of both normal and frictional force acting on

each roll. The vertical friction component is neglected, but both horizontal

normal and frictional force components must be considered to avoid accuracy

loss.
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Figure 4.1 ) Top Work Roll Support

4.2.2.1. Horizontal Deflection Equations

Horizontal force components are defined with positive components due to normal forces.

Typically, backup rolls are driven so that friction acts in the directions shown on figure

(4.2). Horizontal components of friction and normal force act in opposition at all interfaces.

Hence, by definition, all horizontal frictional force components are negative.

The total horizontal forces acting on the top intermediate and backup rolls are shown in

figure (4.3) and (4.4). Two changes are necessary to adapt equation (4.1) to describe the

difference between horizontal axis positions of neighbouring rolls...

• Rigid body movement matrices [MIT and unknowns DT/ P are replaced with

intermediate roll horizontal offset H T, P - a model input.

• It is clear from figure (4.1) that vertical inter-roll forces acting on each

intermediate roll are in opposition whereas total horizontal inter-roll forces act on each

intermediate roll is the same direction. This effect is represented in the adaption of

equation (4.1) to provide equation (4.2).
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Figure 4.2) Torque and forces acting on rolls

BS w BS Tp	 Tp] c . , T__TITp f w BS 1 fr l -E[WB + 1 H LIB -I-1 I1-1 8am =1"I .1H-"I

where Hf denotes total horizontal force

Haa " difference in axis positions

4.2
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Figure 4.3) Horizontal forces acting on top backup roll

Figure 4.4) Horizontal forces acting on top intermediate roll

4.2.2.2. Force Resolution and Torque Balancing

Equation (2.16) provides a direct relationship between total horizontal force due to both

friction and normal force components and vertical force obtained from solution of vertical

linear equations. Coulomb friction is assumed. Four scalar coefficients of friction relate

friction and normal force acting at each interface. For example, friction acting between the

top intermediate and work rolls is defined as ...

fr c Tp _ . Tp f Tp
L WI — 1•4' WI L. WI

Tp
where gm denotes coefficient of friction

4.3
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Torsional equilibrium demands that the total moment due to frictional forces acting on a

roll is balanced with applied torque (a model input). It is clear from figure (4.3) that

applying top backup roll torsional equilibrium generates the equation

D
TB —— 3 1.1 IB7P DTP-IB2

where TB denotes applied backup roll torque

DB	 " backup roll diameter

and top intermediate roll torsional equilibrium generates the equation

Tp V fTp _ i 1 Tp V fTp
t'IB ,i1113 — I' WI ,i1W1

These two equations may be rearranged to give the following expressions for the effective

coefficients of friction (assumed to be below the limiting value !Islip).

n Tp _ 2TB 1 I fTp
h'IB — D B I LIB

, , Tp _ 2TB i 1 ‘Tp
l'WI — Do -1" L WI

Similar equations are obtained for the coefficients of friction at the other two roll

interfaces.
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4.4. INTER-ROLL ANGLE UPDATE

Section (2.5.1) showed how an updated inter-roll angle could be obtained with the tangent

of the inter-roll angle described in terms of the ratio of the horizontal and vertical axis

position differences. Equations (4.1) and (4.2) give the horizontal and vertical differences

for the top intermediate and backup rolls which are related to inter-roll angle by

SaTPtanoTii = H -113

v Sag

where = indicates element-by-element division.
v Oa

Three similar equations are obtained for updated angles at the other three roll interfaces.

4.4.1. Angle Update Linearisation

Linearisation of the angle update equations using an estimate of the inter-roll angle was

considered. Approximations for small angles simplify the difference between the actual

angle and the estimate ...

e=ti+so
	 sin(80) SO	 cos(9)1

where 9 denotes actual angle

estimate

80 "	 error or residual

The following geometrical expansion equation are used

sin(e+ Se) = cos(6)sin(80)+sin(0)cos(80)11sin(6)+cos(6)80

cos(6+80)=cos(0)cos(80)—sinMsin(813)ticos(6)—sin(6)89

4.8
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which can be combined to give a tangent relationship

tan(6+80)--Zstan(6)+ 	 1 , 80	 4.9
COS2(0)

The updated angle equation (4.8) for the top intermediate roll-backup roll interface and

the three similar equations for the other interfaces could be written in terms of angle

estimates and residuals as ...

v61tan(e)+ 	 1 , 50]=H Sa	 4.10
COS2 (0)	 -

Equation (4.1) described the vertical difference between deformed axis positions of the top

backup and intermediate rolls while equation (4.2) described the horizontal differences.

These two equations and their equivalents for the other three roll interfaces could be

substituted into the four versions of equation (4.10). However, each of the four equations

produced would contain at least one term containing the product of two unknowns - for

example, angle residual and vertical inter-roll force. This is non-linear and further

linearisation (using the estimate and residual method) would be necessary. Estimates of all

inter-roll forces and roll support positions would be needed.

In effect, this method would require the non-linear model to be run to provide variables

estimates before the linearised version was run. However, experience has shown that if a

good estimate of initial inter-roll angle is provided then just two runs of the inter-roll angle

iterative loop are needed to provide an acceptable result. A simplified non-distributed

model which provides a good initial angle estimate is presented in Chapter 5.
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4.5. FINAL CALCULATIONS

A number of calculations may be made once the two iterative loops are completed. In

addition to strip shape and profile which are described in section (4.5.2), we show how

horizontal equilibrium may be used to provide horizontal support forces and reduce the

practical rolling problem of chock chatter.

4.5.1. Horizontal Equilibrium

Weighting functions have been constructed carefully so that deformation is fully described

by cross-directional forces without the need for support force influence functions. Hence,

horizontal support forces have no direct effect on roll or stand deformation and are only

calculated once the rest of the model has been solved.

The main reason for calculating these forces is to avoid chock chatter which will occur

when rolling with very small horizontal support forces that may fluctuate from positive to

negative sign (i.e. changing direction). Each roll is held in a chock that prevents horizontal

but allows vertical movement - as shown in figure (4.1). In order for vertical movement to

take place, there must be a small gap between the unloaded side of the chock and the

bearing exterior. Thus, if horizontal support force changes direction, the roll will undergo a

small horizontal movement. If support force is near to zero, system noise may cause it to

alternate direction (or sign) frequently. Hence chatter will occur as the roll moves back and

forth in the chock. This problem is overcome if small support forces are avoided.

Horizontal support forces are calculated from the horizontal equivalent of the vertical

equilibrium equations which were described in section (3.2.4). Figure (4.3) shows the

vertical equilibrium of the top backup roll. It should be noted that the two horizontal

distributed force components - due to friction and normal force - oppose each other and

therefore the resultant may be close to zero and chock chatter may occur.

Horizontal forces and moment equilibrium may be expressed as

	

L. QTp .4_ R Qip 	 Es:millipm).‘Tpm = 0
	H'-'13 	 "."‘"IB VP 'IB V/

nR
ESin(ed OD' fITif (i) .y(i) ..,_ 1T ( RQ 

B
Tp _ L

W 
Q 

3
Tp ) _ n

B' 2 .-. 1-1`1 -1	 - '
i=1
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which can be written as one combined two-vector equation as

[M],ifTif =-[NB]HS
	

4.10

where [NB] and [M] were defined in chapter (3).

Five similar equations are obtained for the other rolls.

4.5.2. Other Calculations

Strip shape and profile are both produced once the two iterative loops have obtained the

correct inter-roll contact and angle distributions. Roll gap profile is calculated directly

from equation (3.15) while strip shape is calculated from the shape calculation model

equation which was combined with six other vector and two scalar equations to provide the

strip model as described in section (3.3).
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4.6. ALTERNATIVE MODEL APPLICATIONS

In section (4.6.1), we describe two control applications which use strip exit parameters as

model inputs - direct strip centre-line thickness control and set-up. Section (4.6.2) shows

how the model equations may be combined in a number of alternative ways for either other

mill arrangements or to increase operation speed, but reduce model accuracy. Finally, in

section (4.6.3), a stack-only model is described. This would primarily be used for hot-rolling

applications.

4.6.1. Alternative Control Applications

The first alternate use is for centre-line thickness control. Instead of using the stand housing

equations as part of the model, a two-vector equation is introduced to describe nominal strip

thickness. This guarantees an output centre-line thickness. Further manipulation of

equations is required to maintain symmetry of the linear system matrix. If screw setting

were needed, the housing equations would be run after the equations which obtain exit strip

shape and thickness profile - i.e. as part of the third stage of the solution method.

Another alternative application is mill preset. When rolling re-commences after a shut-

down, the ideal initial actuator setting are unknown. Obtaining the best settings, in some

sense, is a classic optimisation problem. In the cold rolling case, the best settings are those

that provide a minimum error between output strip shape and a desired distribution. In the

case of hot rolling the difference between desired and actual thickness profile is minimised.

A standard searching method is used to find the best actuator settings. The model is run

with various actuator settings until the optimal values are found.

Parameter estimation could take place by running the model without, say, thermal camber

and comparing the model outputs with the measured readings of a shapemeter. The

difference in outputs would be attributed to the effect of thermal camber.
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4.6.2. Simplified Operation

Two simplifications may be introduced. As a result, running speed will be increased, but

modelling accuracy will decrease. The first simplification reduces the model to four-high

and is described in sub-section (4.6.2.1). The second simplification ignores horizontal roll

deflections. The two-dimensional model is described in sub-section (4.6.2.2). The third

simplification uses assumptions of symmetry to reduce the model size and is described in

sub-section (4.6.2.2)

4.6.2.1. Four-high Operation

Firstly, the model may be reduced to four-high operation with ease. The two equations

describing force-distance behaviour at the top and bottom intermediate roll/backup roll

interface and variables describing intermediate roll rigid body positions are removed. All

remaining intermediate roll variables become backup roll variables. Operation is greatly

simplified as there are only two interfaces where contact distribution may change.

4.6.2.2. Two-dimensional Operation

Two dimensional operation is achieved by setting the roll torque input arid all initial inter-

roll angles to zero. The model is then run without inter-roll angle iterations. Only the

contact distribution iterations are used.

4.6.2.4. Symmetric Operation

Two symmetries may be assumed to simplify the model and increase operation speed.

Firstly, if roll cambers are symmetric (i.e. not CVC), behaviour in the top and bottom

halves of the mill will be identical. In this case, the mill is symmetric about the y-axis

(across the strip width). The equations describing behaviour in the bottom half of the mill

are removed. All references to bottom half variables are replaced by top half variables.

The second symmetry occurs is the strip is assumed to be symmetric along its centre-line (the

x-axis). In this case symmetry is more complicated and is described by a 180° rotation about

the x-axis. Allwood[ 1 ] describes this procedure in detail for a four-high mill. Here, the

same procedure is extended to the six-high model.
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The equations describing behaviour in the bottom half of the mill are removed. However,

all references to bottom half variables are replaced by flipped versions of top half

variables.

If both symmetries occur, operation is simplified further, as only the left-hand side of the

top half of the mill is described. All equations describing behaviour in the bottom half of

the mill are removed. All top half equations are halved in length and only describe left-

hand side behaviour. References to bottom half variables are replaced by top half

variables. References to right-hand side variables are replaced by left-hand side

variables. Finally, rigid body movement may only occur with one-degree of freedom. Hence,

moment equilibrium equations and rigid body rotation are omitted.

4.6.3. Stack-only Model

Section (2.6) introduced the concept of profile and shape models where roll stack and

housing equations may be used alone (profile model) or combined with strip deformation

equations (shape model). The profile model uses roll/strip force as an input and roll gap

profile is calculated using equation (3.11) as a post-calculation once the linear vertical

system equations have been solved and other distributed forces found. If a shape model is

required, this equation is combined with the strip equation (which provides a second

relationship between roll gap profile and roll/strip force) and the resulting equation is

included within the set of vertical linear equations.
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4.7. MODEL TESTING AND RESULTS

The model is tested in two ways. Firstly, in section (4.7.1), the sensitivity of the model to a

1 ton change of either work or intermediate roll jack force is compared with available

experimental data. Secondly, in section (4.7.2), the effect of three-dimensional deformation

is examined.

4.7.1. Testing Against Available Experimental Data

Experimental data was available from industry for three test runs using a six-high 108" wide

aluminium mill. The mill had both work and intermediate roll hydraulic jacks, intermediate

roll CVC shift systems, and controllable work roll cooling sprays. Work and intermediate

rolls were offset horizontally relative to the backup rolls. Work roll offset could be varied

between 0"-1.25" downstream, while intermediate roll offset was fixed at 0.25" upstream.

For each of the three test runs, the steady-state change to the shape output following a 1

ton jack step change was recorded. This is the test most frequently used to compare shape

model predictions with mill behaviour. The first run was for a 50" wide strip of a hard

alloy and work roll jack sensitivity was obtained. The second run was for a 75" wide strip of

a much softer alloy and intermediate roll jack sensitivity was obtained. The final run was

for a 96" wide strip of the hard alloy with work roll jack sensitivity obtained. Comparisons

were made between experimental data, hydraulic jacks sensitivities for the six-high

three-dimensional model, and sensitivities for the four-high two-dimensional model of

Spooner & Bryant.

The full data-set used is given in Appendix VIII. The key for figure (4.5) is given below.

Experimental Data

	 	 Six-high three-dimensional model

- . - . - . - . - Bryant & Spooner model

Table 4.2) Key to Figure 4.5) - Sensitivity Comparisons
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The results shown in figure (4.5) cover a wide range of possible schedules. It is clear that in

all three cases, predictions provided by the six-high three-dimensional model presented in

this thesis match experimental data closely. In each case, this match is far better than

that provided by the Bryant & Spooner model.

This provides, for this limited set of experimental data, a validation of the model.

Obviously, a far greater study should be carried out, provided date is available, to obtain a

more complete model validation.

4.7.2. Effect of Three-Dimensional Deformations

One of the major achievement of the work has been the modelling of three-dimensional roll

deformation. The effect of including this effect on model outputs is now examined. The

model was run, using the same data sets used in section (4.7.1), in both the full three-

dimensional mode and the simplified two-dimensional model described in section (4.6.2).

The full data-set used is given in Appendix V111. The key for figure (4.6) is given below.

Table 4.3) Key to figure 4.6) - Effect of three-dimensional roll deformations
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Figure (4.6) shows that the effect of three-dimensional roll deformations on output strip

shape is substantial for wide hard strip (data set 3) or soft strip (data set 2). The effect is

less for the narrow hard strip (data set 1).

Reference

1 ALLWOOD, J.M. - "ONLINE MODELLING AND CONTROL OF SHAPE PHENOMENA IN METAL
ROLLING" - PHD THESIS, UNIVERSITY OF LONDON (1993).
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5. IMPROVED SOLUTION TECHNIQUE

Summary

Two non-linear effects occur in the three-dimensional six-high roll stand section of the

shape model. These cannot be linearised or ignored without introducing significant errors

into the model. The first arises due to variable inter-roll contact distribution. The second

arises as a result of variable inter-roll angles as a result of three dimensional roll

behaviour. Four Techniques are described which enable these problems to be overcome...

• A quick system matrix inversion technique is developed which exploits the

sparse, symmetric nature of the system.

• A method for calculating inter-roll forces and distances following contact

distribution estimate changes while avoiding system matrix re-inversion.

• A non-linear interpolation method that improves running after CVC shift.

• A simplified model that provides inter-roll angle initial estimates and

reduces the number of iterations.

Low model run times and a robust solution are achieved to enable the model to be run on-line

for real-time control applications.

5.1. SOLUTION PROBLEMS

Chapters (3) and (4) have described the three-dimensional six-high shape model

derivation. Section (4.7) has shown that the model is accurate, but a number of algorithm

operation problems must be overcome if the model is to be used for on-line, real-time control

applications.

This chapter focuses on model operation speed with this introductory section divided into

two parts. The first discusses the need for a fast, robust model in a control environment and

uses a hierarchical structure to show which model operations require model speed to be as

fast as possible. The second part introduces four methods used to increase model speed

which are described in detail in the rest of the chapter.
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The four developments which will be described are ...

• All vertical linear equations are arranged to produce a sparse, symmetric

system matrix. These features are exploited to provide a quick system

matrix inversion routine using Schur Compliment Theory.

• A solution of the contact distribution iterations problem is provided using a

partial Gauss-Jordan Elimination procedure.

• A simplified model is presented which provides a good initial estimate of

inter-roll angles. This reduces the number of angle iterations needed to

obtain a good solution.

• A non-linear interpolation method is presented which halves the time

needed to provide the change of CVC camber following an axial shift.

5.1.1. Hierarchical Model Use

It is possible to describe model operation using a three layered hierarchical structure - as

shown in figure (5.1) - where operation is transferred from any layer to the one

immediately below it on an infrequent basis. The top layer - actuator use - is run

continuously; the second layer - schedule use - is run whenever the strip being rolled

changes; and the bottom layer - model construction use - is run during initial model

construction or when a major stand component is changed.

The model simulates the rolling process by converting a number of input parameters (for

example roll bending jack forces, strip material properties or roll dimensions) to produce

output parameters (such as strip residual stress or profile).

All actuator settings are model inputs, whereas many other mill parameters (such as roll

diameters) are used to construct the system matrix. Hence, the internal model structure is

unchanged following an actuator change whereas changing strip or a mill component alters

the internal structure and model reconstruction must take place.
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On-line use involves running the model following an actuator change and fast operation

speed and robustness are vital. These features are important when strip schedule changes as

strip data is available only as new strip approaches the stand and any calculation delay

would waste rolling time, reduce efficiency and hence be expensive. The model construction

run-time is less important as this operation may be run at the same time as the slow

physical operation to change mill components.

Actuator Inputs	 Outputs

I

Mill Parameter Inputs

Figure 5.1) Hierarchical Variable Input

5.1.1.1. Actuator Use

The model must run quickly and be robust following a control actuator change and a trade-

off between speed and accuracy may have to be made. As figure (5.1) shows, the only inputs

at this stage are roll jack forces, CVC roll shift work, roll horizontal offset and work roll

thermal camber due to the effect of cooling sprays. The distribution of inter-roll contact and

angles may change as actuator values change, but these two problems are overcome using a

partial Gauss-Jordan Elimination technique - see section (5.3) - to provide the correct

contact distribution quickly and a simplified model - see section (5.5) - to estimate inter-roll

angles and reduce the number of iterations needed to obtain an accurate three-dimensional

solution. Run time is improved further using non-linear interpolation to describe undeformed

camber following CVC roll shift - see section (5.4).

Mill Geometry

Roll Dimensions

Roll Material Properties
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5.1.1.2. Changing Strip Schedule

If the next strip has different dimensions or material properties than the one being rolled,

the strip equations must be re-linearised and re-combined to provide an updated

relationship between roll bite force and roll gap profile. Work roll flattening due to roll

bite force is a significant factor in determining roll gap profile and therefore roll bite force

and residual stress. In order to maintain accuracy, this flattening relationship must also be

re-linearised following a strip schedule change. Flattening between rolls has far less

influence on model outputs and does not need re-linearising each time strip changes. Roll

flattening is described is detail in chapter (6).

5.1.1.3. Model Construction

The lowest operating layer is run only during initial construction or when a mill components

changes. For example, if the pair of intermediate rolls are replaced with a set of different

diameter, roll bending, shearing and flattening will change, new weighting function

matrices must be obtained for these effects, and the model re-constructed. If only roll

cambers change, re-construction is not needed as roll deflection are assumed independent of

cambers.

5.1.2. Outline of Solution Problems

Stand deformation during rolling is highly non-linear but the shape model which

simulates stand behaviour accurately, contains just two non-linearities due to variations of

contact distribution and angles between rolls. Two iterative loops are needed to provide an

accurate solution using the three stage method first described in section (2.6). As the second

and third stages of this method run quickly and have negligible effect on the overall run-

time, the model may be assumed - from a timing viewpoint - to consist of two iterative loops

around the vertical model solution as shown in figure (5.2). A fast, robust model is a

necessity for on-line control use and is valuable for other uses - such as mill simulation

described in section (1.3). It is clear from examination of figure (5.2) that model speed and

robustness may be improved by reducing the number of iterations needed to obtain an

accurate solution or reducing the running time of the vertical model.
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SCALAR ANGLE MODEL

Figure 5.2) Three stage solution method from a timing viewpoint

Four methods are presented in this chapter which increase vertical model speed or reduce

the number of iterations. Firstly, optimal equation arrangement is used to produce a vertical

model system matrix that is sparse, symmetric and as small as possible while Schur

Compliment Theory is used to provide a quick matrix inversion. The second method uses

Gauss-Jordan Elimination to provide a model solution quickly without re-inverting the

complete model matrix. Thirdly, we describes CVC roll camber relative to the mill

following axial shift using a non-linear interpolation routine halve calculation time.

Finally, a simple scalar roll stack model is described which provides an accurate estimate

of inter-roll angles and reduces the number of angle iterations needed to provide an accurate

three-dimensional model solution.

No published model considers coupled three-dimensional roll stack behaviour. All current

models are either inaccurate because they ignore variable contact distribution by assuming

it is constant (Wang, Pan and Wang[ 1 ], for example) or use a slow non-robust iterative

technique to overcome it (Bryant & Spooner[ 2] or Allwood[3], for example). New solution

techniques presented in this chapter overcome these two problems and increase average run

times by several factor of 10.
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5.2. FAST MATRIX INVERSION

5.2.1. Sparse, Symmetric System Matrix

A sparse, symmetric system matrix was obtained in section (3.4) to describe vertical

behaviour. These features occurred because of the following ...

• Equations were chosen carefully - for example, stand housing was described

in terms of both top and bottom intermediate-backup distributed forces,

when one would have been sufficient but would not have produced

symmetry.

• The [M] matrix of equation (2.12) and its transpose were used to describe

both roll movement and vertical force and moment equilibrium.

• Similar equations were used to describe each roll or interface.

Matrix symmetry occurs as a result of Maxwell's reciprocal theorem which applies to all

linear mechanical systems. (It should be noted that although the model is symmetric,

inputs - such as roll camber and strip profile - may be asymmetric.). Matrix sparsity

characteristics occur because the top and bottom halves of the stand are not connected. We

have constructed all mill equations with care, so that repetition of matrix elements occurs.

Also, identical mill components occur in the top and bottom halves of the mill. Hence, all

roll stack weighting function matrices are used at least twice.

As matrix inversion speed is proportional to the matrix dimension cubed[41, many variables

(such as backup roll vertical support forces) were removed during model construction by

eliminating equations to reduce matrix size. However, contact distribution equations (3.11) -

(3.15) cannot be eliminated from the system matrix because they are used (in the next

section) by the partial Gauss-Jordan Elimination scheme which overcomes difficulties

associated with contact distribution variations.
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The linear system equation (3.26) which may be written as

W M'
Tirp

M S m I DTP—I,W

W 1, M'
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rot
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and empty spaces indicate zero elements which have been omitted for clarity.

The system matrix given in equation (5.1) may be written compactly as

_w IM'

M
I

W

M

M'

S;W M SW S'm

X

5.2X Y'

Y Y Z

where EX1--[
M

W

When rolling schedule changes, only the sub-matrix [Z] changes internally. If strip width

changes, rows of the [Y] components are removed. The [X] components do not change, when

schedule changes, as they refer to roll stack behaviour.

A well known matrix inversion relationship using Schur Compliments exploits the

symmetry, sparse nature and component repetition of the system to reduce the time taken to

find the initial inverse. (It should be noted that the system matrix is not needed in its un-

inverted state and is not calculated.)
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5.2.2.2. Mathematical Inverse Relationships

The matrix inversion relationship

[P 
QT. [p_i +p-iQzRp-i

R S	 —ZRP-1
--P-1QZ]	

5.3

_1Rp-_Q}where the Schur Complement Z ={S— was first described by Duncan[ 5] - see

Appendix VI. The relationship and the reduced version where Q=R=0

are applied to the system matrix (5.2) to obtain the following expression for the inverse ...

	 	 0 [x

X

Y1-1Y[ '	 =[7('-2Y1+ 	 0 

01

0	 5.5

Y Y Z	 0 0 0

where 2=(Z-2YX-IY') l Y={YX- 1 YX-1 —Iz}

The components of the matrices [X- 1 ], [Y] and combinations [YX- 1 ], [YX-1 Y] are not

dependent on strip variables and hence calculation speed of these matrices is not important.

However, when strip schedule changes, the contents of [Z] and the size of [Y] may alter.

Initially, the largest possible [Y] matrix is calculated, and on subsequent runs, the necessary

rows are selected (a simple programming operation) and [Z] and [ Z] are re-calculated.

Further calculation time reductions may be obtained by making use of the symmetric system

properties. The matrices [X], [Z], [Z] and [Y( 'ZY] are all symmetric and hence both

calculation time and storage space may be reduced by making use of this property.
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5.3. INTER-ROLL CONTACT DISTRIBUTION

5.3.1. Traditional Solution

Section (2.5) has shown that a major non-linearity arises as a result of varying contact

distributions between rolls. This problem may be solved using an iterative method which

takes an initial distribution estimate and updates it subsequently until the correct

distribution occurs. For any assumed distribution, force between rolls is set to zero at zones

assumed not to be free, while distance between rolls is set to zero at zones assumed to be free.

The correct distribution occurs if the following apply between rolls at all zones ...

• force is positive at all zones assumed to be in contact.

• distance is positive at zones assumed not to be in contact.

The traditional solution method, used for a four-high vertical model by Allwood[ 6] for

example, involved the re-inversion of the updated system matrix at every step through the

iterative process. In this model, the system matrix size is approximately 500.500 (using a

1" discretisation scheme) and the inverse calculation will take a substantial time even if

the Schur Compliment method described in section (5.2) is used. Typically, several

iterations are needed, and so this method is unsuitable for on-line use.

5.3.2. Matrix Perturbation

Run-time can be improved by reducing the time taken to obtain the updated system matrix

inverse using the Matrix Inversion Lemma which relates the inverse of the matrix

following a small-rank perturbation to the perturbation and the original unperturbed

matrix. It is known as the Sherman-Morrison[7] formula published in 1950 (for a one element

perturbation) or the Woodbury formula published in 1952 (for a general perturbation).

However, a literature study reveals that the equation appeared in several earlier papers -

the first being Duncan[81 in 1944. Further work has been done in recent years and more

general equations have been published, such as Henderson & Searle[9].

Consider a square matrix [A] of size (n.n), which has an inverse [A]- 1 , and a perturbed

matrix [A+AA], which has a perturbed inverse [A+AA]-1.
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The matrix perturbation formula avoids direct inversion of the perturbed matrix by

expressing the perturbed inverse in terms of the original inverse [A]- 1 and the perturbation

[AA]. A concise proof of the formula is given by Tylavsky & Sohie[ 101 .

If the perturbation matrix can be expressed in terms of three matrices [V], [W] and [S] such

that

[AA] = [V][S][W]T
	

5.6

where [V] and [W] are n . k matrices

[S] is a k • k matrix

and k�n

then the inverse of the perturbed matrix can be written as

[A + AA] I = [AI' - [AV [V]f[S] I + [W]r[Ar[V]l 1[W]r[A]-1
	

5.7

Matrix multiplication is much quicker than inversion and if n»k, the inversion of the k.k

matrix [S + VVTA- 1 V] and the relevant multiplications is much quicker than the full

inversion of the nn matrix [A].

In the case of the six-high roll stack model vertical component (described in Chapter 3),

the unperturbed system matrix represents the case where contact occurs at all points along

all roll interfaces. Our iterative routine to find the correct contact distribution starts with

this case and then tries cases where contact is lost.

When a zone is assumed not in contact, we wish to alter the system matrix so that inter-roll

force is set to zero, and inter-roll distance is released. This is accomplished by replacing the

corresponding system matrix row with a unit vector and the corresponding input vector

element with a 0. The has the effect of selecting a zonal force and setting it to zero. It can be

shown, by evaluating equation (5.7) with a perturbation of the relevant system matrix row

subtracted from the relevant unit vector, that this is a special case of Matrix Perturbation

which is equivalent to partial Gauss-Jordan Elimination. Only rows that correspond to

discrete zones where contact is assumed lost are eliminated.
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5.3.3 Partial Gauss-Jordon Elimination

We show below that the non-linear contact problem may be represented by applying the

Gauss-Jordan Elimination procedure to the inverted system matrix.

Consider the discretised simple beam system introduced in section (2.4.2). By calculating a

force/deflection influence function for each node along the beam, a weighting function

matrix was constructed that related force vector at all nodes to displacement at all nodes.

Now consider the case when one or more nodes are pinned with zero displacement as shown

in figure (5.3). Reaction forces are introduced at all pinned nodes which affect

displacements at all free nodes.

Figure 5.3) Beam with pinned nodes

This simple system involves the input of discretised forces to a known distribution of free

and fixed points and the output of displacement at free points and reaction force at fixed

points. Gantmacher[ 11 ] showed how displacement at free points could be obtained by

applying partial Gauss Elimination to the force/displacement weighting function matrix.

We apply Gauss-Jordon Elimination as this produces both reactions at fixed points and

displacements at free points - see Appendix V.

Other examples of linear mechanical systems are the simple flattening system given in

section (2.5.2) and the vertical six-high shape model. Unlike Gantmacher's beam example,

the combination of pinned and free points is unknown and initial discretised displacement is

known rather than force. Gauss-Jordan Elimination is applied initially to the simple

flattening model (5.3.3.1) and later to the profile and shape models (5.3.3.2)
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5.3.3.1. Simple Flattening Model

We show that the Gauss-Jordan Elimination operation applied to the system matrix can be

related to loss of inter-roll contact at discrete zones.

Consider the simple flattening model, introduced in section (2.5.2), which has one vector

input - discretised initial roll camber - and one scalar input - total loading. A vector output

describing displacements at free points and reactions at fixed zones is produced in addition

to a scalar describing body separation. Contact distribution is unknown but the system is

constrained so that displacements at free zones and reactions at fixed zones are positive.

System matrix inversion gives a relationship between system inputs (initial camber and

total force) and unknowns (force at all zones and scalar body approach) for the case where

contact occurs at all zones.

{

f ib } = 1- 1k1-1 {dib +dant }

DLI	 F
	 5.8

where 0] is the system matrix.

dinit denotes discretised initial surface.

discretised distance between bodies.

fib
	 inter-body force.

D is a scalar denoting mutual body separation.

F is a scalar denoting total force.

Assume that the first p out of of n points have lost contact, that vectors describing inter-roll

force and distance vectors and the initial surface are each split into two and the inverse

matrix [WO is partitioned into four sub-matrices A, B, BT and C accordingly. As inter-roll

force at free points and distance at fixed points is zero, equation (5.8) can be written as

p n-p

[A I B	 b It	 P

0+ -I contact n-p-/

C—

n-p-1

1
5.9
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rlib } [IA -413'  1{
A lost }

init 
A contact
%A irkf

D b	 0 C—BA-1B' 5.14
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or as two simultaneous matrix equations

Znt ta t
0 =[AN th +c11:::)-E[B1{— 

D

and

d contact

-fth } = [B](d th +CC: )+[C1 —intt

Matrix [A] is symmetric, positive definite and hence invertible. Equation(5.10) may be pre-

multiplied by [A]-1 and rearranged to give

da, =—[A-1B1 ganittact}—cil:{	
fib

5.12

which can be substituted into (5.11) to give

f th	 r
1.1.c cont tact

5.13

which can be combined with (5.12) to give

which shows that Gauss-Jordan Elimination of the first p rows of the inverse matrix [*]-1

is equivalent to contact being lost at corresponding discretised points.

NB:- In the above equations, the superscript 'contact' refers to zones where contact occurs

and the superscript 'lost' refers to zones where contact is lost.
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5.3.3.2. Six-high Shape Model

The six-high shape model vertical component is a more complicated version of the above

linear mechanical system. Instead of one discretised contact vector equation and one scalar

equation describing total force, it contains four inter-roll contact interface vector equations

and many other equations describing constraints such as force equilibrium, strip behaviour

and housing stretching.

As equations modelling a linear system may be re-ordered without altering the system, we

consider the strip model equation (3.26) to be ordered with all four contact distribution

equations positioned above the remaining constraint equations

[W]
ixf.op}

=
{.xip}+{ 0

d	 d.
5.15

where [W] denotes the re-ordered system matrix

andcitp denotes displacement input (sum of relevant roll cambers)

Xip contains other model inputs

dir denotes inter-roll distance (for all four interfaces)

fir
	 " inter-roll force (for all four interfaces)

xop contains other outputs

This has identical structure to the simple flattening system - equation (5.8). Hence, Gauss-

Jordan Elimination of the top p out of n rows of the re-ordered system is equivalent to

contact being lost at corresponding p points along inter-roll interfaces.

d l"t—ip
A contact

ip

X--ip

A-1B' 

C—BA-1B'

5.16-23

where [A], [B] and [C] are components of [W] which have been partitioned according to the

assumed contact distribution with contact assumed lost at the first p out of n zones.

(In reality, rows to be eliminated are spread throughout the matrix, but this small

complication is overcome during programming.)
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The vector produced by applying partial Gauss-Jordan Elimination contains inter-roll

distance at assumed free points and inter-roll force at assumed fixed points and will be all

positive if and only if the assumed contact distribution is correct.
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5.3.5 Applying Partial Gauss-Jordon Elimination

Gauss-Jordan Elimination involves pre-multiplying one side (or the other) of the inverted

system equation (5.15) by an elimination matrix. Two alternative methods arise depending

on which side of the system equation is used. In both cases, the inverted system matrix and

inter-roll force for the case of full contact are available before the procedure commences.

The system equation for full contact is given as

lost

f contact
-sir

op

p n-p

= B C

[A 1
A lost

iy
(I contact
	

n-p-m
ip

2( ip 5.17

where iir denotes inter-roll force where contact occurs at all zones.

[

which is pre-multiplied by the elimination matrix 	 to give ...

—d ir } [A-1
—

x—lr	 BA-1o
, P

if the left-hand side is used - see sub-section (5.3.5.1) - or

5.18a

{

-dir
..L.}-
x	 [-BA-4
—op

OT

B

A 
]	 C —ip
	  dcontact

I

—ip 
dlost

x.—1p

5.18b

if the right-hand side is used - see sub-section (5.3.5.2). The choice of which method to use

depends on the computer hardware and software, the required model use, the usual actuator

range, and the corresponding range of number of zones where contact between rolls is lost. In

general, the method associated with equation (5.18a) is used if contact loss occurs can only

occur at a few zones.

5.3.5.1. Non-Recursive Method

The first method is non-recursive, starts each iteration with force for full contact i ir and

involves elimination of all rows corresponding to zones where contact is assumed to be lost.
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A-1	 IA B li [I	 A-11311 Overwrite [

[	

A-1 A 1B1	 5.21
= ------>—BA -1 I B C 0 C—BA-1B' —BA-1 C—BA'B'n-1
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Only the original inverse corresponding to contact occurring at all point is stored. The left

hand side of equation (5.18) can be split into two equations

"i0St
A 10St	 A —a.

lir = —tt ir

"contact(contact = Bd lost f.Lir

Equation (5.19) is solved using an efficient algorithm - such as Gauss Elimination - instead

of matrix inversion. This provides inter-roll distance for zones were contact is assumed lost

as a function of the force obtained for these zones assuming full contact. This distance vector

is then used in equation (5.20) to provide inter-roll force for zones were contact is assumed to

occur. The procedure is repeated for a number of iterations with the matrix [A] selected

from the inverted system matrix [*]-1.

The advantages of this method are that [A]- 1 does not need calculation nor storage and we

do not need to calculate the term C — BA-1B'. The disadvantage is that the solution routine

used to solve equation (5.19) becomes slow if [A] is large (i.e. when contact is lost at many

zones).

5.3.5.2. Recursive Method

The second method changes the contact condition at only one zone per iteration and exploits

traditional Gauss-Jordan procedures. It is a recursive method because each iteration uses

the previous inter-roll force and distance vector instead of the output vector for contact

occurring at all zones. Two operations occur during each iteration - multiplication and

overwriting - as shown in equation (5.21). Assuming that the first iteration starts from the

condition of full contact, the right-hand side of equation (5.18) is pre-multiplied by the

elimination matrix to calculate a new matrix. This is used to calculate force and distance

updates before being overwritten by the column of the elimination matrix that corresponds

to the zone where contact is assumed lost. Figure (5.21) shows the case where one assumes

that the first row corresponds to the first zone where contact is assumed to be lost.
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In this case matrix [A] corresponds to only one zone that is added to or taken from the

assumed contact distribution. The use of overwriting allows the procedure to be applied

recursively. If it has been assumed that contact is lost at a zone and this version of the

Gauss-Jordan Elimination procedure has been applied, the procedure may be repeated so

that the assumption is reversed and contact is assumed to occur. As the method is fully

recursive, it may start from any initial contact distribution.

Using our notation of plain lower case letters for scalars, and underlined lower case letters

for vectors, the following algorithm may be used to obtain the overwritten matrix ...

• Substitute a with 1, store b and replace it with a column of zeros

lr
• Divide the whole row being eliminated by a to obtain 11 bl

a—

(• Calculate the outer product
a

,, b-b'
the	

]
• Do e subtraction [ui—[=

La

The advantages of this method are that calculations are not required for zones which do not

change their state of contact from one iteration to the next while the disadvantages are

that the updated matrix must be calculated each time and recursive errors may build up.
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5.4. MATRIX CAMBER DESCRIPTION FOR SHIFTED CVC ROLLS

The use of CVC rolls was introduced in section (1.2.7). This section describes a non-linear

interpolation method which reduces the number of model calculations needed to calculate

the CVC roll camber relative to the stand following a roll shift. Again, weighting function

concepts are used.

Undeformed intermediate roll camber is a model input which is incorporated via the

contact distribution equations using a n R-vector (typically —100 elements long)

corresponding to the discretised zones along the roll face. It is possible to almost halve the

number of calculations needed to obtain the updated camber following an axial shift 8 using

a method of non-linear interpolation between a number of pre-defined shifted versions of

the ground camber. This interpolation can be expressed as the product of two matrices - one

containing the pre-calculated shifted versions and the other a set of weighting variables

(which are solely a function of shift (5). Ground camber d ig, may be given as

-

_

The straightforward method to calculate ground camber is to add a shift 8 to each element of

a vector containing normalised distance along the unshifted roll face relative to the stand;

to calculate the necessary powers of these values; and finally to multiply them by the

polynomial coefficients. The total number of multiplications for a roll camber of order p

discretised by tt R zones is nR(2p-1). For a cubic function function, for example, the square

and cube of each value would be found and the camber calculated using 511R calculations.

The matrix non-linear interpolation method presented here involves the multiplication of

a (n R •p) matrix with a (p•1) vector - a total of p n R multiplications or 3n R for the

example case of a cubic function.
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5.4.1. Mathematical Demonstration of Matrix Interpolation

Consider the unshifted CVC roll camber, dgi „ as a general polynomial of order

d igc (y,0)=	 5.23
1=0

where {bp , bi,...,bNI} is the set of coefficients of the polynomial

and introduce an axial shift,

(y,8)= bi(y-sy
	

5.24

This shifted version may be related to the equation for zero shift (5.23) and a number of

versions for other pre-defined shifts as

digc(y )=	 (8) ib,(31-OL)'
	

5.25
i=1	 j=0

where {f0 , fi,...,fm} is a set of weighting variables

(00 , oi,...,40N) is a set of unique shifts used to obtain the pre-calculated vectors

The form of the relationship between weighting functions, {f0 , fi,...,fm}}, pre-determined

shifts,{00 , and shift 3 is obtained by applying the binomial expansion to

equation (5.25) and is described in detail in Appendix VII. It is shown that a general

polynomial of order N which has been shifted by a value 3 can be expressed as the linear

combination of a set of N+1 pre-calculated versions of the polynomial which have been

shifted by a set of unique values (00 ,	 and a set of weighting polynomials of 3

which are also of order N, which can be expressed as

N N

gc (x 8)=EEa i,m8mEb p (x-(1) ;
	 5.26

1=1 m=0	 F=0
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Weighting Variables	 Roll Camber at N +1
which are polynomials of pre — determined
shift 8 and have order N and unique shifts

It is shown in Appendix VII that equation (5.26) is true provided that all shifts are

distinct. The unknown coefficients of the weighting functions (which are polynomials in 8)

are found to be related to the pre-calculated shifts positions by inverting the Vandermonde

Matrix of the set of shift positions {400 ,

	

a0,0	 a0,1
	

aO,N

	

a1,0	 ai,N

aN,0 aN,1 • • • aN,N

(°)°	 (4)°	 (4))°
(0)1 	 (0.01	 (ON)1

•
(
00)N (01)N *** (ON )N_

5.27

5.4.2. Application to Cubic CVC Rolls

A CVC roll camber is typically described by a cubic function of distance across the roll face.

The above theory can be applied with N=3, so that a cubic CVC roll camber, dgc , which

has been shifted axially by a distance 8, is described by four pre-calculated cambers and

four weighting functions (which are cubic with (5) . The weighting variables may be written

in matrix form as a set of coefficients aii multiplied by powers of 8

MIN	 MAX	 CUBIC
SHIFT	 SHIFT	 FUNCTIONS

a00
atm
a2,0
a_	 3,0

a 0,1
a1,1
a 2,1
a3,1

a0,2
a1,2
a 2,2
a 3,2

aco

a1,3

a 2,3
a 3,

80

81
82

83_ 5.28
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The shift is normalised (i.e. 8 varies from 0 to 1 as the shift varies between its minimum

and maximum values) and it was decided to obtain the set of pre-determined shifted

vectors using the set of shifts {400 , 401, 402, 4031 corresponding to S = 0, 1/3, 2/3, 1. (This

choice is arbitrary - any set of distinct values of 8 could have been used). Evaluation of

equation (5.4.6) gives

(i)

Or

W3

a0,0

a1,0

a2,0

a3_ 	 ,0

a0,1 a0,2

ala

a2,1	 a2,2

a3,1	 a3,2	 a3,3_

a0,3

a1,3

az3

11

o

o (1) 2

_o W3

1

1

1_

1	 —51	 9	 —41

0	 9	 —221	 131

0	 —41	 18	 —131

0	 1	 —4 1 	41

5.29

and as the four shifted versions are pre-calculated, equation (5.28) can be reduced to the sum

of the unshifted roll camber and the product of a pre-calculated matrix and a vector

containing the first three powers of shift,

d ig c =digc,8=0±[Mgc][:21

83]

where [MO is the pre-calculated matrix which is the product of the shifted roll camber

vectors and the weighting function coefficients.

This equation leads to a direct reduction in the calculation time for the input to the main

equation (3.29) whenever a change in CVC shift occurs.

5.30
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5.5. ANGLE ESTIMATION MODEL

5.5.1. Need for an Estimation Model

The first stage of the three stage solution method solves the vertical linear model

equations. Initial estimates of all inter-roll angles are required for this solution. These

estimates are provided by a simplified roll stack model which ignores variations in cross-

directional variables and considers only roll support and mid-point positions. The angle

estimates at all remaining discretised points are found by fitting quadratic curves through

the support and mid-point angles. Experience has shown that good angle estimates enable

solution convergence to occur after only two iterations.

5.5.2. Simplified Model

A simplified version of the six-high three-dimensional strip profile model has been

developed to provide accurate initial estimates of inter-roll angles. Cross-direction

distributed variables are replaced by single values which correspond to behaviour at roll

mid-points; roll deflection weighting function matrices are replaced by single coefficients;

top and bottom symmetry is assumed; roll cambers are ignored; left and right jack forces are

assumed equal; roll rotation is assumed to be zero and the following small angle

assumptions are made

sin(0) =0	 cos(0) =1	 ;	 tan(0) =0

An estimate of roll bite force is made using a component of the Bryant & Osborn model. From

this value, (scalar) vertical components of inter-roll force are obtained directly from the

simplified vertical equilibrium equations. Similarly, (scalar) values of coefficients of

friction between rolls are calculated from the backup roll torque using a simplified version

of the method described in section (4.2.2).

The remaining roll stack equations (3.28) are simplified to give two equations - (5.31) and

(5.32) - which express inter-roll angles at roll mid-points and supports positions in terms of

the (scalar) values of inter-roll force and friction, horizontal roll offset and roll diameters.
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where	 denotes a weighting function scalar.

	

am p	 is a two-vector containing the mid-point angles.

is a two-vector containing the support position angles.

Hw	 are scalars denoting horizontal roll offset.

DB, DI, Dw denote roll diameters.

is a two-vector containing coefficients of friction for each roll interface.

	

Fsw	 denotes roll force with is calculated from a simple model.

n3
	 denote other vertical inter-roll forces, calculated from the strip/roll

force and hydraulic jack forces using force equilibrium arguments.

The weighting function matrices [WI used in the full model to describe roll deformations

are replaced by scalar values ft. Each scalar coefficient is the sum of the column of the

weighting function matrix that corresponds to the roll mid-point. This is equivalent to

obtaining the mid-point deflection due to a uniform load acting along the roll.

Roll flattening is calculated using the Hertzian formula which assumes that loading is

constant along infinitely long cylinders. This is suitable for a 'point force model as only

displacement at roll mid-points is required.

NB:- The notation a/b for vectors a & b denotes the vector (ai/bi)
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5.6. IMPROVED MODEL RUN TIMES

The model was run for the three data sets - first used in section (4.7) and given in Appendix

VIII - to compare experimental data with model predictions. Run-times were recorded and

are shown in table (5.3) below along with estimations of the run-times of the model when

the new techniques described in this chapter are not used. The calculations described can be

run in a straightforward manner until convergence is achieved. Column 3 of table (5.3)

shows run times obtained with such an approach, but not using the various techniques

described in this chapter. The final column of the table shows the reduced run times that

are obtained when the Gauss-Jordan Elimination, simplified model, and non-linear

interpolation techniques are introduced.

Data

Set

Number of

Zones where

contact is lost

Run time (seconds)

without new

techniques

with new

techniques

1 78 200 2.7

2 22 195 2.6

3 20 140 2.4

Table 5.3) Model run-time comparisons

It is clear that the run-time is reduced by a factor of 75 in the first two cases and by 60 in the

third. Once the new methods are implemented, the model is fast enough for on-line control

use.
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6. ROLL AXIS AND SURFACE DEFORMATIONS

Summary

One dimensional linear discrete influence functions are generated to describe axial

deflection (due to bending, shearing and Poisson effects) and localised surface flattening.

Two problems have arisen from previous treatments of these deformations

• Models which admit only vertical roll deformation and have ignored roll diameter

variations produce incorrect vertical support positions. As roll supports are vertically

unrestrained, these support positions do not affect strip shape or thickness profile.

However, these effects cannot be ignored when calculating horizontal deflections as

supports are fixed horizontally.

• Poor models have described surface flattening, with the plane strain Hertzian model -

see Roark[11- describing flattening between rolls and the Bousinesq [21 model describing

roll bite flattening. Hertzian model use is reasonable as inter-roll flattening has only a

small influence on strip outputs, whereas Bousinesq model use is poor because ...

o It models half-space flattening - not cylinder flattening.

o Uniform circumferential roll bite force is assumed when it varies significantly.

We present discrete one-dimensional influence functions describing axis deflections due to

variable diameter rolls and surface flattening (obtained by convoluting a two-dimensional

discrete pulse response with typical loading for inter-roll and roll-bite flattening).
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6.1. OVERVIEW OF METHODS USED

The concept of using force/deflection weighting function matrices whose columns contain

one-dimensional influence functions was introduced in section (2.4). This chapter develops

firstly one-dimensional influence functions describing axis deformations (due to bending,

shearing and Poisson effects) and then develops one-dimensional influence functions

describing inter-roll and roll-bite surface flattening.

Influence functions describing axis deflections are complicated because roll diameter is

greater across the roll face than at the supports as shown in figure (6.1). As simple beam

bending and shearing are proportional to second moment of area which is a quartic function

of roll diameter, deflection produced by a beam with small diameter variations may differ

greatly from that produced by a constant diameter beam. Previous authors - Bryant &

Spooner[3] or Allwood[4], for example - have ignored diameter variations when considering

bending and shearing deformation. Incorrect values of roll support positions are produced,

but these errors are not important as roll supports are unrestrained vertically and the

(incorrect) vertical support positions are not used in any further calculations and have no

direct influence of strip profile or shape.

However, roll supports are fixed horizontally, and horizontal deflections must be

calculated observing this constraint. Hence it is vital that the effects of roll diameter

variations are taken into account in a three-dimensional model of stand deformation.

Figure 6.1) Typical roll with diameter variations.

Section (6.2) describes the generation of one-dimensional influence functions for variable

diameter roll. Simple cantilever theory is used repetitively to calculate deflections due to

bending, shearing and Poisson effects.
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Work rolls undergo surface flattening in the roll bite as a result of strip forces, while

surfaces of all rolls flatten at interfaces with neighbouring rolls. Section (2.4) introduced a

discretisation scheme where axial force distribution is modelled using a set of zones with

uniform force in each zone, while typical circumferential force distribution are selected for

inter-roll and roll-bite flattening. Roll bite circumferential force distribution is a highly

non-linear function of initial strip parameters and both roll and strip deformation

characteristics, while circumferential distribution at interfaces is (to a very good

approximation) Hertzian. Work roll flattening in the roll bite has a significant influence

on model outputs because it determines roll gap profile which in turn determines roll force

distribution and exit strip profile and shape. Inter-roll flattening, however, has only a

limited influence on exit strip shape and profile, but does affect inter-roll contact

distribution.

Figure 6.2) Typical Circumferential Variations for roll bite and inter-roll interfaces

Section (6.3) describes the generation of a discrete two-dimensional influence function

which describes local surface flattening of a cylinder due to uniform loading over a small

axial length and a small circumferential arc. This loading is simulated by considering a

series of pulses applied to both top and bottom surfaces of an infinitely long roll.

We introduce the concept of spatial frequency used previously by many authors. Instead of

frequency varying with time, two spatial frequencies (0), Vi) are used corresponding to two

cylindrical coordinates dimensions (z, 0. The pulse series is expressed in spatial frequency

terms as the product of an axial Fourier cosine series - a function of (0)z) - and a

circumferential Fourier cosine series - a function of (10).

A mean value occurs in the circumferential loading and hence the product of the two Fourier

series may be expressed as the summation of one axial function of COZ and a second function

of both axial (COZ) and circumferential (1/1e) parameters.
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Section (6.3.3) describes how the one-dimensional axial spatial-frequency system response

(a function of Wz) is generated using the Papcovitch-Neuber general solution for an

isotropic, elastic body with cylinder geometry described using a set of harmonic functions

given by Barton[5]. This method is then repeated - in section (6.3.4) - to generate the two-

dimensional spatial-frequency system response - a function of Wz and IVO - with harmonic

functions based on those of Chiu & Hartnett[ 6, 7, 8]. Finally, Fourier series combination of

responses provides the two-dimensional discrete influence function. Section (6.3.5) describes

how this procedure may be expressed in matrix product form to produce the two-

dimensional discrete influence function very quickly.

For the rolling applications of interest, one-dimensional axial influence functions are

required. They are obtained by convolution of the two-dimensional influence function with

typical discrete circumferential force distributions generated in section (6.4) for both roll

bite and inter-roll flattening.

Section (6.5) describes testing of the two-dimensional flattening influence function. The

two-dimensional influence function is convoluted with a uniform axial load and a Hertzian

circumferential loading - given by Roark[9]. This loading is the same as that considered in

the plane strain Hertz analysis and mutual approach - also given by Roark for the Hertz

model - is compared for both cases.

Finally, model outputs (exit strip profile and shape) are compared when different

flattening influence functions are used. The model is run once with the new influence

functions, described in this thesis, for both roll bite and mutual roll flattening and a further

two runs are made with first roll bite flattening modelled by the Bousinesq model for half

space deformation, and then with inter-roll flattening modelled using the plane strain

Hertz model.
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6.2. AXIS DEFLECTION INFLUENCE FUNCTIONS

Of six possible normal and shear stresses are in an isotropic body, simple beam deflection

theory assumes that only axial normal stress and one shear stress are non-zero - as shown in

figure (6.3) below - and axial stress is linearly proportional to distance from the unstrained

neutral axis.

F(y)

AA
, , „ , , , , „ , , , „ , , , , , , „ , , , , „ , , ,,„„„,„,„„„„„„„„,,„„ 

a.=azz =0 a = =0xy	 xz

Figure 6.3) Stress Assumptions of Simple Beam Theory

Simple beam deflection caused by axial normal stress (ayy) and one shear stress ((yz) is

divided into three categories - bending (ZB) , shearing (Z S) and Poisson deflection (ZP) -

which are summarised as table (6.1) below. Influence functions for each of these effects are

described in sections (6.2.1), (6.2.2) and (6.2.3).

Deflection Figure Caused by Generating Equation
d4(zB)

,

Bendingg
A

Iiir

rile

l a (z)
YY

moments due to

a	 (z) variationsYY	 riati

EIli=f(y)
dy

f(y) - force distribution

Shearing
shear stress ayz a YzS(y)=—f f(u).du+k

AG 0

f(u) - shear force

k - constant

a
Yz

Poisson ...Ai

Mr
1hr
.

o(z)

displacement due to

ayy(z) variations

VD2,,
ZP (y). —ivi(y)

8EI
M(y)- moment distribution

Table 6.1) Summary of Bending. Shearing and Poisson Deflections
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6.2.1. Bending

Simple beam bending deflections are caused by moments resulting from axial stress

distribution through the beam (i.e. variations of yy(z) as shown in table (6.1) above).

They has been covered widely in the literature - see Cottrell[ n], for example - but the

theory must now be extended to variable diameter rolls. Expressions for displacement and

gradient of cantilevers are given by many authors such as Gere & Timoshenko[11].

Superposition of these simple expressions may be used to obtain force/deflection

relationships for more complicated variable diameter cantilevers as shown in table (6.2)

below. Expressions for end point deflection and gradient of a cantilever of length L, with

end loads of a point force P and a moment PL are given. These may be combined to provide

end deflection and gradient for a cantilever with variable diameter as shown.

Loading Deflection Slope

8z k 80i PL3
82

PL2
808=

3E1
=

2E1Li	 Fi)

\ Ozk 80i	 n PL2
\
\\

PiELJ
Li	 i=k0

82 =
PL3

808 =

2E1 El

8z z8 =84 +84 +L iO! 08 =e
\ 2'

0
2	 1'

0
1\

\
\\ L

2

= p(0,	 L i (51_1+302 ))zB	 i oB =01,2162)
3E111	 6E212

Table 6.2) Cantilever Superposition Theory

This theory is expanded to model a cantilever with N sections. Deflection and gradient are

provided by summations with N terms.
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A typical roll from a metal rolling mill is shown as figure (6.4). Neglecting ground camber,

the roll has constant diameter across the roll face where contact may occur with other rolls

or the strip. Either side of this central region, roll shafts consist of a number of sections of

decreasing diameter. A force may be applied at one of a number of discrete points across the

roll face and is balanced by two support reactions, but force may not be applied to any

section of decreased diameter. An influence function is required that relates force applied to

any discrete roll face point to displacement at this and other discrete points.

L3 L2 L 1	Lp
rall11111.1

P

RI_ L5

Figure 6.4) Definition of Variable Diameter Roll Geometry

As load is not applied to roll shafts, the problem is modelled using four cantilever sections

of length Ls, Lp, L-L and Ls as shown in figure (6.5). Two cantilevers represent the shaft

sections while the others represent the roll face. Each shaft section is modelled as a single

cantilever with a complicated, but linear, force/deflection relationship. Table (6.2) shows

the relevant expression if each shaft contains two components and the general expression

for N components is given in Appendix III. The two remaining cantilevers model the roll

face either side of applied load. Forces and moments act on these cantilevers as shown.

figure 6.5) Cantilever Model of Variable Diameter Roll
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The system is constrained so that deflection at both supports is zero (z=0), while

deflection and gradient at the applied force point (Zp. Op) are unknown. Applying

cantilever theory provides two relationships between applied load P, deflection and

gradient at the applied force point and deflections of left and right supports. These may be

written as two simultaneous equations which are solved to provide the two unknown values.

Deflections for the remaining discrete points are calculated relative to the position and

slope of the point where load is applied.

Section (2.4.2) showed that weighting function matrices were symmetric and persymmetric

and hence, only one quarter of the elements needed calculation. For a load applied a

distance Lp from the nearest roll face end, deflections must be calculated up to a distance Lp

form the other face end as shown in figure (6.6).

I p	 .,,,

I A L	 AR

• • Iiiili;	 i i • • •t
AR

Calculate only these deflections

Figure 6.6) Calculations needed for Weighting Function Matrices
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6.2.2. Shearing

Beam shearing is caused by shear stresses and is significant for rolls with small length to

diameter ratios - typically 3:1. It been covered widely in the literature - see Gere &

Timoshenko [ 121, for example - where the equation shown in table (6.2) is derived. A

complication arises in the case of variable diameter beams where shearing may cause the

roll end faces to slant as shown in figure (6.7). This effect cannot occur for shearing of

constant diameter beams. Allwood[ 13] has explained this effect in detail and describes how

it may be accounted for by the addition of a constant k to the standard formula.

RL	 RR

Figure 6.7) Variable diameter beam slanting due to shearing

The equation includes a parameter called shear coefficient, a, and was shown in table (6.1).

The common value used is a= 4 • However, for thick beams, more accurate values should be

used. Cowper derived the value a +) given by Gere & Timoshenko[14] - while Hsu[151

6(1+v)2derived the value a--,-. The value of Hsu is used in this model.
7+6v-2v
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6.2.3. Poisson Effect

The final deformation considered is due to Poisson deformation (i.e. deflection in one

direction due to load in a perpendicular direction).

If load is applied to the upper surface of a roll, material between this surface and the

neutral axis will experience compressive axial stress, while material between the neutral

axis and the lower surface will experience tensile axial stress. A Poisson effect will occur

with the upper surface moving a distance ZP(y) away from the neutral axis and the lower

surface moving the same distance ZP(y) towards the neutral axis. The axis used to calculate

roll surface position is defined as the mid-point between upper and lower surfaces and this

model axis has moved a distance ZP(y) away from the neutral axis towards the applied

load. To account for this axis position discrepancy, the distance ZP(y) is subtracted from

deflections obtained from bending and shearing.

Poisson deflection shown in table (6.1) is given by Chiu et al.[16]
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6.3. TWO-DIMENSIONAL CYLINDER FLATTENING

Axis deflection influence functions due to bending, shearing and Poisson effects are

generated with the assumption that only axial normal stress (a,) and one shear stress

(Gyz) are non-zero as shown in figure (6.3). This assumption is not made when generating

surface flattening influence functions. Instead a fully analytic solution for the displacement

due to a two-dimensional discrete pulse loading is presented using a Fourier-series

technique. This is used in the following section (6.4) to generate one-dimensional axial

influence functions for use in the shape model.

Section (6.3.1) which describes the cylinder loading which is considered. A set of pulses

applied to an infinite length roll is expressed in spatial frequency terms as the summation

of a one-dimensional banded loading and a more complicated two-dimensional loading.

Section (6.3.2) introduces the complicated solid mechanical theory used to generate the

system spatial-frequency response. This is followed by sections (6.3.3) and (6.3.4) which

obtain the spatial-frequency transfer function for the one-dimensional and two-dimensional

loadings respectively.

6.3.1. Discrete Cylinder Loading

A two-dimensional discrete influence function for surface flattening of a roll, length L,
under a pulse loading (uniform loading stress over one sample length 21 and one sample arc

20) is required for generation of one-dimensional roll flattening influence functions. This

problem is represented by an infinite length roll subjected to a periodic pulse loading (of

period 2L) as shown in figure (6.8). This is a fair assumption because...

• Displacement is localised and influence between neighbouring pulses will be negligible.

(In practise, a typical stand force influence region covers only a few inches).

• Internal radial and circumferential stresses will be zero where z=±L. This corresponds

to zero radial and circumferential stress at the finite roll ends.
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2L

Figure 6.8) Desired Loading

Recalling our notation with CO describing spatial frequency in the axial (z) direction, and

describing spatial frequency in the circumferential (9) direction, the periodic loading is

described using the product of a loading constant po, an axial function - f(oz) - and a

circumferential function - g(v0) - as shown in equation (6.1). Each function is expressed as a

Fourier cosine series combination of Fourier coefficients (fm, gw) and spatial frequencies.

Fourier coefficients are generated from standard formulae - given by Kreyszig[ 17], for

example.

CTrr(r=R) =p0 .f(WZ).g(ille)

	
6.1

where 0)=mf - axial spatial frequency

V denotes circumferential spatial frequency

f(o)z)= Efm.cos(wz)
m=1,3...

g(1110)= g o +	 .cos(v0)

go represents the mean level of the circumferential loading

and the Fourier coefficients are given as

fm =zitsinc(a)1)
giv =4,tsinc(i0)

go =2!
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As only a discrete two-dimensional roll flattening influence function is required, we need

calculate only surface deformation at the centre of each zone due to uniform load in each

zone. Hence, loading and deformation are fully described using only a finite number of

Fourier cosine series terms with limits defined as...

L Ili=-IC

1n4= -.-
1	 4)

The double Fourier cosine series provides the combination of spatial-frequency inputs

necessary for a pulses series input. Hence, if the discrete two-dimensional spatial-frequency

system transfer function (that relates stress inputs to displacement outputs) is obtained,

displacement due to the pulse series may be obtained by summation of the product of each

Fourier coefficient and the system gain for the relevant frequency.

As a mean level (go) occurs in the circumferential distribution, total loading is split into

two components which are modelled separately and their displacements superimposed.

• A one-dimensional banded loading with no circumferential variations as

shown in figure (6.9) and equation (6.2).

• A two-dimensional loading with zero mean circumferential loading as

shown in figure (6.10) and equation (6.3).

-46	 2L1
1 IIP''21 -II—

‘—‘1 

t

r 01.

I

Figure 6.9) One-dimensional Banded Loading
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=8p0 AI Esinc(a) . cos(coz)rr(r=R) 	 It

m=1,3...

Figure 6.10) Two-dimensional Loading with zero mean Circumferential Distribution

M
e,

rr
2D

(rR)= =16p0 .1-1 E	 (sinc(col)sinc(v0))COS(COZ)COS(11/0) L

The system transfer function for the one-dimensional banded loading - figure (6.9) - has been

derived by Barton[ 18] . However, the derivation of the transfer function for the two-

dimensional loading - figure(6.10) - is far more complicated. We consider first the Barton

method and solution for the banded loading problem and then extend the method, using

different harmonic functions, for the two-dimensional (mean zero) loading. The total

loading - figure (6.8) - is obtained by superimposing these two solutions.

Figure (6.11) demonstrates the banded loading problem - figure (6.9) - in spatial-frequency

terms. A set of cosine stress waves are applied to the non-causal, symmetric system which

produces an output with gain change am and no phase change (analogous to a purely

resistive electrical system).

6.3

cos(coz)od
Non-Causal Symmetric

nin 	 Resistive System
(.0 = --.

L

rT1 = 1,3—) M

Figure 6.11) One-dimensional Spatial-Frequency Representation
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Equation (6.4) demonstrates how system gain is used in a summation to provide

displacement due to banded loading.

m

Ur(R) =PO Iamfincos(03z)
	

6.4
m=1,3...

where fn, =8,11 . sinc(0)1) is the Fourier series coefficient.

and

	

	 am denotes both system gain and (as there is no phase change) the system

eigenvalue (which is real not complex).

The next section (6.3.2) introduces advanced solid mechanics theories used to develop the

system transfer functions. The one-dimensional banded loading is considered in section

(6.3.3). Finally, the two-dimensional loading in section (6.3.4).

6.3.2. Solid Mechanics Overview

Any structural problem may be analysed by satisfying the three fundamental relationships

of compatibility, equilibrium and a material law as introduced in section (2.3).

Compatibility provides a relationship between displacement of a point in a body and

strain at that point; a material law provides a relationship between the strain and stress

fields in a body; while equilibrium balances the stress field with external or internal body

forces.

With Hooke's law used (for an elastic, isotropic body), all three relationships may be

combined to give the Lame equation as shown in Appendix I. The Papcovitch-Neuber[19]

equation provides a general solution to the Lame equation using four harmonic functions to

describe the problem natural geometry and loading. Lure[ 20] showed that one of these

harmonic functions is zero for axially symmetric problems. The equation may be simplified

further if body force is zero and external loading is applied as a surface stress field. Once

unknown constants - which occur in the harmonic functions - are found from system boundary

conditions, the system transfer function relationship between surface stress and

displacement results which may be expressed using cylindrical co-ordinates (r, 0, z) as

{

Ur (r,0,z)

Ue (r,0,z)

Uz (r,0,z) r_R

f\
azz (r,0,z)

=fit are (r,0,z)

\ azz (r,0,z)	
R)

6.5
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6.3.3. One-dimensional 'Barton' Solution

Appendix II describes the generation of the one-dimensional system spatial-frequency

transfer function in detail. However, the stages involved are described briefly here.

For a given spatial frequency ((0), the solution involves four stages...

(i) Substitution of harmonic functions which describe cylinder geometry and loading

into the Papcovitch-Neuber general solution for an elastic body. This provides a

relationship between displacement and unknowns contained in the harmonic

functions.

(ii) As boundary conditions are expressed as surface stress, we transform the

relationship between displacement and unknowns into a relationship between stress

and unknowns.

(iii) Internal and external surface stresses are equated to solve for the unknowns.

(iv) The relationship between unknowns and external loading is substituted into the

original equation - produced by stage (i) - to provide a relationship between

displacement and external loading - the required system transfer function !

We now start with the following harmonic functions - similar to those of Barton[ 21 ] - which

describe both cylinder geometry and loading...

orp o = Cdo (wr)cos(m)

(131=i3Ii(o)r)cos(0)cos(coz)	 6.6

cD 2 = f3Ii(cor)sin(0)cos(coz)

where a, 13 are unknown constants for a given frequency (0)).

In(x) is a modified Bessel function of order n and argument x

Appendix II gives a more detailed account of the arguments for choosing these functions.
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They contain modified Bessel functions as a result of cylindrical geometry and two unknown

constants which must be determined by system boundary conditions. For any given spatial

frequency, 0), there are the following two boundary conditions (where r=R)

an =po . fm . cos((oz)	 arz =0

where fm =fitt-sinc(a)1) is the Fourier series coefficient.

a 17 is the tangential surface stress associated with the r and z co-ordinates.

aff is the normal surface stress.

which may be combined as

{arr arz }(r=R) 
=11 Olpo . fm .cos(m)
	

6.7

The harmonic functions (6.6) are substituted into the simplified form of the Papcovitch-

Neuber equation in cylindrical coordinates with no body force (A1.7) and the axial

harmonic function (03) set to zero. This provides a relationship between displacement and

unknown constants (6.5). In order to apply the boundary conditions and eliminate the

unknowns, this relationship must be transformed into one between stress and unknown

functions. This transformation is accomplished by applying compatibility and Hooke's law

to the simplified Papcovitch-Neuber equation.

Boundary conditions are applied by equating internal and external stress at the cylinder

surface to obtain two simultaneous equations relating two unknowns to two external stresses.

Solution of these equations provides an expression for the unknowns (0t43) which is

substituted into the original simplified Papcovitch-Neuber equation to produce an

expression for displacements (Ur U u9) in terms of external loading stress - the system

transfer function. The two simultaneous equations contain first and second order derivatives

of modified Bessel functions. Recursive formulae given, for example by Abramowitz &

Stegun[221 are used to express these derivatives in terms of modified Bessel functions of

neighbouring orders...
a

r—I
°
 (cor)=krIl(o.r)

Dr 

1 
(o)r)=krIo(o)r)–Il(o.r)

Dr 
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which is solved by matrix inversion ...

6.10b
G Ta

2(1—v) L

1
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These relationships are substituted into the two simultaneous equations which are then

combined to form a 2-vector equation ...

where
[

mll mil[I- _(0,R)2 	coR	 r 0	 coR if Io 1]

M21 ITIn	 L(3-2V)(COR) —4(1--v)—(0)M2	 f LcoR 2(v-1)i1I I f

MI is the determinant of matrix [M].

This expression for unknowns (a, 0) is combined with the simplified Papcovitch-Neuber

equation written in 2-vector form

U r 	
1r 0	 —or 11101

R	
ry 

13}L—or 4(1— v)III

to give an expression for the system gain (a m) in terms of a ratio of determinants ...

6.12

m 
(a — .

R
)

r 0	 _.)R ipoi : r 0	 (OR	 Io 1

L—coR 4(1—	 f koR —2(1— v)ilI i f 

—(coR) 2 	coR4

	

f Io r 0	 (DR 111

(3-2v)(o3R) —4(1— v)—(c)R) 2

] 

f koR —2(1—v)]1I1f

6.11

The ratio of determinants is evaluated to provide the Barton solution for the system

(spatial-frequency) transfer function ...

am
 (GR

)=	
—1 

(

2+(comR)2  (1 (I„(w„,R))2 ))

(1—v)	 L.I,(o),„R))
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which is given in a non-dimensional form showing that system response is a function of non-

dimensional parameter ((DR) and constants. In order to calculate the discrete pulse response,

only discrete spatial frequencies (C)m) need to be considered. The displacement for the one-

dimensional Barton solution is obtained from system gain using equation (6.4).

6.3.4. Two-dimensional Solution

A more detailed description of the two-dimensional transfer function generation is given in

Appendix II.

The four step procedure is repeated for the two-dimensional loading shown in figure (6.10),

but more complicated harmonic functions are needed to account for both axial and

circumferential stress variations. The following harmonic functions, similar to those used

by Chiu & Hartnett[231, describe both cylinder geometry and loading ...

.t 71 , (or) cos(wO)cos(coz)

01 = { aI , (o)r) cos((xli +1)0) +134_ 1 (cor) cos((w —1)0) }cos(o)z) 	 6.13

432 = {claw+, (or) sin((v +1)0) —13I w_i (cor) siri((tv —1)9) }cos(o)z)

When combined with the Papcovitch-Neuber equation for cylindrical coordinates and no

body force, a relationship is produced between unknown constants and displacement.

cos(Ile)cos(o)z){U r

U0

Uz

=	 152 sin(WEI ) cos(wz )

}	 {151

0

1
— 4(1—v)

1 a
rae
a

Tz

15 3 cos(410)co8(oxi)	 6.14

where .61=a14,,1(o)r)+1341(o)r)

15 2 = Cla w,/ (o)r)-134_1(o)r)

15 3 = ri5 i +71,1, (o)r)

a, p & y are unknown constants
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As boundary conditions are given as surface stress field, we must translate this into a

relationship between stress and unknowns. This is achieved by applying compatibility and

Hooke's Law relationships. First and second derivatives of modified Bessel functions are

replaced with modified Bessel functions of neighbouring orders using formulae generated

from the general recursive equation given by Abramowitz & Stegun...

(

1 D 
k

_______) irkin (or)1.= (won-k In-k (or)

Orar 1

This provides a relationship between unknown constants and the body stress field.

Boundary conditions are applied to eliminate the unknowns, by equating internal and

external stress fields at the cylinder surface. In this two-dimensional loading case, there

are three unknowns and three boundary conditions...

arr(r=R) = PO .fm • gv "COS(W0) • COS(M)	 am =0	 ore=0

where fm =8sirtc(o)1) is the axial Fourier series coefficient.

gui =4 . sinc(W4) is the circumferential Fourier series coefficient.

which may be combined as

{arr arz a ro }(,R) = {1 0 O}p o . fm . gq, -cos(w0) . cos(c)z)	 6.16

Equating stresses provides a 3-vector equation which is solved by inverting a (3x3) matrix

and selecting the top row to provide an expression for unknown constants. This expression is

substituted into the Papcovitch-Neuber equation which relates displacement and unknowns

to provide a two-dimensional system transfer function for given loading stress frequencies in

terms of a ration of determinants as shown in Appendix III. It is not possible to evaluate

this function, but it may be expressed as ..

,	 G)
—fnim xi, I (coR) I (coR) I coR)}am,w(ii —	 , , w-i.	 , v	 , w+1 (

6.15

6.17
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6.3.5 Calculation of Radial Displacement

The discrete pulse system loading - figure (6.8) - has been split into two components. The

system transfer function of the one-dimensional 'banded component - figure (6.9) - is given

as equation (6.12). The system transfer function of the two-dimensional 'zero mean'

component - figure (6.10) - is given as equation (6.18). These system transfer functions are

used to provide radial displacement due to a two-dimensional pulse stress loading...

u ( G m (
am + Eammg,p cos (v9) Ccos(coz)

PoR	 m=1,3...	 w=2,4...

mi_D ,.. I
	 T	

6.18

6.3.6. Numerical Computation

The radial displacement equation (6.18) is converted to matrix form - equation (6.19) - for

evaluation. Three matrices are used containing axial Fourier cosine coefficients, system gain

values, and circumferential Fourier cosine coefficients. The two Fourier cosine coefficient

matrices are generated from the simple formulae given with equation (6.1). The first column

of the system gain matrix contains values generated from the one-dimensional banded

solution - equation (6.12) - while the remaining columns contain values generated from the

two-dimensional solution - equation (6.17).

8	 m	 V	 8

z[ 
G

poR UR] = z [COS(0.0] ' m [a ] • w[g,i, cos(wq
	

6.19

Non-dimensional	 Axial Fourier	 System Circumferential
Displacements	 Coefficients	 Gain	 Fourier Coefficients

where M = 1, 3, ... M

tv = 0, 2, ... tit

and	 all elements of the top row of [gw cos(w0)] contain 4 corresponding to the banded

loading case when W=0.
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In practise, we typically require the two-dimensional influence function for a 1" axial

discretisation for a 100" roll. The ratio ( 1/L)-1%, but a much finer circumferential

discretisation in needed with an arc 4)-0.1° giving a ratio 0/70-0.05%. Hence q-i»M. As a

result, we must evaluate system gains for high values of circumferential spatial frequency.

This presents numerical calculation problems as the values of modified Bessel functions of

high argument are very large and may exceed a computer upper limit. This problem is

overcome by scaling in two ways. Firstly, modified Bessel functions ratios - as shown in

equation (6.12) - are used rather than the actual modified Bessel functions. However, in

order to calculate these ratios, the individual Bessel function values must be calculated. To

avoid calculation problems, each modified Bessel function is scaled by e -a)R and we
-1R

calculate e
0 I,v ((DR) instead of Li, (oz). The values of the modified Bessel functions are

obtained from an algorithm based on generating equations given by Abramowitz & Stegun

which calculates all values simultaneously in matrix form.

Four stages are involved in the two-dimensional influence function computation ...

• Computation of all modified Bessel function ratios.

• Computation of the matrix containing system gain values for odd value of

m up to M and even values of lli up to IF using equations (6.12) and (6.17).

• Computation of two Fourier cosine coefficient matrices

• Evaluation of equation (6.18) provides a matrix of non-dimensional radial

displacement as a function of coordinates z and 0.
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6.4. ONE-DIMENSIONAL FLATTENING INFLUENCE FUNCTIONS

Linear one-dimensional axial influence functions are required to fill the columns of the

weighting function matrices used to describe roll deformation. This is accomplished by

convoluting the two-dimensional influence function with typical circumferential force

distributions. Convolution for roll bite flattening is considered in section (6.4.1) and

convolution for inter-roll flattening is considered in (6.4.2).

6.4.1. Roll Bite Flattening

Roll bite circumferential force distribution is a highly non-linear, complicated function of

many variables. These include initial strip dimensions and residual stress distribution,

strip material constants and yield characteristics, roll dimensions, material constants and

deformation (including surface flattening) and inter-stand tensions. An intrinsic problem is

that surface flattening is a function of force distribution which is in turn a function of surface

flattening. As on-line modelling requires a good, quick solution rather than a perfectly

accurate one, this problem is ignored by using the Bryant & Osborn[ 24] model of roll bite

force distribution which uses many approximations to provide a good distribution estimate

without iterating.

The use of a typical distribution and the Bryant & Osborn model produces a trade-off

between model accuracy and linear behaviour. Linearisation is needed to produce a good,

quick solution but roll bite flattening is very influential on strip exit shape and profile.

Therefore, roll force distribution is calculated and the convolution is repeated each time

strip schedule changes.

6.4.2. Mutual Roll Flattening

If loading is axially uniform, circumferential distribution between two rolls pressed

together is Hertzian. Although this is only an approximation when axial loading is non-

uniform, a typical Hertzian distribution is chosen to provide a one-dimensional influence

function. The two-dimensional influence function is convoluted with a distribution

generated from a formula given by Roark to produce the one-dimensional function.
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6.5. TESTING AND RESULTS

This section describes the testing of the two-dimensional influence function and compares

and contrasts strip exit profile and shape produced by the model run with old and new

models of surface flattening.

6.5.1. Testing of the Two-Dimensional Influence Function

Consider a plane through two elastic rolls of different diameters which are sufficiently

long for the assumptions of plane strain to hold and are being squashed together as shown in

figure (6.12). As the strain acting in the axial dimension is assumed to be insignificant, the

problem is reduced to a two-dimensional one and a Hertzian load distribution results.

Figure 6.12) Hertzian Problem of Infinite Rolls Squashing

We test the two-dimensional flattening influence function by convolution with a constant

axial load and a discretised version of the circumferential Hertzian load - as shown in

figure (6.13) - and comparing mutual approach with that obtained by Hertz.

Continuous	 Discretised
Load	 Load

Figure 6.13) Discretised Hertzian Loading
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5	 10
	

15
	

20
Applied Force/Unit Length (tons/inch)

Figure 6.14) Comparison of the Hertz Result and the two-dimensional

influence function convoluted with a Hertzian loading

Figure (6.14) shows that the results produced by the new influence function convoluted with

a axially uniform Hertzian loading is identical (within acceptable calculation error) to the

analytic Hertzian solution. This provides a degree of validation of the new model.

6.5.2. Results of the New Flattening Influence Functions

Traditional models for surface flattening were introduced in section (1.3.2). Previous

authors have used the half-space Bousinesq model for roll bite flattening and the plane-

strain Hertz model for inter-roll flattening. We compare strip exit shape and thickness

profile when the model is run with these old models and the new influence functions. The

data used to run the model is the same as that previously used in section (4.7) and is given

as Appendix VIII.
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Bousinesq flattening model

New flattening model

Table 6.3) Key to figures (6.15) and (6.16) - Effect of flattening models

Figure (6.15) shows the strip exit profiles for the three data sets when the model is run

with the Bousinesq and the new flattening functions. In all three cases, the difference in

profiles is negligible. However, when figure (6.16) is examined, it is clear that residual

stress distribution is affected greatly by the change of flattening model. In the case of

narrow, hard strip (data set 1) the maximum difference is approximately 1000psi. In the

case of the medium width soft strip (data Set 2), the maximum difference is approximately

2000psi. Finally, the wide hard strip schedule (data set 3) has a difference of

approximately 1000psi. In each case, the Bousinesq model predicts a more positive stress.

Clearly, the sensitivity of the rolling mill model to the flattening influence function is

great.
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Data Set 1

Data Set 2

0.1003
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Figure 6.15) Comparison of Strip Exit Profiles Produced by the Mill Model run with the

Bousinesq model and the new flattening model
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Data Set 1
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Figure 6.16) Comparison of Strip Residual Stress Produced by the Mill Model run with the

Bousinesq model and the new flattening model
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7. CONCLUSIONS

Summary

Major achievements of the work described in this thesis are presented. Methods and

techniques used to achieve the goals of model accuracy and fast operating speed are

described, and finally possibilities for future work are discussed.

7.1. ACHIEVEMENTS

This thesis provides a mathematical model of a flat metal cold-rolling mill which

simulates three-dimensional behaviour of a six-high roll stack in addition to strip and

stand housing deformation and yet is both robust and quick enough for real-time control

applications. One major application is on-line control using four types of actuator. This is

made possible by a number of techniques that provide a quick robust solution. No published

model contains the complexity of the model presented in this thesis while being fast

enough for real-time applications.

All strip and roll stack parameters that vary in the cross-strip direction are discretised

using one piecewise constant set of zones. Weighting function matrices describe linear (or

linearised) relationships between discrete force acting on components and resulting discrete

displacement. Strip shape and thickness profile are obtained as a function of control

actuator setting, initial strip parameters and roll and stand housing dimensions and

material constants.

A wide variety of mill designs is encompassed...

• It is possible to model three-dimensional roll behaviour with horizontal

deflections caused by friction between rolls or horizontal roll offset, or to simplify

the model by considering only vertical roll deformations.

• The model is constructed for a six-high mill rolling asymmetric strip. However, it

may be easily converted into a model of a two-high or four-high mill and symmetry

may be assumed to simplify calculations and speed operation.
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• It is assumed that intermediate rolls are ground with a CVC camber, while only

work rolls are affected by thermal camber. However, any thermal or ground camber

can be applied to any roll.

Many control applications are possible including the following:-

• Four types of actuator may be used for on-line, real-time mill control ...

O Hydraulic Jacks acting between work and/or intermediate rolls

O CVC roll shifting systems

O Banks of cooling sprays

O Horizontal roll offset

• The model may be used, in conjunction with shapemeter reading, to estimate the

thermal camber occurring across the work rolls.

• A mill may be set-up or restarted following process interrupts by using an

inverted form of the model. This provides the optimal set of actuator settings to

obtain a desired strip thickness profile or shape distribution.

• The model may be applied to hot-rolling by removing the strip equations to

obtain a roll stand only model. An expected roll bite force distribution is used as

a model input and the main output is strip profile.

The model was programmed using MATLAB software, which is ideal for any application

involving the use of weighting function matrices . A comprehensive suite of functions was

written to carry out the following procedures ...

O import initial data

O construct the weighting function matrices

O construct the vertical stack model system matrix (equation 3.25b - p109)

O solve the three-dimensional model using the two iterative loops

O obtain cross-directional outputs, such as strip shape and profile.
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7.2. METHODS AND TECHNIQUES

Model development may be considered in two areas:-

• Development of an accurate model of the rolling process occurring within a

six-high stand taking account of three-dimensional roll behaviour. All non-

linearities are either linearised or overcome algorithmically.

• Increasing model operation speed.

Section (7.2.1) describes methods and techniques used to obtain an accurate model, while

(7.2.2) describes methods and techniques used to increase operation speed.

7.2.1. Accurate Model Development

We consider roll deformation due to axis deflections (due to bending, shearing and Poisson

effects) and localised surface flattening. Simple beam theory provides linear axis force/

deflection relationships while surface flattening is linearised by assuming force in each

discrete zone has a uniform axial and a constant circumferential distribution. Strip

deformation equations are obtained by manipulating the linearised Allwood model, while

housing deformation is modelled using linear spring theory. This leaves two non-trivial

non-linearities caused by variations of distributed angle at which force acts between rolls

and variations of the area where neighbouring roll contact.

Previously, authors either ignored these effects or produced models that were too slow to be

of practical real-time use. We have overcome these problems and provide two techniques

for describing both effects accurately...

• Three-dimensional roll deformation is modelled by resolving deformation into

vertical and horizontal components using an estimate of the distributed angle at

which each force between rolls acts and iterating on this value.

• Using the discretisation scheme, variable contact distribution becomes a binary

problem as contact between rolls may or may not occur at each zone. The problem is

solved by assuming a zonal distribution where contact occurs, solving all linear

equations and iterating until the following conditions are true...
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o Positive inter-roll force and zero distance occurs at zones assumed in contact.

o Positive inter-roll distance and zero force occurs at zones assumed not in contact.

Influence functions generated to describe axis deflection (due to bending, shearing and

Poisson effects) take into account the effect of reduced diameter roll shafts which increases

deformation compared to a constant diameter roll. New surface flattening influence

functions have been generated that model cylinder deformation while taking

circumferential force distributions into account.

7.2.2. Model Speed Development

Further developments increase model speed and enable real-time operation...

• Judicious choice and arrangement of linear equations produces a system matrix

which is symmetric, sparse and has repetition of large element blocks. These

qualities are exploited when a version of the Schur Inversion Lemma is applied to

reduce system matrix inversion time.

• Exploitation of a partial Gauss-Jordan Elimination technique provides system

outputs for different combinations of discrete inter-roll contact distribution without

system matrix re-inversion. This reduces the time taken to complete each iteration

required to obtain the correct contact distribution.

• Use of a simplified model to obtain good initial estimates of inter-roll angles

reduces the number of iterations needed to obtain satisfactory convergence. This

reduces time to obtain a solution and improves operational robustness.

• Development of a method of non-linear interpolation, which involves the use of

Vandermonde matrices, reduces operation time following intermediate CVC roll

shift.
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7.3. FUTURE DEVELOPMENT

Further validation of the model should be undertaken against experimental data, if this

becomes available. However, the work described in this thesis could be extended in a

number of areas. We discus three of these areas in this section ...

• It is possible to develop a minimum energy criteria to arrive at the correct

contact distribution instead of the current solution method, which uses

simple logical relationships.

• One of the research aims was to provide a model that was applicable to a

wide range of mills. Currently, a stack only model may be applied to hot

rolling mills, but it would be better to develop a hot strip model. This

requires development of the appropriate strip equations.

• Deformation weighting function matrices have been identified as

symmetric positive-definite. The Cholesky Factorisation may be applied

to these matrices to speed operation further.

7.3.1. Minimum Energy Solution

In section (2.5.2) it was stated that are two possible methods to solve discrete contact

distribution problems - matrix inversion methods and minimum energy methods. We chose

to use the former and by applying partial Gauss-Jordan Elimination to the inverted system

matrix corresponding to contact occurring at all zones, a fast solution method was attained.

However, we could have used a minimum energy method which would involve a quadratic

solution technique.

It is easy to give a plausible argument that the correct contact distribution exists at a

system energy function minimum. Consider a two-roll system with the correct contact

distribution obtained. Our system constraint requires all discretised inter-roll forces to be

positive as shown in figure (7.1).

Force equilibrium requires that the sum of the discretised forces is equal to a known value,

whether the distribution is correct or not. If the contact distribution was incorrect, the force

distribution would be incorrect, but the sum would still be equal to this known value.
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If contact was assumed to occur at too many zones, force would be negative at zones where

the incorrect choice had been made. In order to compensate for these negative values, force

at zones where the correct choice had been made would be greater than the correct value -

as shown in figure (7.1). However, if contact was assumed to occur at too few zones, force

would be zero at zones where the incorrect choice had been made. Again, in order to

compensate, force at zones where the correct choice had been made would be greater than

the correct value - again, as shown in figure (7.1).

Peer e.weeeeeer oeeeeeeeeeeer eeel
% A. A •	 %	 A % 1

r	 'Intermediate Roll,',',',','4% % % '''''I

Figure 7.1) Minimum Energy Theory

It is plausible that the correct force distribution minimizes the force at zones where contact

occurs. Also (as force applied to central zones has a greater bending influence than force

applied to zones near the roll supports), the correct force distribution minimizes beam

bending.

This is also a proof that only one correct discrete contact distribution exists - as any other

will lead to greater bending and will therefore not be a system energy minimiser. System

energy must be minimised as the system is conservative.
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7.3.2. Hot rolling strip model

There is no available model of hot-mill strip deformation that could replace the cold-mill

strip equations described in chapter (3). It is currently assumed that profile may be changed

in hot rolling without introducing excessive residual stress. Thus roll force - obtained from a

de-coupled model - is used as an input to the stack only version of the shape model as

described in section (4.6.3).

It would be better, as a first step, to develop a model of hot strip deformation that could be

coupled to the stack only model so that roll force was a closed-loop parameter not an open

loop parameter. A further development would see equations included that enabled this

model to produce strip shape in addition to thickness profile.

7.3.3. Use of Positive-Definite Symmetric Matrices.

It is possible to decompose any symmetric positive-definite matrix into two triangular

matrices C and CT known as Cholesky Factors or Matrices - see Golub & Van Loan[ 1 ], for

example. Deflection weighting function matrices used in the model are symmetric positive-

definite and this theory could be applied to produce an even quicker Schur Inversion

algorithm which obtains the initial system matrix inverse.

Furthermore, symmetry has been only partially exploited when considering the partial

Gauss-Jordan Elimination routine. Although the standard Gauss-Jordan form was modified

using sub-matrix [B] and its transpose as shown in equation (5.17) - repeated as (7.1) below -

it is noted that sub-matrices [A] and [C] are symmetric, but no advantage is made of this

fact.

p n-p

n-p-m n-p-m

rn 1j HL B
}

C]

{11:sp}
7.1rn

x.
— op

Reference

1 GOLUB, G.H. & VAN LOAN, C.F. - "MATRIX COMPUTATIONS" - NORTH OXFORD ACADEMIC,
OXFORD (1983) - P88.
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APPENDIX I - FUNDAMENTAL SOLID MECHANICS RELATIONSHIPS

The solution of any structural problem (which in general is described by cartesian

coordinates) relies on satisfying three fundamental relationships - those of equilibrium,

compatibility and a material law. The combination of these three relationships gives a

unique solution for the states of stress and strain in the structure, subject to a given set of

boundary conditions.

A1.1 Equilibrium

The equilibrium relationships ensure that body forces acting internally (such as weight or

magnetic attraction) or applied externally at the structure boundary are balanced by

internal normal stresses and shear stresses. They may be derived by considering all stresses

acting on an infinitely small cube - see Timoshenko[ 1 ], for example. In cartesian co-

ordinates, the law may be written as

aa aa aa
xx + " +(z +F =0

ax ay az x

aa aa aaxy + yy + yz +F .0
ax ay az Y

aa acr ao
xz + Yz +—a +F =0

ax ay az z

or in matrix notation as

{al r 1 ()foxy } {F.

0[V] ayy + 1 1 axi + Fy =0

aa	 ,..azz	 o T, 4- y yz	 Fy

a

where [V]=[
ax

a

A1.1
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A1.2. Compatibility

The compatibility relationships state simply that the local strains at a point in a body

are related to the displacements in the neighbouring region. Thus the strains cannot be fully

independent, as the material remains continuous. Tensile and shear strains are given as

auv aue =	 x

XY ax + ay

aUexz= Z+
aU 

X

ax az

au auve = z + J

YZ aY aZ

which may be written in matrix notation as

= [V]{utlxy
Ezz	 Uz {

E,
Exz =

E zz	 0

a
ax

a
ax

o	 111{uxa 

z

A1.3

A1.3. Hooke's Law

A material law is required to provide a relationship between stress and strain. Hooke's

Law provide this coupling for an elastic isotropic structure in terms of material constants

such as Young's Modulus E and Poisson's ratio V...

a.=Xe+2GE.	 a =Xe+2GE	 azz=Xe+2GE.
YY	 YY

a =GE	 a.=GE. a Z =GEXY 	 'CY	 Y 	 YZ

where
Ev

e=exx +e" +ezz 	 G= 
2(1+v)	

X= 
(1- 2v)(1+ v)

or in matrix notation

1.{CTaxx }= X[ 11e+2G

zz	 1

E.}	 {a xy
c	 a.}=G
Ezz	 a 

YX

exy
CxZ

YX

A1.4
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A1.4 Lame's Equation

Hooke's Law can be combined with the equilibrium and compatibility relationships to

provide a direct relationship between displacement and body force

a

2[{1 -a-
ay ax
a

az

[	

14 t 4 1.	 . )

2[VIV1+ 1 0 I 1 0 1 u+F =0

a a	 a 3
0 

3
—
x 

—ay o -az ay—
 )

which can be expanded, rearranged and written using vector operators, as the Lame

equation - first derived in 1852

V2	- grad div—u 1F
— 1-2v	 ----G—

where V2 .(12—++)ax2 42 az2

A1.5. Papcovitch-Neuber Equation

In 1932 Papcovitch[ 2] showed that a solution to equation (A1.5) may be derived in terms of

harmonic functions such that

cb	 1 grad(cD +xcroo-y02 +z4:13)+= 4(1—v) —	°

where cb=cro1i+432j+03k

V2 on =0

w accounts for the action of body forces

In cylindrical co-ordinates with no body forces this equation becomes

[ur	 (Di cos(8)+ cD 2 sin())	 i  [Aircbo+rcos(0)(11
u e = —cD 1 sirt(0)+02 cos(0)	 1

4(1—v) 1 rsin(13)4:132+zcD3
Uz	 cD 3	 az

For axially periodic loadings, Lure[3] shows that 03=0.

A1.5
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6.2

6.3

APPENDIX III

APPENDIX II- ROLL FLATTENING DEFORMATION

Notation

21	 Loading length

24)	 Loading arc

Po	 Loading pressure

Fourier series indices

am,n Pm,n, Im,n	
Unknown constants

Chapter (6) explains how an analytic solution for the displacement at discrete points along

the surface of a cylinder, loaded with unit pressure over one zone, is obtained from the

Papcovitch-Neuber equation. Loading is applied using an external stress field with no body

force. Constant radial stress is applied to an infinite length cylinder over a small area of

length 2/ and arc 20-. This is represented using a Fourier Series technique with a period of

loading L that is large enough for adjacent loads to have negligible influence due to St.

Vanent's principle. The loading is described using a double Fourier Cosine Series which

may be split into two components for loading without circumferential variations (which

produces the Barton solution) and loading with circumferential variations.

arr
1D

(rR) 
=

8p0 
Al Esinc(col ) .cos(coz)= 	 'IL

m=1,3...

M
2D	

1= 6P0 • ic4 E1 I EGinc(Wsinc(410))COS(COZ )COS(WO)arr(r=R)
m=1,3...v=2,4...

This problem is split into two sections - one for each series describing the external stress

field. Displacement is calculated as a function of indices n & m with total loading found

as the summation of all displacements up to N & M respectively. A number of steps are

involved in each section to obtain displacement as a function of n & m...

• Harmonic functions are used to describe cylinder geometry and external loading.

Each harmonic function contains a number of unknowns which are a function of

loading indices n & m. In total, two unknowns occur for the single series and three

for the double series. In order to obtain a solution, we require two boundary

conditions for the single series ( arr arz) and three for the double series (arr arz are).
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• By substituting the harmonic functions into the Papcovitch-Neuber equation (A1.7),

a relationship is obtained between displacement and the unknown variables.

• As the boundary conditions are radial and tangential stress, compatibility and

Hooke's Law are used to convert this relationship into one between stress and

unknown variables.

• First and second derivatives of modified Bessel functions are eliminated using

transformation equations.

• Unknown variables are eliminated by substituting the relationship between them

and external loading into the original Papcovitch-Neuber equation to provide a

solution for displacement as a function of n & m.
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A2.1 Loading without Circumferential Variations

The loading for this problem is shown in figure (6.9). The boundary conditions are ...

84 •ZI-1 sin(col)
GRR = p L -COS((a)	 aRz =	 A2.1

" m=1,3, In

and the following harmonic functions are used

(130=a(m)f 0 (or)cos(o)z)

(131=[3(m)fi(cor)cos(0)cos(m)
	

A2.2

4213 2 =y(m)f 2 (cor)sin(0)cos(m)

where f 0,1,2 are functions of 03T and for any given m, the constants CCP and y are unknown.

The harmonic functions must satisfy these equations ...

V 20 0 =—Icos(coz)(r 2co 2 f(cor)+corf'0 (cor)—co2r 2 f 0 (cor))=0

2(02 f i(e)r)+(or f,i(o)r)_(i±w2r2)f too) )=.0V 20 1 = 14cos(coz) cos(0)(r

V2 432 =12 cos(coz)sin(8)(r2w2 f ((or)-Horf(cor)—(1+co 2r2 )f 2 (cor))=0

Clearly, if f 0,12 are solutions to Bessel's modified differential equation 00,1,2 are always

harmonic. Thus 10,1,2 are Modified Bessel Functions

f 0 =To ((or)	 f 1= f 2 = (cot.)

and equation (A1.7) simplifies to

	

[uu er =13Ii (cor)cos(coz) 01	 	 1 	 A (aI (cor)+13rIi(cor))cos(coz)
II

4(1—v) r r	 °

Uz	 0	 az

A2.3
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a a 1{

(30x}

are	 oa 1{uu:}
ra0 ar r

azz =G[l 0

L a
a ,3 uz az

A2.4b

and

APPENDIX III

Hooke's Law is combined with the compatibility relationship in cylindrical co-ordinates

to give

1 r
a 0	 0{arza	 1.1 a 1	 a} .21

00	 ar r	 ra0	 a iazz	 1
e

uz

}	
ar

4-2G[!	 a	 o	 ue

0

r ra0	

tr
0	 a	 U

a,	 z ,

A2.4a

which is combined with equation (A2.12) to give radial normal stress in terms of harmonic

functions which is simplified using the relationships

a	 a
r—I ° (cor)=corI i (cor)	 r—I1 (cor)=corIe(cor)—I1(cor)
ar	 Dr 

to give

Ie_ 2G I a . 11- —(°	 coR	
)	 A2.5aa	 )R)2

" —4r1=\l' [R2 RJL(3-2v)(coR) —4(1—v)—(coR) 21Ili CoS(0)z

arz =zrWv), (coR)fRa2 13-101 —27—vd{ii:}sirt(coz)	 A2.5b

The two boundary conditions that equate external and internal stress fields on the surface of

the body may be expressed as

m11 m 12 ]=II Olpe fmcos(coz)'-- rz i —2(1—v)-[m21 m 22

where fm =81-71 . sirtc(col) is the Fourier series coefficient.

[

mil m 12	 —Orr	 cor	 ]fIel i r 0	 or ifIel

m21 M22] [[(3-2v)cor —4(1—v)—(cor)2 D i f ; Lcor 2(v-1)]]¼11 f

larr A2.6

and
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which is evaluated to give

urG. (fm) 	 (1—v) cos(coz) 

rPo Ln (2(1—v)+(or)2(1—M2))

APPENDIX III

By inverting the matrix, the vector

[m.22

of unknowns g may be obtained

—1111212(1—v)f n_ A2.7a=
— mu

M21

11112

ff122

GTE	 -111 1- u 
coS(kZ)

The expression for radial displacement - equation (A2.11) - may be written in a similar form

to the above two for radial and shear stress ...

Ur_	 {nilr	 1 "—= T LA,
41-7),r	 n2

—or 11where snd =r 0	 .
in2 f L-wr 4(1—v) Ii

and the unknown vector may be substituted to give

A2.8

1

urG jfm)
rpo L27c)

—kr 4(1—v)Di f : Lcor —2(1—v) Ii

0	 —cur 1 1 10 1: F 0	 cor 1{4}
cos(coz)

(3-2v)(cor) —4(1—v)—(cor)2 lIj ; Lcor —2(1—v)iliif

cor	 pot i r0	 cor Vlo—0)1)2
A2.9a

A2.9b
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A2.1.2 Loading With Circumferential Variations

We now consider the second half of the problem - the double cosine series loading due to

circumferential variations...

crir (r.R) = Po -fm	 -cos(1V0)-cos(o))	 arz =0	 a 	 A2.10

where fm =8 111„t•sinc(co1) is the axial Fourier series coefficient.

g =41.siric(114) is the circumferential Fourier series coefficient.x

The harmonic functions used are based on those of Chiu & Hartnett[11

(11 0 ="14,1(cor)cos(w0)cos(c)z)

cI = {Paw+, (cor) cos((xli+1)0) +r3I,v_1(cor) cos((v —1)0) }cos(coz)
	

A2.11

43 2 = foti"i(cor) sin(( W+1)9)-13I 4,„ (()r) sin((v-1)e) }cos(coz)

which may be substituted into the Papcovitch-Neuber equation (A1.7) to give the following

simplified form ...

U r = (15 1 4(1–v)
1 ad3

)cos(go)cos(w.)
Dr

151
U =( 1 2.5 i'-'1– ) 11/—"Isin(w(3)cos((oz)4(v

1 „153
=( 4(1–v)Mr)—r

)cos(11113)sin(wz)

A2.12a

A2.12b

A2.12c

where 15 1 = ocin+i (0)r)+PI„„ (cor)
15 2 =cdn,(cor)-13In„(corr)
15 3 = ri5/ +7I„ (or)

a, 13 & y are unknown constants for given m, n.

We follow the same procedure as for the more simple non-circumferential variations case

above. The first step is to calculate a relationship between unknown variables and stress

using Hooke's law and compatibility - given by Timoshenko[21.
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2G(1- v)aU r 2Gv (Ur + laue±au z
arr 	 	

)
= (1-2v) ar (1-2v) r r De	 Dz

(lau auA uAaro = G 
-----+-.-----r 

r 0 ar r

au au )
arz=GH+

ar az

2.1.2.1 Derivatives

The derivatives of the displacement equations are as follows

U r = 1	 151 lao,
) 4(1-v) 	 cos( vO)cos(ou)

r 4(1-v	 r r ar

1aue= 1NIA _LW
2

A
4(1- v)—r u 2 -r r v-3 cos(tv13)cos(an)

r ae 4(1-v)

aU z = 1 ( (cor)2 A
az	 4(1-v)	 r2 u 3 ccos(9)cos(w)

laur= 	151 lae
	4(1- v)— 	sin(we)cos(wz)

r ae	 4(1-v)	 r r ar

aue _	 1ao2 (ia6, 53

	

-- v)—+	 —=) •ar 4(1-v4(1-)	 r ar	 r	 su*ve)cc6“")

U8 1 15 i5
--{4(1- v)—+

2 w
---7

3
-}sin(w9)cos(c)z)4(1-v) r

aur=  or 
—4(1—v )-115 + 1—'53 cosove)....)

az 4(1—v)	 r r ar

au 	 or(or  (1a63)
sin— cos(we)o.)

ar 4(1—v) r ar

A2.13a

A2.13b

A2.13c

A2.14
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and these are substituted into the stress equations (A2.13) to give (A2.15).

G	 r
1-X2G }(cos(wO)cos(caz))(TIT = 20-201.-VAX7

a 21where x i = 4(1—v)	 +4(1—v)V
151-Fr52 

ar

	

a2,6	 laa3
= v(111 2 +(or) 2 )--2115	v

	

r2	 r ar

15 2 W15 1 +15 2	 a153_15= G 4(1— v) a	 	  —	 sin(we)cos(caz)re 4(1—v)	 Drr	 J	 r	 dr	 r

A2.15a

A2.15b

Gcor	 ,„	 1.a15.1
a = —( Lk i—v )—+--)cos(403 )sin( coz ) 	 A2.15c
n 2(1—v)	 r r ar

However, both tangential stresses are set to zero at the body surface and so equations

(A2.15b) and (A2.15c) may be multiplied by any constant without changing the boundary

conditions applied to the problem. Hence we may write (A2.15b) as (A2.15d) and (A2.15c)

as (A2.15e)

xre=(40_„)1a152 "i+1521-F2wia53-1-2-31)
k Dr	 r	 r Dr r))

xrz=(-2(1—v)1+-1—a153)
r r Dr

A2.15d

A2. 15e
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2.1.2.2 Substitution of Derivative Equations

The derivatives of the three equations introduced as (A2.12) must be substituted into the

above stress equations (A2.15) and are as follows ...

15 1 +Nn52  = a(xvoi 1 r

a151 =E(-(r)I',1 +g(r)I'
ar r	 r	 w-

aa 	 (kr) a(I w +(r)Ir )+g w-1	 r
1a03	 =	 w+i	 +(r)r )+1(r)r- - ui+r—+T
r ar	 ar	 ar

a2.6a2 15	 a 2I ((or)

	

3 =2-1++7	 =a(2(r)I, +(r) 2 i;+ )+g(2(r)I' +(r)2I,v")+1(r)2I;
r2

	

r2 	 ar	 ar2 	 Dr 2	 r	 "1	 "1 r	 "/
Nn51 +152 = a(N11-1)IN,+1 + POI' -1)4_1

	r 	 r

al52 =—a(r)I' -g(r)I'
ar	 r	 '11+1 r

1a153 13 a 	 13
)-F-(rr )+1( I' -iv)

r r r	 r	 r	 r2 r

r	 r

which are substituted into (A2.15) to give (A2.17)

x7=4(1- v){a -1-41([ 
v(w +1)4+1 +4(1-v) ri;+1

r r -v(xv A2.17a

a ax2 ={- 7
r r

	

(vw 2 +v(or)2 )Iw	+	 -vrI;	 -(1-v) r2I;
r J

	

fv(w2-1)+v(cor)2)I4,1 [(-2+(-2+ v)rIl	 [r2I;+1

	

(( 2 -1)-Fv(or) 2 )I	 v)rIi r21"

x	 1 12} 4(1-v)	 0	 +241rI,	 A2.17c
re	 r r2 r

1
[\

n4+1	 I,v+i+rI',v+i

-2(1-v) 0 +	 rI;
I141-1	 Iw_i+rrw_i

A2.17d
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The next stage is to remove all first and second derivatives of the modified Bessel functions.

This is done by using fundamental relationships which express derivatives in terms of

modified Bessel functions of varying orders. Also, we wish to express the modified Bessel

functions in terms of a two-vector containing only modified Bessel Functions of order (w+1)

and (w-1). This results in (3x2) matrices which are pre-multiplied by the 3-vector of

unknowns (a) and post-multiplied by the 2-vector of modified Bessel Functions.

2.1.2.3. Modified Bessel Function Relationships

These are derived from the following formulae given in Spiegel[ 3]. The first relationship

eliminates references to Modified Bessel Functions of order (w)

cur
I (cor)=—

i
—I .1(cor)+I,v_1(cor))

w	 2xv w A2.18

The remaining equations involve the derivatives of Modified Bessel Functions and we must

remember the following relationship as we have arguments (or) not (r) ...

rrw (cor)=corr,v(r)

The remaining equations from Spiegel are thus modified slightly to give

(or
rr

*
 (cur) =--(I (cor)+I

w-1
 ((or))

2 "I 

rrw (an. ) = corI 4,,1 (cur)+I, ((or)

rrw(cor)=corIl,_1(cor)—wIw(cor)

A2.19a

A2.19b

A2.19c

From these, we derive the following first derivative equations

r14,_1 =calm, —(xv+1)I,to = 4+ w+1)I,y+i +J,1	 A2.19d

rr,v+1 =cur][, — (w 1)I +1 = 4+ w+1)I,v+1 + fcli	
A2.19e
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I,F+1 } [1 o oil 1 of

1 	 =o 7 o	 —,-1-, ;„

i i	 o o 1 , o 1 /

n

A2.22

APPENDIX III

where i=(631.)22y

Second derivative equations are found using this formula given in Abromovitz & Segal ...

(
1 d
c)

2

 
(fin (Z)) = Zn-2In_2 (Z)

which produces

r21;+1=((2y+1)1^(+(ig+1)(W+2))I4H-1—(i)Iw-i

r2I;_1=NI,v+1+((2y-1)1+(y-1)(y-2))I,v_i

r21;=-1-cor{—(2i+y+1)I,p+1+(21^(+y-1)Iv_11

Equation (A2.18) may be written in vector form as

A2.20

A2.21a

A2.21b

A2.21c

equations (A2.19a), (A2.19b) & (A2.19c) may be written as

[1 0 Of rl 11 [—(y+1) 0 "{Li
=0 (1)2r. o I's( o 0+	 1	 1	 1,

o o 1	 —1 1	 o	 xv-1 j Iv_in A2.23

and equations (A2.21a), (A2.21b) & (A2.21c) may be written as

—1 1 r+2	 0 lrif +1	 0 1 ritv+11
2 + —1	 1 Y

0 V-11 ttv_ii 1
2lif — 1	 0	 y-2

I	 A2.24

0 01(
7

[2y+I
0 IC —2

0 1 \	 1

If,;+1
I; = 0[1

I;_i 0
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A2.1.2.4. Final Stress Equations

Let 
aT

=
f
-
a —0)

7 g}
—	 r 2r r

If a simplified form of equation (A2.22) - without the In term - is substituted into (A2.17a),

we obtain

x7 =4(1—v){9—c 1-1(1—v)ir1
r r	 —1

1 
+(v)

1	
1-2

y+1
0

0
y-1

—1
0

0

1])11V1

IN,+i

A2.25a

while (A2.22), (A2.23) & (A2.24) are substituted into (A2.17b) to give

k1
2yv 0 1 [v(y2 —1)	 0
—2v 2v + —vii!	 vii +
0 2yv	 0	 v(y2 —1)

X (5 =CCT2	 -

li
—(-2+v)

0
—(-2+v)

(-2+v)1 [—(y+1)(-2+v)
0	 +	 —v

(-2+v)	 0

0
—v	 1

(-2+v)(y-1)
{::::}

[—(2y+1)	 1	 —(y+2)	 0
41-v)	 2	 —2	 +(i-v)	 1	 +1 1[41+1

0

-1	 —(2y-1)	 0	 —(y-2)

which may be simplified as

4 =ocT
i
i

n

2y(1-2v)+1
2(1-2v)

1

—1	 1 ry(1-2v)	 0
—2(1-2v)	 +	 (1-2v)	 —(1-2v)

—1-41(1-2v)	 0	 —y(1-2v)

N

['volt ty0.1]

/

{::::}

A2.25b
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f([—(3-2v+2w)	 (3-2v)

2	 —2	 1+

—(3-2v) (3-2v-2w)CT
=

2(1-v)-
a

rr —(w+4(1—v)) 0

1 —1	 [ tv+1
1

0

0 —(w-4(1—v))

scos(coz)cos(w0)
I. w-1

A2.25c

n

A2.25d

1 0
U r = 1 al'

—11 [w+4(1—v)

0 +	 —1 —1
4(1—v)—r

1 —1	 0 —(w-4(1—v)) j
tv-1

A2.25f

APPENDIX III

By substituting (A2.33a) and (A2.33b) into equation (A2.23a) we may obtain an expression

for radial stress

Similarly the Bessel function relationships may be introduced to give tangential stress

equations

Xre = aT

( —(w+2(1—v)) (w+2(1—v))

i	 0 0	 +

—(w-2(1—v)) (w-2(1—v))

1

[

0 (w-4(1—v))

0

1	 1	

1

[ y+1
0 w-11

0 1

—(w+4(1—v))

A2.25e

—1 0 \

xrz aT li 0[	

—1

11 [—(w+2(1—v))

0 +	 1

1	 0

1

NJ -2(1-V) jif::::if

Surface displacement (which is the desired output) is given as (A2.12a) and with a simple

substitution may also be written in this form as
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By introducing the following constants

a+ =y+4(1—v)

a- =v-4(1—v)

b+ =i1H-2(1—v)=(v+1)+(1-2v)

13- =y-2(1—v)=(i-1)—(1-2v)

these four equations may be simplified as

LIC-13++	 i 1\

xzz aT	 1	 1

—Cc i+b-
n

4 —kb+—(w+1)a+	 kb+	 1\
T	

liw+i

X re = o	 (w+1)	 (y-1)

—kb-	 1C1D-+(w-1)a- j t-li

4 —(4H-1+b+)1C—(1v+1)a+	 (13- —(111-1))1C	 \
G  i

a
" =2(1—v) a—	

21C-Flv+1	 21C—(111-1) 	
fIw+11

11w_, f
(13- —(w+1))1C	 —(y-1+13-A—(w—l)a- j

u z =  1  ocr
r 4(1—v)—

ra+ _i I
1	 1	 {Iw+1 }	 T,_  1 	 ri}
i	 —1C—a-	 Iw--1 4(1—v)	

n2

\	 /	
n3

A2.26

2.1.2.5. Equating Internal and External Stresses

The next stage of the solution method is apply the boundary conditions by equating internal

and external stresses. Equation (A2.11) gave external (loading) stresses

{aRR

mu M 12 M13

11123	
r

aR az - Re} =ec in21 Mn	 = t1 0 0} fingw cos( wO)cos(coz)

mm mm mm A2.27
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By inverting the 3x3 matrix [M] and selecting the top row of the inverted matrix, we obtain

an expression for the unknown variables

mna=t
mz2 M231

Ma3

m32	 M 331	 1/1112	

M13 11IT/ 23	,M 12	 M 13	 M22

M 11	 M12	 M13
in, g ig cos(03)cos(ou)

M 21	 M22	 11123
II1 31	II132	17133 A2.28

which can be substituted into the equation for displacement (A2.26d) to give

Ur = 1

n 1

n2

n3

M 12
mn

m32

m13

m,

m33

A2.29

Rpo (1—v)
M 11

M21

M31

m 12

131z2

m 32

m13

Inn
11133

fmg,v cosOve)cos(mz)
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APPENDIX III - BENDING OF A VARIABLE DIAMETER BEAM

An expression for the deflection of a cantilever composed of n sections is required for the

generation of bending influence functions of variable diameter beams, as described in section

(6.2.1). We consider a cantilever of n sections as shown in figure (A3.1). Each section has

length L i, diameter D i, and second moment of area L. Young's Modulus is constant

throughout the beam.

Figure A3.1) Cantilever with 'n' sections

The deflection and slope of a simple cantilever due to a force or moment applied at the free

end are given by numerous authors - for example, Gere & Timoshenko[ 11 - and are shown in

table (A3.1) below. In this case, the bending moment acting at the free end of a section is

equal to the product of the end force and the moment arm associated with the force. It is

clear that the moment arm is equal to L, where ...

The total deflection change across a section Oz i is equal to the combined effect of the

deflection due to force P and that due to moment PL. Similarly, the slope 80i is found by

combining the effects of force and moment. The final row of table (A3.1) shows the combined

deflection and slope functions.
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Loading Deflection Slope

N Ozi,80; PL3i PV
\

Li	 13

ozi =
3E11

80i	 '=
2EIi

N-----
Szi.80i N)	 n

piEL Pe ,- PL. -
=Li•50iSzi =-Li

2EI1 EIi\N

i

Li	 J=i+,

\''
\

Szo3ei Nit	 n

) pi EL,
Li

PI3
sz i =(2L i +3-il i )

6EIi
PLi	...4.-..

80i =-
2EI1

(Li +zt,, )
\ pi	 j=i+l

Table A3.1) Simple cantilever loadings and deflections

The total deflection may be found by summating across each section

n-1

Zn = ZR +ORLs +Szn +E(Szi +140 1 )	 A3.2
i=1

where OR , zR are the slope and deflection at the restrained end of the cantilever.

Ozn is the deflection across the final section. No moment acts on this section.

Ls is the total cantilever length.

We may eliminate Szn and rearrange to obtain ...

(12 x-911-1Li 2 +3L "2+3Li ) A3.3+O RLs +—zn = zR
3E In

This expression is used to calculate the bending influence functions for variable diameter

beams as described in section (6.2.1).
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APPENDIX IV

APPENDIX IV - MODEL EQUATIONS

We list all equations used in the first and second parts of the model solution method. The

first part describes the vertical stand, strip and housing deformation, while the second

calculates updates of inter-roll angles.

VERTICAL EQUATIONS

Type Number Equation

Force-

distance

Top IB

(3.11)

[Nor DB +Fir ],, VI:
dTP — L	 jN, —IB — qmiT DTI p —[wr ], f Top

icos(OTP )1IB

TG Tp	 )
rB +

—TG Tp
ri

Top WI

(3.12)

A Tp _
V ` 114/1 —

Emil. p iTp imf p'f43 qw113vSifsw

L
±[ww1BsF 11 frz iwir iv ilfx —[ccis(eTZ )]

TG rTp ±

TG —
r

Ti p
_w

Bot WI

(3.13)

vdBoitI=
[m i l' DBwt _rm1T p iBt _[wwBS]fsw
LI —	 l

+[W
BSF	 Bt	 BS	 Bt
WI 1V1W1 —[WB 11/ fift

icc6(€1BWIt ) 1

TG Bt	 )
-rI +

TG Mrw

Bot IB

(3.14)

timf p il3t ±[wir iv f I
A Bt_ L

V "41B — limiT p_ B qwW13,S]v f Bwit ic°s(eLBBt )]

TG r,:t +

TG — Bt
-r I

Equilibrium Top IR

(3.19)

[m]v frdi _IN/qv al, =_[N, DTI,

Top WR [M]fsw —[M]v a =—[NwirwP

Bot WR
[m]v fsswt _4N/if wi = _[Nw irwt

Bot IR
[m]v f Bwit _My emit =_[Ni ijiBt

Stand (3.26)
[miv ff ±[m]v ,Bmt

t	 8KDB =-2K[N]A0

Gap Profile (3.15) h =—2

[miT i2T14, Amir pBwt iwsBS: ifsw

iwv/BS ]v flvpi qwW13S1v f Bwit

[ TG Tp	 )
r w +

TG Bt
EW

Strip _	 (3.27) [N:]fsw —sh, = [Nes 1(20 +[NB8h ]E6.0 +[N 
]
arr +NIBP
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APPENDIX IV

ANGLE UPDATE EQUATIONS

Type Number Equation

Vertical

Axes

Top IB

(4.1)

n Tp _ r,„. 1 T nTp	 rx,f -jr n Tp	 w	 1 ,	A- w	 _,_ w	 1
Nr =n3 — {1. 1vil L---'B_ l ivi i !---'-1	-rL. " IBS JV 1 Tjl 7-1. v v BaS -T.- " IBS .1

,
V i1TBP }

ToTop WI a

Tp 

-

[m]l. Dirp _[miT DTp 
_[w

	 if
J —W	 "VV ISW

r
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[mr D Eiwt _[mf DiBt iwIl3vSlfsw
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Bot IB
Bt	 T	 1-w/fp'

ivii —B	 B	
] f Bt	 rwBS1 f	 1

DlAni ={[M] 12
Bt 

+I. 	 +[ Wm +WsI	 V LIB -	
Bt

L — w Iv &WI

Horizontal

Axes

Top ER

(4.2)
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H L..18 -

[wI iii fTpwi ±[wir+	 wr ti CHI) +HTI p

Top WR
Hemp .fiwiss _L IATBS1 fTp ZwBS1 fTp _L. T4Tp _i_ T4Tp

' "w _Rum ' L "1	 piLn3 .."-w ' A Ai
1

Bot WR
Bt

H awl ={[Wili6 +WwBS iii fBwit liWBS 1	 Bt	 Bt	 Bt 1
1 jHfIB +H W +II I 1

Bot IR
4..... , tjstH 113Bt =[wi l3S 1 H fB t +[wBBS ,_ wBS 1	 Ill

II

Angle

Update

(4.8)
a TP

tan(OZ)= H -IBTp
V	 113

a TP
H -WItart(13T‘4; )= Tp
V WI

,Bt
tanoBt	 E)H=

Bt
V 4 WI

Bt
Ha:tan( 0 Bait )=

V 41B
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APPENDIX V

APPENDIX V - GAUSS-JORDAN ELIMINATION FOR A SIMPLE BEAM

Using simple beam theory, consider a simply supported beam that is discretised with 'n'

nodes. A unit force applied at node '1(' produces a displacement 'wik' at node 'i'.

Fk =1

a ik

Figure A5.1) Simply Supported Beam

In general a set of forces will be applied {f1 , f2, ... , fn} to each node that produces a set of

total displacements {d1 , d2 , ... ,d}. Displacement is related to force by a weighting

function matrix...

d=[W]f
	

A5.1

If the first 'p nodes are fixed, a set of reactions In , r2 , ... , rp } are introduced and

displacement at each fixed node is zero.

Figure A5.2) Effect of Fixing Nodes

Equation (A5.1) can be re-written in terms of fixed and unfixed nodes as

fal= [AC DB rf}

	
A5.2
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{	 oi
A-1B  if 01

D-cA-1Bit f J
A5.7

APPENDIX V

where [A1=[

W:3 ::. IV 'P]

W P3 — WP•P

[[ci= W 71,1 ::1

W n,1 — Wn,p

However, the reactions are unknown and must be eliminated. This can be done by writing

(A5.2) as two simultaneous equations

0=[A]r-F[B]f	 A5.3

ci=[c]ri-[D]f	 A5.4

The matrices [W], [A], and [D] all describe the displacement at a set of nodes of a linear

system due to a set of forces applied at those nodes. Due to the Maxwell reciprocal theorem,

the inverse matrices [W]- 1 , [A]-1, and rly-
L J 1 must all exist and describe the point forces due to

a set of displacements. Equation (A5.3) can thus be written as

r=—[A1-1[B]f	 A5.5

and by substituting this into equation (A5.4), one obtains

d=([D]-[c][A]1[B]y_	 A5.6

These two equations can be written in combined matrix form as

which is equivalent to performing Gauss-Jordon Elimination on the rows of the weighting

function [W] in equation (A5.2) which correspond to fixed points.
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APPENDIX VI

APPENDIX VI- PARTITIONED MATRIX INVERSION FORMULAE

Consider a matrix, M, divided into four components A,B,C & D and the inverse into four

corresponding components of the same size P,Q,R & S so that

B Q1-1[A 

D] — [Pc
	

R A6.1Si

and assume that the matrices [Al and ID - CA-I BI are non -singular.

This can be written as

[RP
	  Bi	 FI	 0,

QSIAC DFLO ' I A6.2

or as four simultaneous equations

PA+QC=I	 A6.3

PB+QD=0	 A6.4

RA+SC=0	 A6.5

RB+SD=I	 A6.6

Assuming [Al is non-singular, equation A6.5 can be written as

R=—SCA-1 	 A6.7

and substituted into A6.6 to give

—SCA-1B+SD=I	 A6.8

which (if [D-CA-1 13] is non-singular) can be rearranged to give

S ={D—CA-1B} 1	 A6.9
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APPENDIX VI

Equation A6.3 can be written as

P=A-'-QCA-1

and this can be substituted into A6.4 to give

A6.10

A-1B-QCA-1B+QD=0 A6.11

which can be rearranged to give

Q=-A-113S A6.12

and finally, by substitution into A6.

P=A-4 +A-113SCA-1 A6.13

Thus equation A6.1 becomes

, A-1+A-13{D-CA-1B}-1CA-1 -A-1B{D-CA-1B} 11

[

A 
C D] -{D-CA-1B} 1CA-1 {D-CA-1B} 1

]
A6.14
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APPENDIX VII

APPENDIX VII- DERIVATION OF CVC SHIFTING EQUATION

THEOREM

Given a polynomial of order N,

y(x,0) = Ebix'
	

A7.1

where by assumption bm60, then if y is axially shifted by 's', the resulting equation

y(x,․)=Ebi(x—s)i
	

A7.2
i=0

can be represented in the separable variable form

y(x,․)=ifi(x)gi(s)
	

A7.3
i.o

where f1 (x) is a set of N+1 polynomials obtained by shifting, such that the distinct set of

shifts is s= 4 (i=0:N)

f,(x)=ibi(x-401
	

i=0:N A7.4
= 0

and gi(s) is a set of N+1 polynomials of order N whose coefficients can be expressed in the

matrix form

so]

g1(s)=[A]
s'i

A7.5

where

00°

[A]=[

00N

oN° 1
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ba+p (-1) 1 "1=Eba+n (-1)n (an+n)/Oinai
n=0	 i=0

0<a<N

0 � P � N
A7.8

[11 = (49° : : : (ON r [ A.1,1[ 

(00 )N — (ON )N [AN,1

Al,N

ANN

A7.10

APPENDIX VII

PROOF

By combining equations (A7.2), (A7.3),(A7.4) & (A7.5),the above theorem can be written as

N N	 N

j=0	 1=0
b1(x—s)1 = 	 Eai,msm }{Ebp (x—oi	 6

j	
A7.

1=0 m=0	 P=0

which can be expanded using the binomial expansion to give

N	 „ N N	 N p
yb i y,(-1)k S k X j-k	 Eai,msm y,bp E(-1)n (1) i nXP-n (P) A7.7
j=0 k=0	 1=0 m=0	 p=0 n=0

Equating coefficients of Xas/3 for the limits° � a � N & 0 � 13 � N , (N+1)2 equations are

obtained. For each value of a and 0, four of the summations (those for j, k, m and p) contain

only one value, reducing the equation to

or (in matrix form)
B=BC 	 A7.8

where B. =b. (-1)k ( j+k )j ,k	 j+k	 k

Co( = ZOijai*
i=0

Note that the non-leading-diagonal of B is non-zero (because bj+k �0 and hence B1,k�0 for

j+k=N) and that B is zero below this diagonal (because bi+k=0 and hence Bj ,k=0 for j+k>N).

Hence B is invertable and equation (A7.8) reduces to the identity matrix, I

I=C 	 A7.9

Thus the defined matrix C is equal to the identity matrix and the coefficients 	 can be

obtained from
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APPENDIX VIII

APPENDIX VIII- EXPERIMENTAL DATA

The following industrial data was used to test the model.

Parameter Symbol Units Run 1 Run 2 Run 3

ALLOY HARD SOFT HARD

Strip width Ls inches 50 74 96

Entry thickness hre mils 25.0 166.0 80.0

Entry profile hr - -0.25% -0.25% -0.25%

Exit thickness lire mils 13.5 100.0 64.0

Annealed thickness hanneal mils 195.7 380.0 253.6

Hardening exponent ham., - 0.203 0.170 0.203

Annealed yield stress kanneai Psi 27400 28100 27400

Gap friction coeff. lis - 0.048 0.100 0.090

Poisson's ratio vs - 0.30 0.30 0.30

Young's Modulus Es psi 1. 0x1 07 1 .0x 1 07 1 .0x 1 07

Entry strain Eo - 0 0 0

Mean entry stress
if

ai lbs/inch 1895 3071 2000

Mean exit stress
rr

02 lbs/inch 3993 2996 3000

Work roll jacks Tw tons/chock 11.0 8.5 -5.8

Inter, roll jacks T1 tons/chock -15.0 80.8 71.7

Inter. roll CVC shift ClcVC inches -3.0 -5.0 -7.8

Work roll torque Tw Klbs-inch 182 1222 393
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